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Abstract
A Large Scale Robot Colony (LSRC) is a complex artifact comprising of a significant
population of both mobile and static robots. LSRC research is in its literary infancy and it is
therefore necessary to rely upon external fields for the appropriate framework, Multi Agent
Systems (MAS) and Large Scale Systems (LSS). At the intersection of MAS, LSS and LSRC
exist near identical issues, problems and solutions. If attention is paid to coherence then
solution portability is possible.

The issue of Self-Reliability is poorly addressed by the MAS research field. Disparity between
the real world and simulation is another area of concern. Despite these deficiencies, MAS and
LSS are perceived as the most appropriate frameworks. MAS research focuses on three prime
areas, cognitive science, management and interaction. LSRC is focused on Self-Sustainability,
Self-Management and Self-Organization. While LSS research was not primarily intended for
populations of mobile robots, it does address key issues of LSRC, such as effective
sustainability and management. Implementation of LSRC that is based upon the optimal
solution for any one or two of the three aspects will be inferior to a coherent solution based
upon all three.

LSRC’s are complex organizations with significant populations of both static and mobile
robots. The increase in population size and the requirement to address the issue of SelfReliance give rise to new issues. It is no longer sufficient to speak only in terms of robot
intelligence, architecture, interaction or team behaviour, even though these are still valid
topics. Issues such as population sustainability and management have greater significance
within LSRC. As the size of a robot populations increases, minor uneconomical decisions and
actions inhibit the performance of the population. Interaction must be made economical
within the context of the LSRC. Sustainability of the population becomes significant as it
enables stable performance and extended operational lifespan. Management becomes
significant as a mechanism to direct the population so as to achieve near optimal performance.
The Self-Sustainability, Self-Management and Self-Organization of LSRC are vastly more
complex than in team robotics. Performance of the overall population becomes more
significant than individual or team achievement.

This thesis is a presentation of the Cooperative Autonomous Robot Colony (CARC)
architecture. The CARC architecture is novel in that it offers a coherent baseline solution to
the issue of mobile robot Self-Reliance. This research uses decomposition as a mechanism to
reduce problem complexity. Self-Reliance is decomposed into Self-Sustainability, Self-
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Management, and Self-Organization. A solution to the issue of Self-Reliance will comprise of
conflicting sub-solutions. A product of this research is a set of guidelines that manages the
conflict of sub-solutions and maintains a coherent solution.

In addressing the issue of Self-Reliance, it became apparent that Economies of Scale, played
an important role. The effects of Economies of Scale directed the research towards LSRC’s.
LSRC’s demonstrated improved efficiency and greater capability to achieve the requirements
of Self-Reliance. LSRC’s implemented with the CARC architecture would extend human
capability, enabling large scale operations to be performed in an economical manner, within
real world and real time environments, including those of a remote and hostile nature. The
theory and architecture are supported using published literature, experiments, observations
and mathematical projections. Contributions of this work are focused upon the three pillars of
Self-Reliance addressed by CARC: Self-Sustainability, Self-Management and SelfOrganization.

The chapter on Self-Sustainability explains and justifies the relevance of this issue, what it is,
why it is important and how it can be achieved. Self-Sustainability enables robots to continue
to operate beyond disabling events by addressing failure and routine maintenance.
Mathematical projections are used to compare populations of non-sustained and sustained
robots. Computer modeling experiments are used to demonstrate the feasibility of SelfSustainability, including extended operational life, the maintenance of optimal work flow and
graceful physical degradation (GPD). A detailed explanation is presented of Sustainability
Functions, Colony Sites, Static Robot Roles, Static Robot Failure Options, and
Polymorphism.

The chapter on Self-Management explores LSS research as a mechanism to exert influence
over a LSRC. An experimental reactive management strategy is demonstrated. This strategy
while limited does indicate promising potential directions for future research including the
Man in the Loop (MITL) strategy highly desired by NASA JPL for off world command and
control of a significant robot colony (Huntsberger, et. al., 2000). Experiments on
Communication evaluate both Broadcast Conveyance (BC) and Message Passing Conveyance
(MPC). These experiments demonstrate the potential of Message Passing as a low cost system
for LSRC communication. Analysis of Metrics indicates that a Performance Based Feedback
Method (PBFM) and a Task Achievement Method (TAM) are both necessary and sufficient to
monitor a LSRC.
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The chapter on Self-Organization describes a number of experiments, algorithms and
protocols on Reasoning Robotics, a minor variant of Reactive Robotics. Reasoning Robotics
utilizes an Event Driven Architecture (EDA) rather than a Stimulus Driven Architecture
(SDA) common to Reactive Robotics. Enhanced robot performance is demonstrated by a
combination of EDA and environmental modification enabling stigmergy. These experiments
cover Intersection Navigation with contingency for Multilane Intersections, a Radio Packet
Controller (RPC) algorithm, Active and Passive Beacons including a communication
protocol, mobile robot navigation using Migration Decision Functions (MDF’s), including
MDF positional errors.

The central issue addressed by this thesis is the production of Self-Reliance guidelines for
LSRC’s. Self-Reliance is perceived as a critical issue in advancing the useful and productive
applications for LSRC’s. LSRC’s are complex with many issues in related fields of MAS and
LSS. Decomposition of Self-Reliance into Self-Sustainability, Self-Management and SelfOrganization were used to aid in problem understanding. It was found that Self-Sustainability
extends the operational life of individual robots and the LSRC. Self-Management enables the
exertion of human influence over the LSRC, such that the ratio of humans to robots is reduced
but not eliminated. Self-Organization achieves and enhances performance through a routine
and reliable LSRC environment. The product of this research was the novel CARC
architecture, which consists of a set of Self-Reliance guidelines and algorithms. The SelfReliance guidelines manage conflict between optimal solutions and provide a framework for
LSRC design. This research was supported by literature, experiments, observations and
mathematical projections.
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Definitions of Abbreviations and Terms
AI: Artificial Intelligence
ASS: Assembly and Repair Static Robot
Autocatalytic: Reinforcing Behaviour
Autonomous: Able to operate and achieve objectives without constant supervisory
monitoring, control or support.
BC: Broadcast Conveyance Communication
BUF: Return Buffer Static Robot
CARC: Cooperative Autonomous Robot Colony architecture
Coherence: A solution where the net effect is desirable.
Colony: A collective of mobile and static robots that cooperate to satisfy objectives.
DAI: Distributed Artificial Intelligence
DEP: Mobile Robot Status, Deployed in the Field
EDA: Event Driven Architecture
EXC: Mobile Robot Excavator
Gestalt: A perception of a collective mind comprised of autonomous intelligent entities.
GPD: Graceful Physical Degradation
Heterogenous: Greek – hetero (other), genos (kind)
HOT: Hot Stage Static Robot
LSRC: Large Scale Robot Colonies
LSS: Large Scale Systems
MAN: Mobile Robot Maintenance
MAS: Multi Agent System.
MDF: Migration Decision Function
MITL: Man in the Loop control methodology
MOD: Module Storage Static Robot
MPC: Message Passing Conveyance Communication
NOD: Near Optimal Deployment Strategy
Ontology: A collection of terms referencing a particular subject.
PBFM: Performance Based Feedback Method
Polymorphic: Ability to transform from one state to another, such as a caste change, from a
Scout Mobile Robot to a Transport Mobile Robot.
PSSH: Physical Symbol System Hypothesis
REC: Recharge Static Robot
REP: Repair Buffer Static Robot
RES: Resource Storage Static Robot
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RES: Mobile Robot Rescue
RCY: Recycled Module Storage Static Robot
RPC: Radio Packet Controller algorithm
RST: Resource Storage Static Robot
SAS: Site Administration Static Robot
SCT: Mobile Robot Scout
SDA: Stimulus Driven Architecture
SI: Swarm Intelligence
SOP: Standard Operating Procedure
Stigmergy: Communication through environmental change
TAM: Task Achievement Method
Taxis: Attraction or repulsion to stimuli
TRN: Mobile Robot Transport
WST: Reusable Waste Storage Static Robot
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1. Introduction
Self-Reliance is an important topic for advancing mobile robot technology, as it would result
in more useful, productive and economical applications. Current mobile robot technology
lacks autonomy, often requiring extensive human monitoring and intervention, and is
therefore not Self-Reliant. Self-Reliance is recognized as an issue of significance to mobile
robotics research (Colombano, 2004),(Gustafson & Gustafson, 2004),(Huntsberger,
2004),(Park, et. al., 2004),(Pollack, 2004),(Engwirda, 2004).

Self-Reliance is a complex issue and the strategy of decomposition was used in this research,
to analyse and understand the various aspects. The complexity of the issue of Self-Reliance
was reduced by decomposition into Self-Sustainability, Self-Management and SelfOrganization. Some issues, such as communication, could not be strictly defined or
categorised as belonging only to Self-Sustainability, Self-Management or Self-Organization.
Some overlap does exist and the decomposition model reflects this situation. The objective of
understanding the aspects of Self-Reliance was to produce an optimal integrated solution.

Economy of scale was noted to be significant when addressing the issue of Self-Reliance.
Solutions to issues became more practical as resources were scaled up. An example is the
investment into Self-Sustainability, with numerous static robots providing a base of
operations for the mobile robots. As the quantity of mobile robots increases, the investment
into a base of operations is more justifiable. A Man in the Loop (MITL) solution to SelfManagement has greater benefit as the population of mobile robots increases. Maintaining the
optimal mobile robot deployment quantity improves robot utility by addressing idle and
residency time, which is a Self-Organization issue. The benefits of economy of scale directed
this research towards Large Scale Robot Colonies (LSRC’s).

Each issue of Self-Reliance would have an optimal solution. It was postulated that a general
solution for Self-Reliance based upon optimal sub-solutions would be sub-optimal, because of
competition and lack of coherence between issues and respective solutions. This research
takes a holistic approach in optimizing a fully integrated general solution to Self-Reliance.
Also, optimal solutions for individual or small teams of robots would no longer be optimal for
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LSRC’s. A review of the literature was undertaken with a view for the identification of the
conditions under which mobile robots might excel. From this review, a novel set of design
guidelines was established and refined. The design guidelines were used to develop the
Cooperative Autonomous Robot Colony (CARC) architecture. The guidelines were enhanced
through experimentation, to test new concepts and examine the interaction with other
concepts. From the results of the literature review and the experiments, we are confident that
the architecture, based on the guidelines, has enhanced the potential to provide a near optimal
solution to the problem of Self-Reliance for cooperative mobile robots.

The challenge is to develop a general solution to Self-Reliance that approaches optimality.
The novel solution developed by this research is the CARC architecture. The guidelines are
generated from the decomposition of Self-Reliance, while the holistic perspective ensures
coherence. CARC architecture consists of guidelines, functional architecture, algorithms, and
mathematical projections. CARC architecture and its justification, is presented throughout
this thesis document.

An equation to predict the overall performance of the colony in real world environments is
highly desirable. Such an equation is difficult to create and of limited value, given the vast
number of variables and their lack of independence. The equation variables include the
application, algorithms, assets, environment, quantity and deployment of robots. The
application will consist of a number of objectives which are accomplished according to a
temporal sequence. The algorithms include the individual solutions to sub-problems and the
interaction of these solutions. Assets are the resources supplied to the colony to achieve its
mission. Environmental variables include terrain and weather. All of these issues have
cascading effects and correlation between prediction of overall performance and actual
performance is purely coincidental. The complexity of accurate prediction of the future state
of the colony is difficult to deliver in a timely manner. It is therefore better to define an
empirical equation based upon current and past results and to incrementally converge upon a
solution. CARC architecture uses convergence rather than prediction to achieve results and
objectives.

The objective of Self-Sustainability is to increase the operational life of robots and to enable
them to continue to operate despite disabling events. Operational life is extended through
maintenance. Disabling events are managed through robot recovery, fault identification and
rectification. The objective of Self-Management is to organize the robots into Task Forces.
Task Forces organization includes creation, membership, reallocation, retirement and
monitoring. Therefore Self-Management does not define the detail of task achievement but
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the allocation of LSRC resources. The objective of Self-Organization is to define the detailed
operations of the Task Forces and their individual member robots. Self-Organization details
the interaction between robots, environment and task objectives.

An Empirical Equation is formulated below for Self-Reliance based upon the components
addressed earlier.
SR = (SS(ss1,ss2,ss3,…,ssn) + SM(sm1,sm2,sm3,…,smn) + SO(so1,so2,so3,…,son))

Where
SR = Self-Reliance
SS = Self-Sustainability
SM = Self-Management
SO = Self-Organization
ss1..ssn = an instance of a Self-Sustainability sub-component.
sm1..smn = an instance of a Self-Management sub-component.
so1..son = an instance of a Self-Organization sub-component.

The goal is to make Self-Reliance (SR) optimal even though none of the individual subcomponent values may be optimal. Coherence of the general Self-Reliance solution is more
important than optimality of the sub-components. The inspiration for this approach came from
nature where ants transport a meal back to the nest. Only one of the many ants may be in the
optimal position and some may be unhelpful even antagonistic, but the entourage moves with
the optimal vector towards the nest, therefore displaying coherent behaviour.

When a sub-problem of robotics is analysed and solved in isolation then it is highly optimistic
to expect that solution to be optimal in a fully integrated LSRC solution. A method to analyse
a solution for a sub-problem and prove that it is optimal in a fully integrated solution has not
been found. A recurring theme of this research is the cascading effects within LSRC’s of
every single modification to a variable. Competition exists between individual solutions for
resources and this reduces global performance. It was for this reason that the guidelines were
established as a mechanism to deliver a coherent solution. An integrated LSRC can be
deployed into the real world and adapt to the specific environment based upon experience of
current and past performance. Each instance of deployment will be slightly different with
numerous variables, thus enabling a database to be collated. It is only once the mobile robots
are deployed that performance can be measured and near optimal performance achieved,
through a skilled human Systems Administrator and/or Artificial Intelligence. In order to
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generate a baseline of acceptable performance a list of design guidelines was extrapolated.
These design guidelines were then incorporated into the fully integrated general solution.

The CARC architecture developed in this research is a general solution for Self-Reliance of
mobile robots, but it is not a universal panacea. The architecture is inefficient when applied to
small scale teams of mobile robots and ineffective when dealing with individual mobile
robots. When applied to LSRC’s, the architecture would increase application portability,
capability and economy. The architecture addresses multiple issues of Self-Sustainability,
Self-Management and Self-Organization.
1.1

Organization

This thesis contains a Literature Review and three chapters covering the main issues of SelfReliance, being Self Sustainability, Self-Management, and Self-Organization. The objective
of the Literature Review is to derive a baseline of guidelines for the novel CARC architecture.
The following three chapters verify and enhance the guidelines. In the Conclusion, the
guidelines are presented in a summarized form.
1.1.1

Literature Review

In searching for literature about Self-Reliance and LSRC it was necessary to examine a
diverse range of topics. These topics include Large Scale Systems (LSS), Multi-Agent
Systems (MAS), and Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI). The output of this search was a
set of Baseline Guidelines that could be used to direct the research in a more focused manner.
An example is that path planning was found not suitable for LSRC and an alternative was
sought, with taxis being suggested. Taxis lead to experiments under Self-Organization, on
Migration Decision Functions (MDF’s). The resulting experiments verified and/or enhanced
the guidelines.
1.1.2

Self-Sustainability

Machines are traditionally engineered so that they resist failure, but they still fail. Harsh and
remote environments coupled with physical work amplify failure frequency and severity.
Failure comes in many diverse forms, a broken component, lack of fuel or even a dirty sensor,
etc. The Apollo 13 spacecraft sustained critical a failure but was successfully brought back to
Earth because that failure was addressed, if not identified, immediately by the human crew.
Unmanned autonomous spacecraft such as the Deep Space 1 (DS1), are now fitted with Mode
Identification and Recovery (MIR) systems to enable immediate fault detection and correction
thus reducing cascading failure and the incidence of loss (NASA, 1999). Self-Sustainable
robots will continue to operate despite failure.
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Categorization of failure is the first step in overcoming this issue. Metrics enable the
frequency of failure to be measured. If the failure frequency is significant then counter
measures can then be applied. A determination can then be made concerning the effectiveness
of the countermeasures. The idea behind Self-Sustainability is not to address every possible
failure option but to address the significant failure probabilities with identification and
rectification in an economical manner.

The architecture of a LSRC comprises of mobile and static robots. The mobile robots address
the application and the static robots address Self-Sustainability. If failure identification and
rectification can be managed then Graceful Degradation with physical robots will be
achieved.

Module based robot design was selected over component based robot design as it enables
routine, rapid and reliable connection. Modules are inserted into a chassis base and then
locked into place. Removal of modules is a simple process reversal. Module based design
reduces complexity of the required physical and electrical connections. While the chassis
based robot design limits flexibility, it makes the robot stronger and more robust, simplifies
the algorithm and provides enhanced physical and electrical connections.

An experiment to test Self-Sustainability was developed. This experiment used static and
mobile robots. The mobile robots incorporated the modular architecture. The LSRC in this
experiment was required to achieve and maintain a target population of heterogenous mobile
robots. The LSRC was subjected to different error rates and time intervals and observations
were made.
1.1.3

Self-Management

Self-Management is distinct from Self-Organization in that the focus is upon strategic
decision making within a LSRC rather than task decomposition. At the level of SelfManagement, the key issue is the appropriate allocation of resources. Self-Management of a
LSRC is a relatively new concept but similar issues have been discussed at length within
other fields such as LSS research. Self-Management of LSRC incorporates failure and
uncertainty, to produce robust strategies for continuous goal achievement.

Several issues are raised within the chapter of Self-Management. Metrics, including failure,
uncertainty, resources deployed and reserved, and goal achievement. Learning is examined on
an individual robot and LSRC scale. Communication is explored between Mission Control,
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Operations, and Static and Mobile Robots. Goal achievement is examined, by coherent
behaviour despite instances of individual counter productive behaviour. Adaptability and
Resource Management is explored where optimal performance is maintained by enabling
physical change.

There is an experiment on Reactive Management which explores a fully automated system of
control. This experiment demonstrates that Reactive Management is not ideal, but it does lead
to a better approach which is MITL control.

There is an experiment on message passing communication. The literature indicated that
Broadcast communication was not ideal and an alternative system of communication to would
yield improved results and the mechanics of this approach needed to be explored. It was
found that message passing was a viable alternative communication system.
1.1.4

Self-Organization

Self-Organization is a mature area of research, not only between robots and the environment
but also between cooperative or even antagonistic robots. As robot populations increase in
size the issues of Self-Organization become more complex. A LSRC is complex and solutions
which are optimal for robot individuals or teams are not necessarily optimal for LSRC’s.

Complex behaviours are demonstrated from simple rules in the form of Event Driven
Architecture (EDA). This enables the mobile robots to operate in the real world and in real
time while achieving their objectives. The EDA uses finite states and transitions between
those states. Given a valid state and a legal action the successive state is not always
guaranteed. Therefore the EDA must routinely deal with uncertainty and failure.

Mobile robot performance is optimized when robots are performing routine tasks in highly
structured environments. The tasks in a LSRC are routine and repetitive. The environment of
the LSRC is highly structured with cleared terrain, static robots and navigation beacons.

The chapter on Self-Organization covers the following relevant issues. Algorithms for a Large
Scale Construction application are presented to examine the potential of ontologically
definable environments, task distribution and sequence of operations. Navigation by MDF’s
in dynamic environments is examined to determine if mobile robots can use this mechanism
and to explore the potential issues and solutions. MDF experiments also demonstrated the
effectiveness of environmental modification and population limitation. An experiment was
conducted on MDF errors to determine the effectiveness of consensus positioning. Hardware
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experiments were conducted on the topic of Intersection Navigation to determine the
effectiveness of EDA, passive beacons, protocol communication, and robot separation.
1.1.5

Conclusion

Within this thesis we will demonstrate the novel CARC architecture. The CARC architecture
addresses the issue of mobile robot Self-Reliance through LSRC’s. Self-Reliance is addressed
through a decomposition strategy into Self-Sustainability, Self-Management, and SelfOrganization. A number of experiments, algorithms and mathematical projections, are
presented. The output of this process is a set of guidelines yielding a coherent solution to SelfReliance.

Addressing Self-Reliance through LSRC’s will not be a universal panacea for the field of
mobile robotics. It will extend the application domain in the area of Large Scale Applications
and enable sustained operations in remote and hostile environments. If this can be
accomplished then humanity will possess a key enabling technology that will pry open the
frontiers of space exploration and more importantly exploitation, by extending our reach and
ability.

One of the fundamental goals of robotics is to produce a machine that is fully autonomous. A
fully autonomous robot does not require constant human monitoring and intervention. SelfReliant mobile robots would achieve this goal. The CARC architecture provides a baseline for
this milestone to be achievable in the near future.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review

1. Introduction
The goal of this research was to address the issue of extending the application domain of
cooperative autonomous mobile robotics, specifically by addressing the issue of Self-Reliance
in conjunction with Large Scale Robot Colonies (LSRC). Extending the application domain
includes applications that require a greater quantity of robots, an extended mission duration,
increased complexity or difficulty, reduced human involvement or improved economical
performance. Current mobile robot technology is not self-reliant with human involvement
required in observation, supervision and maintenance of the robots. Therefore, limitations
exist both on the potential size and applications of robot populations.

This research lead to the development of a theory that a potential solution exists through large
scale populations organised as colonies, consisting of mobile and static robots. This theory is
supported by problem analysis and decomposition, mathematical projection and
experimentation. The product of this research is the proposed Cooperative Autonomous Robot
Colony (CARC) architecture comprising of a set of guidelines, algorithms, and functional
architecture, for the implementation of LSRC.
1.1

Application Domain Extension

Fukuda, past President of the IEEE Robotics and Automation Society, says that:
“Robot costs can be reduced and production increased by adherence to
standards and a modular approach that enables mass production. Greater
reliance on automation generates a synergy that empowers mobile robotics and
greater diversity in human resources generates new ideas (Fukuda, 1999).”
Fukuda speaks of a problem that is not rooted in technology or progress but paradigm. The
research topic presented in this thesis does not lie neatly in the field of mobile robotics and it
is necessary to explore a broader base.

The current industrial and commercial applications for mobile robot technology are very
similar to the early days of automobiles. Mobile robot applications are rare and the solutions
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are tailored to specific problems and environments. Prior to the introduction of the Model T
Ford, automobiles were rare and expensive. Only the privileged few could afford this rare
commodity. The automobiles of the day were handcrafted and built to the specifications of
purchasers. The wealthy would determine intricate details such as door handles, car seat
covers and interior display design. Henry Ford changed this philosophy with his famous
motto, “You may have any colour you like, so long as it is black.” As a consequence of his
vision of automobile mass production, prices decreased, usage increased and technology
advanced rapidly.

Current philosophy of mobile robotics is limited to applications that are dirty, dull or
dangerous, the 3 d’s of robotics. If existing mobile robot technology could be applied to a
generic range of applications then we will have achieved application domain extension.
Modification of the technology to useful, productive or economical applications would open
new industrial and commercial possibilities, which in turn would decrease costs, increase
usage and advance mobile robot technology.

Application Domain Extension encompasses the following points which are then explained in
detail below.
•

Mobile robots in greater population quantity

•

Missions with extended duration

•

Applications of greater complexity or difficulty

•

Reduced human involvement

•

Improved economical performance

Greater population quantity
It is feasible to deploy a large quantity of mobile robots and the concept was advocated with
the appearance of reactive robotics (Brooks, 1990). Brooks assumed that a large population of
robots could be deployed and achieve its objective through redundancy. It has been well over
a decade since Brooks suggested the redundancy approach and the technology exists to
manufacture and deploy large scale populations of robots. But the redundancy deployment
model is not in common usage. Serious issues with the redundancy deployment model of
Brooks prevent it from being a realistic option. Brooks wanted to extend the application
domain of mobile robotics but was unable because he had failed to address the issues of SelfReliance.
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It is possible that Self-Reliance can be achieved with a team of mobile robots or even an
individual robot, but this research is based on a theory that a large scale colony of mobile
robots would through economies of scale, provide the most significant return from resource
investment. If the robots are organised in a manner that addresses Self-Reliance then it should
be possible, probable and practical to deploy a large quantity of robots.

The evidence shows that increasing population quantity reduces unit performance. In research
on scaling issues, Gustafson found a reduction in performance as a result of increased system
complexity, when target quantity, robot quantity or robot capability increased (Gustafson &
Gustafson, 2004). Reduction in performance may result in total system failure. Failure rate
within a robot population is related to the environment and the nature of work (Huntsberger,
et. al., 2000). Failure rate is also affected by the quantity of robots deployed and applies to
inactive robots. As population size increases, there exists a corresponding increase in
management and communication complexity. A solution that increased unit productivity,
reduced failure and enabled effective management would extend the application domain.

Extended mission duration
Extension of mission duration is a significant issue and current solutions are limited. The
Mars rover mobile robot is a good example as its mission duration was limited by its power
supply. Research by Warwick into automatic docking and power recharging is typical of
increasing mission duration by addressing an issue of Self-Reliance (Warwick, 1997).
Addressing multiple Self-Reliance issues would reduce costs for missions of extended
duration by allowing reuse of hardware resources and increased robot lifespan, thus extending
application domain.

Greater complexity
Increasing mission complexity increases the probability of failure. A solution that enabled
missions of increased complexity while managing failure potential would extend the
application domain. Current research in team robotics, by NASA JPL has explored the
feasibility of off-world construction, such as the assembly of solar photo voltaic tent arrays
(Huntsberger, 2000), (Pirjanian, 2000). Extending the construction capability to include larger
and more complex structures would be of significant value.
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Human involvement
One of the impediments of current mobile robot technology is the requirement for near
constant human monitoring and intervention. Research by NASA demonstrated that an
autonomous spacecraft, Deep Space 1, could operate for extended periods with significantly
reduced human monitoring and intervention (NASA, 1999). If the ratio of human monitors to
mobile robots could be reduced then this would also extend the application domain.

Economical performance
Enhanced economical performance is an issue that would make mobile robotics more
appetising to global corporations and in turn act as a driver for mobile robotics research. If
mobile robotics could be harnessed to applications where they would generate significant
financial return then this would extend the application domain.

In this research we have addressed the extension of these application domain issues through
Self-Reliance. Self-Reliance is not an absolute value, but the ability to function with reduced
human interaction, specifically to monitor, supervise and maintain. Increasing Self-Reliance
will increase the options of the application domain for robot technology. Each individual
function that is successfully addressed improves the overall Self-Reliance. Individual
functions of Self-Reliance will have differing significance to the overall Self-Reliance. It
would be difficult but theoretically possible to achieve 100% Self-Reliance. This has been
perceived to be undesirable, as it would reduce monitoring and intervention capability, and
thereby become more difficult to control the direction of the colony. Also, a LSRC represents
a significant fiscal investment and the total elimination of human intervention capability
would reduce confidence. A fully automated system, even one with enhanced performance to
a manual system, will sometimes perform actions that are considered as inexcusable.

E.g. “An Air New Zealand airliner crashed into an Antarctic mountain; its crew
had not been told that the input data to its navigational computer, which
described its flight plan, had been changed (Scientific American, 1985).”

E.g. “Five nuclear reactors were shut down temporarily because a program
testing their resistance to earthquakes used an arithmetic sum of variables
instead of the square root of the sum of the squares of the variables (Scientific
American, 1985).”
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E.g. “The manned space capsule Gemini V missed its landing point by 100 miles
because its guidance program ignored the motion of the earth around the sun
(Scientific American, 1985).”

Given historical precedent and the knowledge that a LSRC is a complex system, it would be
unwise to place absolute trust in full automation. The following constraints on Self-Reliance
are provided to increase confidence in appropriate performance. A human Systems
Administrator is able to supervise the colony, with periodic reports and directives, reducing
the risk of poor management performance or even failure. Human involvement is significantly
reduced to the point where humans are not expected to interact directly with mobile robots,
thus reducing the potential of inadvertent injury. The colony is able to repair but only as long
as resources are provided, thus ensuring finite colony lifespan.
1.2

Self-Reliance

A population of mobile robots can be said to be self-reliant when human interaction has been
significantly reduced. Self-Reliance is a problem of daunting complexity with numerous
issues to be addressed. A general solution to such issues is argued as unwieldy by some
robotic researchers (Parker, 2000). One of the tools often employed to manage complexity is
decomposition. In this research the issue of Self-Reliance was decomposed into three more
manageable areas, Self-Sustainability, Self-Management and Self-Organization, as shown in
figure 2-1. There exists overlaps where issues and consequences do not fit neatly into one of
the categories, but the purpose of decomposition was not to strictly categorise issues, but to
manage the complexity, as shown in figure 2-2. Decomposition was performed as an aid in
problem understanding but it was realised that a coherent solution to the problem of SelfReliance was required. All three decomposed areas must be simultaneously addressed if SelfReliance is to function effectively in an economical manner. Failure to address any one of
these issues will result in a solution that fails to achieve maximum potential. If the
architecture fails to address Self-Sustainability then graceful degradation is not achieved due
to wasted resources and the increased probability of critical failure. If the architecture fails to
address Self-Management then work will not be economical. If the architecture fails to
address Self-Organization then individual robots will not be able to function. This realisation
led to our development of the CARC architecture with a library of iteratively enhanced
guidelines. The guidelines were established and refined through the process of examining
Self-Reliance with decomposition.
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Figure 2-1: Self-Reliance through decomposition: In this diagram, Self-Reliance is
decomposed into three major sub-components, Self-Sustainability, Self-Management and
Self-Organization. This diagram is suitable for many of the aspects of Self-Reliance but
issues arise when aspects do not fit neatly into one of the sub-components and overlap
occurs.

Self-

Self-

sustainability

management

Selforganization

Figure 2-2: Self-Reliance through decomposition with overlap: While decomposition
is used to reduce complexity, rigorous definition of an issue within a sub-component
serves little value and gives rise to subjective argument. The goal is to achieve SelfReliance through a synergistic coherent approach. This diagram is a more realistic
representation of Self-Reliance than its predecessor.

1.3

Large Scale Robot Colonies (LSRC)

When attempting to resolve the issues of Self-Reliance it became apparent that some solutions
involved a cooperative approach between robots. The cooperative approach led to a colony
with a base of operations. As the quantity of robots increased, quantities of scale came into
play and it became apparent that LSRC’s offered an economical solution to the issues of SelfReliance. There exist at least two valid definitions of the term robot colony. One school of
thought, used prolifically by NASA, suggests that a team of robots in an off-world
environment is a colony. The other definition is the natural concept of the social insect
colony. E.g. Ant colony. LSRC research is based upon the natural example of an insect
colony, with a large population and a base of operations.
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The notion of a colony of robots was introduced by Bekey and Agah (Agah & Bekey, 1996).
Their research used colonies as a mechanism to test genetic algorithms and was never
intended to make the transition from simulation to hardware. A colony is comprised of mobile
and static robots. The mobile robots perform the physical work and the static robots provide
operational support to the mobile population.

To understand decomposition, we must understand the decomposed components and define
them in the context of LSRC’s.
1.3.1

Definition: Self-Sustainability

Self-Sustainable robots continue to operate despite risk of faults and also gracefully degrade
until critical failure occurs as a result of diminished resources. Sustainability involves fault
avoidance, identification and rectification. Sustainability of a LSRC is a difficult and complex
issue that cannot be solved simply by recharging robots and sending in human maintenance
crews.
1.3.2

Definition: Self-Management

Self-Management of robots covers the economical application of effort and the achievement
of multiple dynamic goals within a dynamic environment. Focus is upon task force
assignment, composition and modification. It is possible to manage a robots solely through
the interaction of distributed agents but this approach has significant issues with human
interface and global observation. There exists disparity between this definition of SelfManagement and that used in other robot colony research. This disparity exists as a
consequence of the size of the robot population. As this research is focussed upon larger scale
populations, the definition incorporates different issues. Some new issues exist and some of
the old issues have been reclassified as Self-Organization.
1.3.3

Definition: Self-Organization

Self-Organization within a robot population governs tactical issues. Tactical issues include
task resolution and sequencing. Task resolution is how the task will be accomplished. Task
sequencing addresses individual robot role and time factors. Self-Organization includes
interaction between robots and interaction with the environment. A clear distinction between
these two areas does not exist as it is possible for a robot to interact with another robot
through the environment. This will become apparent in the later sections dealing with
Stigmergy and Autocatalytic Behaviour, etc. Self-Organization is focussed upon individual
robots, terrain including obstacles and artifacts, where an artifact is an object that has value to
the robot population. The issue of Self-Organization is well understood by the research
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community and literature is abundant (Brooks, 1990), (Brooks, 1991), (Jones & Flynn, 1993),
(Kube, 1997), (Jarvis, 1998), (Park, 2004).
1.4

Cooperative Mobile Robots

In this section we discuss reactive robotics and the use of simulation to model large
populations of cooperative mobile robots. We also explain the different models for artificial
intelligence used in robotics.
1.4.1

Reactive Robots

The most prominent real-world robots today are reactive robots. Reactive robots are able to
operate in real time in the real world because of the close coupling between stimulus and
action. Many autonomous mobile robots are examples of reactive robots. Designing, building
and maintaining mobile robots involves expense and time. The cost and time constraints are
amplified when considering cooperative mobile robot teams. The cost and time constraints
involved in experiments with large scale populations can be virtually prohibitive. Alternate
methods of research with large scale populations, such as simulation can reduce cost and time
constraints.

A great deal of research on cooperative robots is conducted in software simulations.
Simulation is viewed as the most appropriate tool for experimenting with large scale
populations of mobile robots (Agah & Bekey, 1996). There exists a great deal of overlap in
issues concerning software robots and other software agents, where a software robot is a
simulated robot and a software agent is a simulated real-world entity (Doran, 1998). Agent is
a more generic term and examples of software agents include robots, humans in corporations,
insects in colonies, vehicles in a traffic system, etc. An organization can be modelled as
having a finite number of states and transition between states due to interaction between
agents and environment (Costa & Demazeau, 1996).

Muller and Pecchiari model robots as situated autonomous entities. Their model was
extensive in that it modelled not just the goals but sensors, motors, environment and agent
interaction. They introduced the concept of different views, Agent view, Designer view and
Observer view (Muller & Pecchiari, 1996). These views are essentially concepts of reality
from the perspective of the agent, designer or observer. The agent view perceived the world
from the perspective of the robot. The designer view perceived the world from a perspective a
controller. The Observer view was passive and watched robot interaction without being able
to interfere.
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Nakashima and Noda claimed that lack of symbolic reasoning prevents reactive agents from
using communication and reduces flexibility to changes in the environment (Nakashima &
Noda, 1998). Other researches have also mentioned the limitations of a pure reactive
architecture and have offered improvements such as hybrid reactive-reflective architecture
(White & Pagurek, 1998). The reactive-reflective architecture is essentially a reactive
approach with higher functionality at the cost of response time. One of the major goals of
reactive AI and subsumption architecture was to construct robots that are sensitive to changes
in the environment (Brooks, 1991). Kube demonstrated that reactive robots could cooperate
in a coherent manner using implicit communication (Kube, 1997).
1.4.2

Reasoning Robots

Reasoning robots are similar to reactive robots because of the tight coupling between stimulus
and response but they also possess the ability to reason about certain stimulus. Reasoning
robots proved to be capable of using ontological communication appropriate to the situation.
Messages were precomposed and transmitted based upon the trigger states of specific finite
events. Even simple communication mechanisms such as the presence or absence of signals
are still valid forms of communication. The three models of intelligence, classical, reactive
and reasoning and shown below in respective figures 2-3, 2-4 & 2-5.

Perceive
Model

Act
Plan

Figure 2-3: Classical AI: The classical model of Artificial Intelligence used a cycle of
perception, modelling, planning and action. Mobile robots implementing this strategy
were not capable of real world/real time operations. Proponents of Classical AI argued
that the fault was technological and performance would improve when technology
advanced.

Perceive

Act

Figure 2-4: Reactive AI (Brooks, 1990): The reactive model of Artificial Intelligence,
proposed by Brooks, used a tight coupling between perception and action. Mobile robots
implementing this strategy were able to operate in real time within the real world. This
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demonstrated that the fault lay not in technology but in the intelligence model. These
robots demonstrated an intelligence level approximate to insects.

Reason

Perceive

Act

Figure 2-5: Reasoning AI (Jarvis, 1998; modified): The reasoning model of Artificial
Intelligence, proposed by Jarvis, used a tight coupling between perception and action but
allowed the robots to reason with events rather than stimuli. Mobile robots implementing
this strategy were able to operate in real time within the real world. This permitted the
robots to perform different action given the same stimuli. The ability to count stimuli and
perform different actions is one example. The intelligence is still approximate to insects.

Despite real world and real time operation, autonomous mobile robots are not yet considered
as common household or industrial appliances. Incremental improvements to individual robot
design have improved mobile robot performance but common usage of household and
industrial robotics remains unrealised. Industrial mobile robots tend to be tailored to specific
environments and applications and exhibit low reliability. Household mobile robots such as
the vacuum cleaning robot are on sale to the general public, yet performance issues limit sales
to novelty purchases. It is reasonable to suggest that mobile robotics has not yet achieved its
potential. The approach taken in this research was to follow the advice of Fukuda, by seeking
ways to empower mobile robotics through greater diversity (Fukuda, 1999). Historical
precedent shows that technology can be advanced by adapting a philosophy similar to Henry
Ford’s. Another option is to look to nature for inspiration (Brooks, 1990). Nature was the
inspiration for the reactive robot and it seems plausible to suggest that it may be of use in
advancing the technology even more.

2. Natural Solutions
Natural social insect colonies exist in the real world and operate in real time. The very
existence of these colonies is proof that they obviously work. The ability of social insect
colonies is not limited to replenishment of losses, but they also have the ability to create new
colonies therefore they must be a successful form of life. As a result of progress in reactive
robotics, we have been able to construct robots with cognitive intelligence equivalent to
insects. We are able to replicate many, but not all insect behaviours, and surpass them in some
areas. The motor intelligence of insects is far beyond our capability at present. However, it
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seems reasonable to suggest that we may use social insect colonies as inspiration to identify
and resolve some of the issues that restrain mobile robotics from reaching its potential.

In attempting to increase mobile robot applications through increasing Self-Reliance, it was
necessary to explore natural solutions. While disparity exists between natural and mechanical
requirements, nature has solved some of the issues and remains an excellent source of
inspiration. Differences in requirements will produce different solutions, and when the natural
solution is not optimal, there exists some room for improvement.
2.1

Natural Sustainability

Being biological, insects are capable of healing minor damage and it is a clear advantage but
there are other aspects of insect behaviour that are useful to mobile robots, such as
trophallaxis, cleaning and nesting.
2.1.1

Trophallaxis

Physical work comes at a cost of energy and that energy must be replaced if continuous
function is to occur. Social insects use a process known as trophallaxis to transfer energy,
stored as food. Food is eaten by some members of the colony and then regurgitated to feed
others. This mechanism permits social insects to be deployed in the field for extended
duration and range. It is a form of transferring energy and mobile robots could implement a
similar system. Such an approach is already in use with mid-air refuelling of military aircraft.
Jet fighters rendezvous with a tanker in mid-air so as to extend fighter mission time and
range. Mobile robots could use a similar system to extend mission time and range.
2.1.2

Cleaning

Insects spend a great deal of time engaged in cleaning activity. It is improbable that this
predominant behaviour would not occur unless water, dust and other accumulated material
impeded insect performance. Mobile robot performance is also impeded by accumulated
material and this can lead to failure. During the MicroMouse mobile robot championships,
robots are required to make high speed runs through the maze. Gordon Wyeth, a veteran and
three time champion of the contest, commented that dust on the wheels during high speed
runs resulted in wheel slippage and crashes (Wyeth, 1998). Dirt not only impedes sensors,
wheels and actuators, but adds to encumbrance and reduces long term performance. Mobile
robots deployed into the real world would benefit from routine cleaning.
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2.1.3

Nesting

Social insects perform nesting behaviour to protect the colony from losses. This behaviour is
routinely performed during the day/night cycle and at times of inclement weather.
Huntsberger found an increase in failure of mobile robots as a result of exposure to hostile
environments (Huntsberger, et. al., 2000). Mobile robots could adopt this strategy of
retreating from the field when environmental conditions are not favourable or when the robots
are not currently required. Nesting would reduce losses and decrease individual robot
protection requirements, while ensuring that robots were operational during more ideal times.
2.1.4

Open System

Social insect colonies extract resources from the environment in the form of food to replenish
losses. It is difficult to compete technologically with such an elegant in-situ system but we
could use the concept of a kit of parts to maintain an open system. A kit of parts is
prefabricated and surface assembled after delivery (Howe, 2004). Modular mobile robots
could be assembled and population sustained so long as the colony was supplied with module
resources.

Social insects also gather their dead into graveyards, see Autocatalytic Behaviour. This
behaviour clears obstacles and improves local and global performance. The removal from the
field of broken and malfunctioning mobile robots would also improve local and global
performance. But unlike insects, the mobile robots could be salvaged for useful parts and fuel.
Mobile robots of modular design would ease the implementation of salvage capability. By
organising the LSRC as an open system, where robot resources can be both added and
removed, it would be possible to plan missions of extremely long duration.
2.2

Natural Management

Management is one area where social insects are truly fascinating. Social insects are masters
of decomposing complexity into simple rules. It was thought that social insects are purely
reactive but their capabilities suggest that they possess a rudimentary form of learning. If we
combine the capabilities of social insects to deal with complexity with a human systems
administrator then we will acquire a useful technology.
2.2.1

Learning

There exists some uncertainty as to the intelligence level of social insects especially in the
area of learning. Stewart suggests that ants, being purely reactive, incrementally improve the
global state of the colony. This collective response from reactive individuals is an illusionary
form of emergent consciousness (Stewart, 1993). While the typical solution to a colony
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problem performed by ants may not be optimal it is certainly respectable as it permits the
colony to survive and reproduce.

When observing task force distribution, Gordon suggested a form of distributed intelligence
within an ant colony. Harvester ants, (Pogonomyrmex barbatus), appear to be capable of a
limited form of learning that enhances the survival of the colony. Older ant colonies have
been observed to respond to disturbances in a more routine manner than younger colonies.
Observations of ant colonies demonstrated a standard response to disturbance, patrolling
increases and foraging decreases. It was not known how many of these patrolling ants were
ex-foragers or how the ants monitor the numbers assigned to each task (Gordon, 1987).

It appears as though younger colonies experiment with the environment so as to fine tune
their reactive responses. It was not determined who or what is conducting the experiment or
where the data was being stored. No single ant is aware of the entire state of the colony, so
gathering results is problematic at best. The life span of an individual ant is much less than
that of the colony, so how is the information passed on to new ants? (Gordon, 1987)

All that we know for certain is that the ant colony learns and adapts to the environment and
performance is more effective. It is reasonable to assume that a robot colony with
mechanisms of learning and adaptation will yield an improved performance over a purely
reactive colony. What is required is a mechanism to determine strategy, gather data, analyse
results and store information.
2.2.2

Coherent Behaviour

Having multiple agents assigned to a task does not assure cooperation. Moreover, it has been
shown that multiple agents can work towards the same goal in an antagonistic manner (Sudd,
1963). If we consider that one termite piles rocks into a wall and another removes them, then
this behaviour results in both agents wasting effort. A termite colony has redundancy in that
individual members may waste effort while the colony in general achieves objectives and
therefore coherent behaviour (Kube, 1997). On a colony scale the collective effort of
individuals has a positive benefit. LSRC can use coherent behaviour in the same way as social
insects to achieve positive benefit on a colony scale.

Two or more social insects may cooperate to accomplish a goal that is beyond individual
ability.

An example of this form of cooperation is when social insects use collective

transport. When ants transport food back to the nest, it is common to observe some ants that
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appear to pull food in the wrong direction. The overall movement of the meal back to the nest
is an example of coherent behaviour. See figure 2-6.

Figure 2-6: Coherent Ant Foraging: In figure 2-6, ants are observed decomposing a
meal for cooperative transport back to the nest. Ants pull on the meal from all directions.
This has an effect of decomposing the meal into more manageable pieces and stabilising
the load for transport. Most of the ants in this group are pulling in the direction of the
nest resulting in the meal moving inexorably in that direction. More ants will be added to
the group until such time as saturation of ants occurs or the meal is moving at an
acceptable speed. Not all of ants in the photo are engaged in meal decomposition and
transport, some are performing sentry duty. The sentries both serve as navigation aids
and protect the foragers.

2.2.3

Performance

When examining ant colony activity, ants are organised into a number of dynamically sized
task forces. Task force size is dependent on the current needs of the colony and current
performance of task force. Ant performance is based on ant/task suitability in a dynamic
environment. Predictions about overall performance are problematic but not impossible.
Prediction accuracy increases as ant numbers and/or time increases (Gaylord & Nisidate,
1998). The performance of LSRC working on long duration missions is more predictable than
small scale colonies or teams working on short duration missions. Variations in individual
robot performance are less significant due to large number theory.
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2.2.4

Stigmergy

There are two forms of indirect communication known as stigmergy. Sign-based stigmergy is
the deposition of a message in the environment. The most common example of this is the
pheromone trail left by ants. These messages are of no direct task benefit but influence
behaviour. Sematectonic stigmergy is a physical change of the environment that provides
information to other agents. An example of this is found in the nest building behaviour of
colonial insects. Both forms of stigmergy are examples of local communication (White &
Pagurek, 1998).

Stigmergy is a form of communication where the environment is modified so as to convey
ontological information. The major difference between the two is that sematectonic stigmergy
creates a physical object in the environment that may act as an obstacle. A (macroterm
(termite)) uses sematectonic stigmergy to make the transition from one building activity to
another as a result of the physical state of the nest. The paper wasp, (polistes dominulus
(Christ)) uses sematectonic stigmergy to construct a nest following a process of pedicel; the
first cell and then subsequent cells (Bonabeau, et. al., 1999). Mobile robots can use
sematectonic stigmergy to perform construction tasks, increasing capability by off-loading
complexity into the environment. See figure 2-7 for a complex nest constructed using the
simple rules of sematectonic stigmergy.

Figure 2-7: Wasp Nest: Figure 2-7, shows a partial nest that was constructed by wasps
using the simple rules of sematectonic stigmergy. The nest is a complex multilayered
structure, 45cm length with 25 layers, 23cm diameter at the widest point, with cells of
2.75mm diameter.

Ants have several methods of short-range communication including temporary pheromone
trails, physical antenna contact, and sound (Stewart, 1993), (Beard, 1990). The local nature of
this communication, from ant to ant, means that changes to the global state of the colony take
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some time to cascade through the general population. The insects are able to communicate
effectively without resorting to a broadcast system and a similar approach can be taken with
mobile robots.

Simple reactive rules enable colonial insects to converge on optimal solutions that achieve
global objectives. Insects are able to accomplish this by sensing the gradients of dissipative
fields and selecting the option that yields higher utility. This approach can lead to
dramatically reduced communication requirements, as low as 2% in some cases (Parunak, et.
al., 1998).

Mobile robots have a level of intelligence that is equivalent to social insects in that we can
replicate most social insect behaviours. Insects are superior in some areas and we can surpass
them in others. Our robots can count and perform complex calculations. Insect motor
intelligence is vasty superior to current robot capabilities. Given that nature accomplishes
work with simple mechanisms such as stigmergy to reduce complexity and short range
communication, it may be appropriate to implement similar systems on mobile robots. This
suggests that mobile robots do not require global knowledge of the world or real time
broadcast communication.
2.2.5

Insect Roles

Newly hatched ants begin their life in the nursery where they are well protected and well fed.
They are quickly put to work tending the eggs and other hatchlings. As they mature, they
leave the nursery to become nest workers, building, digging and transporting. At some point
they leave the nest to become foragers, returning with food to feed the colony. Finally the
become sentries and scouts on the outer periphery of the nest territory. As the ants mature,
they are less likely to receive food and are exposed to greater occupational risk. The process
is thought to be a one way progression (Gordon, 1998).

Mobile robot technology can improve on this process. Instead of a progression, robots could
not only reverse the progression, but take whatever role is needed. Robots are capable of
physical change, polymorphism, therefore having an optimal form for the new task. Robots
can also have greater intelligence and processing power. These capabilities would enable
optimal work from both an individual robot and a robot population, superior to an equivalent
social insect colony.
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2.3

Natural Interaction

Natural interaction is the manner in which insects interact with each other and the
environment. While current interaction is not thought to be optimal, it is an improvement of
previous evolutionary experiments. Therefore there is not much room for improvement but
there are some cases where mobile robots can exceed their insectoid peers.
2.3.1

Reactive Behaviour

Insects are capable of simple reactive behaviour such as closing their jaws when provided
with local stimuli (Gronenberg, et. al., 1993). This type of behaviour has been replicated in
reactive robots. Reactive robot behaviour is built up in an incremental manner. The robot
learns the simplest actions first, like avoidance before wandering and wandering before
mapping. Each new behaviour is added to a working structure. If this mode of behaviour is
modified then robot behaviour can be altered.
2.3.2

Obstacle Clearing

When ants dig and maintain a nest, a by-product of their activity is the deposition of debris
around the entrance. If the predominant natural terrain conditions are compared to the
modified terrain, then the debris pile or mound is relatively free of obstacles. Therefore the
ants in proximity to the nest, which is the area of highest traffic flow, will be unimpeded by
obstacles of the natural predominant terrain. See figure 2-8. Mobile robots in a colony
environment will routinely pass over specific ground and obstacle clearing will improve long
term performance.

Figure 2-8: Ant Nest Entrance: Figure 2-8, shows an ant nest entrance with a debris
pile that is relatively clear of obstacles. This ensures that ants will be able to move in an
optimal manner in the area where the greatest concentration of ants occurs. The debris
pile may serve other functions such as improved drainage.
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2.3.3

Autocatalytic Behaviour

Autocatalytic behaviour is self reinforcing. An example of this can be taken from colonial
insects such as ants. As the number of ants following a path increases, more ants are induced
to follow that path. Ants lay down a pheromone trail that attracts other ants (White &
Pagurek, 1998).

When an ant follows an ant trail it strengthens the trail thus attracting more ants, who in turn,
strengthen the trail and so on. This is one example of autocatalytic behaviour. Another
example is when ants remove dead ants from the nest and they deposit the corpses in random
locations. When a random corpse pile reaches sufficient size all new corpses are deposited in
this location and stray corpses are relocated (Bonabeau, et. al., 1999). See figures 2-9A and 29B.

Autocatalytic behaviour follows simple rules but does not always yield optimal solutions. In
experiments with ants, it was found that non-optimal paths could be reinforced (Bonabeau, et.
al., 1999). One advantage of technology over nature is to correct these non-optimal solutions.
Given a large number of robots or a long period of time, this shift to a more optimal solution
would have substantial benefit to the overall performance of the LSRC.

Figure 2-9A: Ant Graveyard: Figure 2-9B: Ant Graveyard, (Engwirda, 2004):
Figures 2-9A and 2-9B, show the same ant graveyard from different distances, nestled
into the curve of a common garden hose. If the ant bodies were deposited by the wind
then you would expect to see ant bodies in both curves of the hose. The intentionality of
the ants in conducting this behaviour is not known. The Laws of evolution, by Darwin,
would suggest that some positive benefit probably exists. Possible explanations include
obstacle clearing and disease control.
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2.3.4

Navigation

Social insects have multiple solutions to navigation problems in dynamic environments. Some
social insects utilise pheromone trails and taxis to navigate, bees dance to convey navigation
information, some insect use the sun (Bonabeau, et. al., 1999). These solutions are obviously
effective as they enable real world, real time navigation in dynamic environments. The lesson
from social insects is that navigation systems don’t need to be complex with complete maps
and absolute positioning. Even with the latest computer on communication technology, it is
resource intensive and problematic to implement detailed real time maps in dynamic
environments. These issues are amplified in LSRC’s, given the large number of mobile robots
and the constantly changing environment. Therefore it is advantageous to mimic the solution
selected by nature of navigation by taxis with simplified path information. A system of
waypoints could be used instead of a complex map.
2.4

Natural Solution Summary

It is not the goal of this research to recreate a natural solution, but to take from nature,
solutions and ideas that can be used to increase mobile robot Self-Reliance and thereby
increase application domains. Nature has fine tuned large scale social insect colonies and they
can provide insights into LSRC’s.

This section explores natural solutions to sustainability, management and interaction. The
sustainability section presents trophallaxis, cleaning, nesting and open systems. Nature has a
clear advantage over mechanical systems in that it heals and grows and we can not compete in
this area with current technology, but we can repair and build. Another advantage of machines
is that they can be stored for long periods of time until required.

Management presents coherent behaviour, stigmergy and insect roles. Coherent behaviour
allows goals to be acquired in an incremental manner and may be used to overcome some
issues in management of LSRC. Stigmergy is a mechanism that reduces complexity and
enables mobile robots to achieve greater capability. Insect roles have room for improvement
and this is one area where we can produce a better result.

The section on interaction presents obstacle clearing, autocatalytic behaviour and navigation.
Obstacle clearing around the entrance to the nest is of long term benefit to a colony and is the
type of issue that might otherwise have been overlooked in a robot solution. Autocatalytic
behaviour might be used to enhance algorithms for cooperation, obstacle avoidance and
formation driving.
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3. Sustainability
One of the early pioneers of Reactive AI, the Biologist David McFarland, expressed concerns
over the failure to address issues of autonomy and self-sufficiency. He saw these issues as
being of primary importance to robotics and failure the address them was perceived as the
reason for the slow uptake of current robotic technology.

Both biological life and mobile robots have needs. Biological life requires food, water and
shelter in adverse environments. If biological life does not obtain these needs, it will perish.
Biological life has a remarkable ability to be self-repairing. Robots require power or fuel,
routine maintenance, repairs, etc. Components of robots have limited life expectancy and this
may be reduced under adverse environmental conditions or as a result of work or accident
(Huntsberger, et. al., 2000). If robots do not obtain their needs, they are unable to function.
The needs of mobile robots are referred to as sustenance functions. The sustenance functions
are listed below and explained in detail within the chapter on Sustainability.

Sustenance Functions
•

Recharging or Refuelling

•

Reprogramming

•

Repair, Replace, Calibrate or Clean

•

Recovery of lost robots

•

Reconfiguration of modules

The central goal of sustainability with respect to mobile robots is to increase robot lifespan
while reducing human involvement. An automated system that manages potential risk and
conducts routine maintenance and servicing reduces the potential of critical failure by
providing timely intervention. Fault avoidance, identification and rectification coupled with
routine maintenance and servicing reduce the probability of cascading failure. Graceful
degradation is achieved when lifespan is a function of resource supply rather than critical
failure.
3.1

Sustained Population

Research by Lee on the topic of Lifecycle Service Agents demonstrates more economical
product diagnostics and repair than is currently available with standard product condition
monitoring systems. Also that it will soon be technically and economically feasible to
implement large scale populations of heterogeneous products as multi-agent systems. This
will improve product design, service, management and reduce costs (Lee, 1996).
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The concept of an automated robot monitoring and repair system is very similar to the
research by Lee. Instead of having robots that are always online, it is envisaged that robots
would periodically check in for routine examination and report any malfunction if detected.
Robots would be fitted with a distress beacon in the event of serious failure in the field.

As the quantity of robots in a population increases, there is a corresponding increase in the
ability to predict and manage failure as a result of large number theory. As the quantity of
robots in a population increases, there is a corresponding decrease in the sustainability cost
per unit as a result of economies of scale. Therefore it is advantageous to apply sustainability
to large scale populations.

Biological life is self sustaining. It eats when hungry, heals when wounded, resists disease
when sick, etc. While limits exist, biological sustainability is capable dealing with the routine
of daily life. Mechanical systems have not yet achieved this milestone. The sustainability
requirements for mechanical systems must be addressed by either a manual or automated
system. Automated sustainability can be decomposed into a self or cooperative system.

Manual sustainability assumes that humans have access to the mobile robot and are in a
position to maintain, service, diagnose and repair faults in a timely manner. This may not
always possible, especially if the robots are in a remote and hostile environment. If the human
crew failed to reach the problem in time, there exists a possibility of cascading failure and
additional damage. A historical example is the Apollo 13 mission, where timely intervention
by the crew saved the mission and their lives. If a human crew entered an active robot colony,
they would be subject to risk or personal injury. If the colony were taken offline to enable
sustainability then this would represent downtime and lost production. A human crew is
however more versatile and could manage unusual and delicate problems.

Self-Sustainability where robots are able to repair themselves, while possible, entails high
resource costs as infrastructure is included on every robot. This raises the possibility that
infrastructure may never be used, raising costs and reducing performance. Robot unit cost and
complexity are increased as a result of the increased functionality. Robot performance is
decreased as a result of the increased weight and complexity. Sustainability equipment is
exposed to increased risk of failure as it is exposed to the environment in a working mobile
robot.
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Cooperative sustainability where robots repair each other, would lower resource costs.
Dedicated maintenance, servicing, diagnostic and repair resources are set aside and enable
effective and timely response. Robot performance remains high as infrastructure is not
carried. The risk of cascading failure is reduced as response time is optimal. Infrastructure is
situated in static robots and protected from wear and tear associated with normal field
deployment. This option is used in the CARC architecture.
3.1.1

Open Systems

A multi-agent system is defined as open when agents can be freely added or removed (Costa
& Demazeau, 1996, Sichman, 1996). Real world robotic systems are also open systems when
robots can be added or removed. Removal of robots can take place due to attrition and new
robots should be added to compensate for their loss. If the robots are comprised of modules
and the system is automated to replace modules, then it is the module that is added or
removed from the system and not the entire robot. This concept can facilitate a significant
economic advantage over the conventional approach. This advantage is magnified by the
knowledge that applications for this technology are suited to remote and hostile environments.
The cost of transporting modules is much less than that of entire robots but on-site assembly
and repair must be enabled.
3.1.2

Graceful Degradation

Graceful degradation assumes that objectives are being met and the LSRC is functional even
though initial resources are subjected to attrition. At some point, critical failure occurs, the
population sustains losses that prohibit continued function. Addressing Sustainability issues
should, in theory, result in a system that exhibits graceful degradation, such that the system
will not fail until such time as resources are expended.
3.1.3

Minimal Viable Populations

The loss of a single member of a colony within a large scale population is insignificant but
when a colony has suffered attrition that results in large-scale loss of members it is reasonable
to assume that there will be some performance degradation and other consequences. These
consequences should affect the robots, tasks and the colony differently.

Individual robot performance should improve due to lack of obstacles, being other robots.
Sustenance reliability would be reduced and this would compound the problem. It is less
likely that tasks would be successful or that task forces would reach requested objectives.
This is because there are insufficient members in specific task forces. When sufficient tasks
fail then the colony may fail. If the resources of a colony are limited then it is inevitable that
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failure will occur. To reduce the risk of cascading failure, sustenance functions and
maintenance tasks should be listed with the highest priority.

Sustenance Functions

3.2

The sustenance functions that enable mobile robots to continue to operate are repair, recharge,
clean and calibration. Theses sustenance functions are explained below. Other sustenance
functions that enable to robots to report and adapt are covered in the section on management.
3.2.1

Repair

Repairs of mobile robots can be conducted on a module or component scale. Component scale
repair is more complex and difficult to automate, but results in less wastage of hardware
resources. A modular system will either discard or replace modules. Repair of mobile robots
can be categorised into four main options, listed below and then explained in detail.

Repair
•

Module discard

•

Module replacement

•

Module hybrid

•

Component replacement

Module discard
Module discard assumes that a robot is comprised of excess modules. All modules are prone
to increased failure rates as they are already committed to the field and moving greater mass,
even if they are not active until required. If all modules are active then failure rates are
excessive. This is an uneconomical approach. It is ideal for hazardous environments where a
single failure can lead to cascading failure.

Module replacement
Module replacement assumes that a robot is comprised of the exact number of required
modules for the current task. When module failure occurs or task complexity requires greater
resources, the robot returns to base for repairs or replacement modules are brought to the
robot from an uncommitted and physically separate storage. While the individual robot is
offline as a result of module failure it is not able to perform its function. Lost production time
is a serious issue for individual robots, less of an issue for robot teams, and insignificant for a
LSRC. A LSRC is capable of near immediate replacement of the malfunctioning robot, such
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that global performance may not register a deviation. When the malfunctioning robot returns
to base or is located and recovered, its functional resources are assimilated back into the
colony. This approach can be implemented on single or team robots provided that minimal
critical mass is monitored. Module replacement is ideal for LSRC due to population size,
economy and restrictions of heterogenous module diversity.

Module hybrid
Module discard/replacement hybrid assumes that robots have one or more spare modules on
board and more in a nearby reserve. This approach provides continuous operation with near
economical effort. Probable implementation is with individual or teams robots. This strategy
uses a field repair system with an elevated risk of failure. This strategy is not ideal for
LSRC’s as it exposes resources to elevated risk of failure diminishing colony mission time,
reduces mobile robot performance as a result of extra weight, and performs unnecessary field
repairs.

Component replacement
An automated system of full component replacement although highly desirable is beyond
current technology. It assumes that every part of a robot is subject to diagnostics and
accessible and that only defective parts are replaced. Component replacement would yield
mobile robots with greater robustness at the cost of more complex repairs and reduced
polymorphism.

The proposed CARC architecture relies upon a module replacement strategy. Mobile robots
are sustained by static robots within the operations site. Mobile robots are therefore not
required to transport sustainability resources.
3.2.2

Recharge

Research was undertaken by Kevin Warwick on self recharging robots. These mobile robots
were able to detect a recharging station, dock and recharge (Warwick, 1997). Mobile robots
can use this concept of a docking station, the social insect strategy of trophallaxis or a hybrid
to replenish energy. The trophallaxis strategy is already in use with mid-air refuelling of
military aircraft. The proposed CARC architecture utilises a docking station where an energy
module is replaced. The discharged module is recharged within the operations site while the
robot returns immediately to duty with a fully charged module. This process ensures a rapid
turn around, such that the robot is not idle while recharging occurs, but an energy module
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alone is idle. This is an advantage over nature where work can continue with minimal
disruption as energy replacement is near instantaneous.
3.2.3

Cleanliness

Experience with robots that are not clean but otherwise functional indicates instances when
they are unable to function appropriately. Mobile robots competing in the Micromouse World
Robotics Championships were particularly vulnerable to dust on the wheels when performing
their fast runs (Wyeth, 1998).
3.2.4

Calibration

Embodied robots rely upon sensors to interact with the real world. If the sensors are not
calibrated then the perception of the robot is based upon false information. Sometimes the
calibration is so poor, or the sensor so vital, that the robot is unable to function. Automated
sensor calibration is therefore an important issue both for the robots and any human
interaction.
3.3

Mobile Robot Architecture

The design of LSRC’s must assume that routine servicing, maintenance, and faults will exist.
Therefore a process of diagnostics in the form of failure identification and rectification can be
designed into the system. The population must be adaptable to changes in the environment
and responsive to human intervention. One mechanism for building reliability into the system
is to address robot architecture. The options for robot architecture are listed below and then
explained.

Robot Architecture
•

Non-Modular

•

Homogenous Modules

•

Heterogenous Modules

Non-modular
A non-modular robot has a chassis, sensors and circuit boards with soldered components.
Non-modular robots are more robust but require manual component based servicing. Nonmodular robots have reduced polymorphic capability. Given the complexity of this servicing
option and the reduction in polymorphism, it is unlikely that non-modular robots are suitable
for LSRC’s.
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Homogenous modules
Homogenous modules are identical and robots of this type, such as the G2 from Stanford
University, have already been built (Yim, 1994). A robot consisting of homogenous modules
is theoretically capable of limited self repair using the module discard option. The module
discard option has not yet been implemented in hardware. Serious problems exist with robot
structural strength. Suggested applications, space exploration and urban search and rescue, are
yet realised with current power, sensor or processor technology.

Heterogenous modules
Heterogenous modules are identical within a class and type. For example, a sensor module is
completely different from an engine module. Two or more types of sensor module may be
used with the same engine module to modify role or capability of a robot. There has been
some work by robot enthusiasts in this direction. See figures 2-10A, B & C, Autonomous
Mobile Robot Controller (AMRC).

Figure 2-10A:AMRC(Front) Figure 2-10B:AMRC(Rear) Figure 2-10C:AMRC
(Open)
(Photos kindly supplied by Joshua Wherrett, Australian Computer Society,
Robotics Special Interest Group, 1999): Figures 2-10A, B & C, demonstrate a modular
mobile robot controller, shown here in an front view, rear view and open configuration
to reveal contents was designed and built by Joshua Wherrett of the Australian Computer
Society, Robotics SIG. This unit was successfully and rapidly deployed in at least two
mobile robots with different functionality, demonstrating portability.

3.4

Static Robots

Static robots are relatively non-mobile autonomous structures that provide a service to mobile
robots. In experiments by Birk and Belpaeme the static robots provided information and were
repaid in power (Birk & Belpaeme, 1998). Static robots have the capability to fulfil the
sustenance functional requirements of a population of mobile robots. The role of each static
robot needs to be identified. A level of redundancy is also required for this to work or the loss
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of a critical static robot will disable a colony. Static robots identify the location of a colony
and provide a means of interface with multiple robots.

While static robots could be completely non-mobile, there exists a possibility that static robots
could be moved. The static robots would be moved to a site for deployment and may be
recovered upon mission completion. An aircraft carrier is a good example of a mobile base of
operations.
3.5

Sustainability Summary

This section on Sustainability has introduced the concept of a sustainable population of
robots, which is an open system exhibiting of graceful degradation. The proposed CARC
architecture achieves graceful degradation by extending functional lifespan even though
resources are consumed. The sustenance functions pertinent to routine maintenance, servicing
as well as repair have been described, being repair, recharge, cleaning and calibration. These
topics are covered in more detail within the relevant chapter of Sustainability. The mobile
robot architecture options have been discussed as has the justification for the choice of
heterogenous modular robots. The concept of static robots that provide operational support
has been introduced. These concepts are based upon natural solutions for inspiration and
deviation occurs as a result of disparity between natural and mechanical systems
requirements.

It is theoretically possible to address the issues of increase autonomy and self-sufficiency
outlined by McFarland. A LSRC offers a potential solution such that sustenance functions
could be automated. There are a number of benefits from this approach. Productivity of
mobile robots would be increased. Robots would be subject to less downtime for routine
maintenance, servicing, and repair. Both individual robot and colony lifespan would be
increased, thus increasing potential objective capability without increasing resource
investment. There would also be a reduced requirement to have human experts on site.

It is only through a comprehensive strategy that the complex issues of sustainability can be
addressed. The proposed CARC architecture is such a strategy. The significant issues of
sustainability have been identified and a coherent solution proposed. This will yield LSRC’s
with significantly increased operational life and an increase in mobile robot applications.

4. Management
Management is the science of obtaining optimal performance from an organization. It
incorporates many topics such as organization of the structure, chain of command,
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communication, information gathering, resources, assets and liabilities, etc. Management is
concerned with two prime areas, performance analysis and strategic adaptation. It is necessary
to know what is happening so that you may make appropriate decisions. Once the appropriate
decision is made, the organization may then adapt to achieve the objective.

Bouzid and Mouaddib suggest that organizations should maximise satisfaction of directives
based on resource availability, number, density and utility of workers (Bouzid & Mouaddib,
1998). Yet economical agents within a decentralised society may have conflicting objectives
(Namatame & Ohno, 1996). Reactive management systems are prone to numerous errors and
inefficiencies.

Therefore the goal of management is to automate the direction of a population of autonomous
robots while avoiding the pitfalls of reactive management. Various issues and metrics that
enable analysis are identified. Coherent behaviour similar to that demonstrated by social
insects is the principle of success.
4.1

Intelligence

A society of robots must by definition have some level of intelligence. Organization of LSRC
will require consideration of intelligence and structure.
4.1.1

Centralised Intelligence

The centralised model utilises a single central robot to control multiple relatively dumb
robots. The mobile robots gather information and report back to the central robot. The central
robot then processes the information and issues commands based upon a world model.
Control algorithms ensure disciplined behaviour. Processing and communication resources
are high. The centralised model is vulnerable to critical failure should the central robot fail.
Typical applications for the centralised intelligence model include robot soccer. While this
approach is acceptable for a small team of mobile robots in a highly structured environment, it
is doubtful that this approach is suitable for a LSRC in the dynamic real world.
4.1.2

Distributed Intelligence

White and Pagurek proposed that the central idea of artificial life is the emergence of complex
collective behaviour from many simple agents and their interactions. This property of systems
is also known as swarm intelligence. Agents are capable of observing the local environment
and by the use of local processing and limited communication are able to modify the
environment. These agents have no individual problem solving knowledge or ability (White
& Pagurek, 1998).
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Knowledge is spread throughout the entire population of intelligent robots with the distributed
model. There are diverse approaches to communication and control. Issues exist with the
identification and management of group knowledge and the increase in robot cost and robot
complexity. The distributed intelligence model is an attempt to mimic nature and is
appropriate to “deploy and forget” applications where mobile robot management is not an
issue. An example would be land mine clearing robots where the population is expected to
sustain attrition. As a result of management issues, fully distributed intelligence is not
appropriate to LSRC applications.
4.1.3

Hybrid Intelligence

A hybrid system uses aspects of both centralised and distributed approaches to resolve
intelligence issues. Communication resources are minimised both in hardware and messages.
Group knowledge is captured without critical failure vulnerability. The proposed CARC
architecture is a hybrid intelligence system with autonomous robots and a centralised
administration robot with the option of redundancy. Should the central robot fail or
communication be severed, the mobile robots will continue to operate autonomously until
such time as communication is restored or a replacement central robot assumes command.
4.1.4

Learning

Many management systems use agents possessing abilities to assess the benefit they gain by
interacting with each other. Positive interactions are strengthened while negative interactions
are weakened (Foisel, et. al., 1996). Certain techniques applicable to single agents, such as
reinforcement learning, exhibit exponential resource cost growth when used with multi-agent
systems (Ono & Fukumoto, 1996).

Exponential growth of system requirements makes such approaches unworkable with regard
to LSRC’s. These forms of learning, neural nets and genetic algorithms etc., are not
examinable and the reasons for specific decisions cannot be known. The proposed CARC
architecture uses a multi-tactical strategy that is an examinable form of learning based upon
global results and not interaction. The multi-tactical strategy is called Man in the Loop
(MITL), described in detail in the chapter on Management.

A degree of learning is required for a population of robots to be efficient in a dynamic
environment. Learning in dynamic worlds has both cost and limited value. Facts are only
valid until the next temporal interval. Therefore a balance is sought, to use learning only when
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and where it is required. The repository of that learning can exist within the individual agents
or a centralised location or both.
4.1.5

Adaptability

An organization comprised of flexible artificial agents has greater utility than a population
limited to well-defined agents. The ability to adapt at both of the interdependent local and
global levels will result in a more flexible system. Agent behaviour is based upon agent
ability, social position and organizational structure (Le Strugeon & Mandiau, 1996).

Agents must be able to reason in order to adapt to changing resources and requirements.
Agents that require assistance to achieve goals or are prevented from achieving goals because
of other agents are said to be socially dependent (Sichman, 1996). Adaptability was identified
by Darwin as one of the keys to survival. Intelligence can be defined in terms of adaptability
without physical change. Given new situations and limited physical adaptation, the agent that
consistently adapts in the most rapid time is therefore the most intelligent. If robots lack
intelligence then physical adaptability can make up the shortfall and enable optimal
performance.

If each robot of a vast colony knows some of the required information and they have a
redundant mechanism to pass this information on to others, then the colony is a perception of
a collective mind, a Gestalt. The hybrid intelligence model of the CARC architecture gathers
environmental data and is capable of reassigning task force members and therefore is capable
of adaptation at the global level.

Robot architecture may be used as a mechanism to achieve adaptability. Single function
robots have limited opportunity to adapt. Multi-function robots are capable of achieving
multiple roles but they are more complex and carry hardware that may never be utilised.
Polymorphic robots are capable of changing from one role to another without transporting
unused hardware.

The proposed CARC architecture utilises a polymorphic design enabling the modular mobile
robots to physically adapt to required tasks and changes in the environment. With this
capability, robots are capable of changing from their current role to the desired role without
transporting redundant hardware into the field.
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The proposed CARC architecture meets both of criteria, adaptation at local and global levels.
Therefore it should be possible to produce a highly adaptive system as a result of the CARC
architecture.
4.1.6

Heterogeneous Robots

Heterogeneity is of Greek origin - hetero(other) and genos(kind). When considering robots, a
taxonomy can be based upon some sorting criteria such as capabilities or components.
Research has been performed on competing heterogenous robots within the field of Artificial
Life. Much of this work is based upon competing species over limited resources in time and
space. The main goal for these agents is self preservation (Birk and Belpaeme, 1998).
4.1.7

Robot Roles

Cetnarowicz, introduced three interesting roles for agents, Terminators, Sentries and Spares.
Terminators disposed of other agents. Sentries acted as scouts and mobile navigation aids.
Spares remained inactive until required (Cetnarowicz, et. al., 1998). Physical robots could use
these concepts within a colony. The Terminator could be viewed as a recycling structure. The
sentry would remain the same and the spare would remain in low maintenance storage until
required. Other roles would also be required and identified. Given the mining application
discussed in the chapter on Sustainability, the roles of drill, transport, rescue and maintenance
would also be used.
4.2
4.2.1

Artificial Systems
Multi-Agent Systems (MAS)

Tambe conducted research on implementation of joint action theories and suggested that
complex dynamic domains contain numerous uncertainties that prevent teamwork based upon
preplanned coordination. Flexibility in coordination and communication are required for
sustained teamwork operations in dynamic domains. Teamwork is defined as a cooperative
effort by team members towards achievement of a common goal (Tambe, 1996).

Jennings worked on Industrial MAS with joint goal, joint plan, agent specific roles, and
cooperation that ends when the goal is achieved. Jennings did not consider communication
issues (Tambe, 1996). Huber and Durfee also worked on Industrial MAS with joint goal, joint
plan, agent specific roles, and cooperation that ends when the goal is achieved (Tambe, 1996).
The concept of cooperative industrial agents demonstrates a desire to extend application but
ignoring issues like communication leads to solutions that may be unworkable in the real
world.
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MAS, is comprised of three main areas, social modelling, cognitive level agents and
economical management and control. There is significant overlap between the three main
areas and there exist some related topics that are included under the same banner. A LSRC is
related to two of the topics, social modelling and economical management and control.
Economical management is the utility performance of the individual agents and global
population. LSRC is not related to the area of cognitive level agents.

Economical

Social

management

modelling

and control

Cognitive
level agents

Figure 2-11: MAS: Figure 2-11 shows the three main areas discussed in Multi-agent
systems research, Economical management and control, social modelling and cognitive
level agents.

A LSRC is a complex artificial society with protocols of interaction and communication that
enable social action to be simulated. While it does display emergent behaviour, there is no
necessity for evolution.

The proposed CARC architecture uses an adaptive strategy to allocate agents to tasks
enabling satisfaction of distributed constraints. This is a form of probabilistic reasoning that
attempts to provide stable and efficient solutions. Tasks are scheduled in priority order and
formal specifications are used to make predictions about future returns. CARC then converges
upon these solutions in an incremental manner using continual feedback to verify goal
acquisition. The intended applications for CARC are useful and economical large scale
industrial applications.
4.2.2

Reactive Systems

Robots are capable of high speed complex processing, but reactive thinking can lead to poor
returns. Economical mechanisms can be utilised to improve performance. One such strategy is
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to utilise niche agents with monopolistic goals that enable higher system performance
(Kephart et. al., 1998).

Reactive artificial intelligence is used in many applications such as load balancing of multiple
processors, allocation of internet traffic of multiple network routes and market-like control
systems. Most of these systems experience instability problems with resource underutilisation.
The system becomes uncertain about the correct action and cannot settle into equilibrium. If
the system has a switching cost then this constant overhead reduces performance (Thomas &
Sycara, 1998).

The resource utilisation problem consists of multiple agents and multiple resources such that
agents attempt to utilise resources where demand is lower. A standard reactive approach to
this problem has a number of drawbacks. Sen identified three key issues with respect to
reactive management.

Reactive Management
•

Oscillatory or chaotic behaviour.

•

Lack of system stability.

•

Ineffective utilisation of system resources. (Sen et. al., 1996)

Individual agents make choices based upon their perception of the current environment so as
to improve their situation. Oscillation is caused by multiple agents moving simultaneously
toward a resource that is currently under-utilised. This causes the resource to be over-utilised
for the next time interval. Markovian analysis also has decisions based upon the current state
and ignores past events (Sen et. al., 1996). LSRC management experiments performed and
presented in the chapter on Management support Sens findings and the reactive management
system was discarded as unworkable for LSRC. This was the primary motivation for the shift
towards the Man in the Loop strategy.
4.2.3

Man in the Loop (MITL)

MITL is proposed to deal with the oscillation problem, improve stability and effectively use
resources. The MITL strategy is still under development. It is envisaged that a single human
systems administrator will monitor and supervise a LSRC. The CARC administrator will have
access to a tactical library which is the primary mechanism for influencing the LSRC.
Automated periodic experimentation with the environment is a mechanism to bring to LSRC
to a near optimal solution. This adaptive control method is accomplished by making a
prediction about expected results, executing an incremental action and evaluating actual
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results. This permits adaptation towards the tactic with the greatest yield while maintaining
near optimal performance. This strategy is based on the principal that the world is dynamic
and that recent history and current state are the best forecast for future state. Given that
applications for the proposed CARC architecture may include remote and hostile
environments, MITL assumes that communication issues may exist, such as long delays and
lost messages. Therefore the LSRC operates in an autonomous manner attempting to achieve
existing goals with existing strategies until such time as new orders are received.
4.2.4

Social Simulation and Systems Modelling

It is extremely difficult to explore the issues of a large scale population of physical mobile
robots when none exist. At the time of this research, there are only individual and small teams
of mobile robots and the concept of building and experimenting with a substantial population
of a few hundred mobile robots is not feasible. Recent progress in computer simulation offers
a solution to this dilemma.

Use of computer simulation for modelling of cognitive processes of society members has
increased in recent times. This is an important milestone because it was not previously
possible. We are now able to study the relationships of agents and their complex interactions
with society (Doran, 1998).

A number of development environments for MAS are now available. Some of the features
offered by these environments include: agent hierarchy, components, communication and
learning. These simulation environments enable system debugging with respect to adaptive
control systems (Mehra & Chiodini, 1998).

An organization can be defined as having static and dynamic aspects. The static aspect is the
finite pattern of interactions of agents. The organization is built by defining the pattern of
interactions for each agent. The dynamic aspect is the changing structure based upon local
information. Organizations attempting to satisfy agent goals converge on stable states (Foisel
et. al., 1996).

One of the major limitations of current models is that interaction is based upon a priori
criteria. System designers require expert knowledge of context to state criteria (Foisel et. al.,
1996). This limitation is ambiguous as expert human design and supervision in the form of a
Systems Administrator is desired for such systems and this cannot exist without expert
knowledge.
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Carley made a significant contribution by simulation of a business organization,
ORGAHEAD. The organization was populated by cognitive agents, “Humans”, and yet it
still raised many important and overlapping issues to LSRC’s. Agent ability and training were
considered. Both static and dynamic environments were examined. Time was measured in
intervals, up to 20,000 in one experiment. Initial states were randomly generated (Carley,
1998).

The findings of Carley indicated that small highly adaptive organizations with minimised
communications achieved best performance. Adaptive organizations were able to repeatedly
fine-tune while maladaptive organizations developed oscillation of hiring and firing.
Organization performance depended on environment change, agent learning, structural
learning and institutional strategies (Carley, 1998).

While agent actions could affect performance at an operational level it was the CEO who
could affect the structural level. The CEO learns by experience and has expectations of
actions, but is capable of erroneous predictions. The CEO could tune the organization in a
number of ways. Hire, Fire, Retask, Redesign – assign new task supervisor, or Experiment
periodically (Carley, 1998).

This concept of a single CEO who wields considerable power and learns the environment is
essentially a centralised system and suffers from the weakness of this design. A board of
directors is a better option as this would enable a director to be lost with only partial loss to
the organization. Organizational tuning by the CEO is similar to other work dealing with
agents such as the Mediator. Many of the issues identified by Carley are highly relevant to
management of LSRC’s.
4.2.5

Economy

Experiments by Birk and Belpaeme revealed that there was a measured trade-off between
benefit and cost of components. Vision components could help in task achievement but came
at power and processing cost. It was found that costs should be kept low to achieve significant
benefits. Application of the best technological solution was not always the best economical
solution (Birk and Belpaeme, 1998). Therefore robot design should be economical, such that
the robots have the hardware necessary to perform their work and nothing more. If a change
in requirements occurs then the robot should be equipped with the required hardware. This is
economical approach to individual robot design moves away from the idea of redundant
hardware or best available hardware.
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4.2.6

Performance Analysis

Organization performance can be measured in terms of efficiency or the cost of production.
Performance can be measured using criteria such as communication quantity or the time to
complete a task (Le Strugeon & Mandiau, 1996).

The major dynamics affecting organizational reasoning of MAS are organization structure,
environmental changes, agent addition and removal, and user intervention. MAS can be
analysed using population, organization, time, agent behaviour set, agent roles, and
environment (Costa & Demazeau, 1996). This provides a foundation for population
measurement and therefore management. These dynamics affect population task achievement.

Simonin et. al., attempted to demonstrate a formal approach to performance analysis of a
population of agents. However, their major contribution was to demonstrate the
inappropriateness of this approach. Their motivation was, a lack of formal methods applied to
this discipline and studies based upon individual behaviour not global performance. Several
simplifications and assumptions were made and they are listed below.

Simplifications and Assumptions
•

The agent avoidance problem is totally ignored.

•

Agent speed is steady.

•

Agent behaviour is known.

•

Agent task performance is independent.

•

Work time computed from known origin and destination points.

•

Performance is solely a function of time.

•

Given agent behaviour, possible events and environment then predict performance
(Simonin, et. al., 1998).

Given these assumptions and considering their serious nature, an error generation rate of 20%
was still possible. Theoretical predictions were measured against empirical results using
simulation (Simonin et. al., 1998). While the intention of these experiments was to
demonstrate a formal approach to performance analysis of a population of agents, this
research is as an outstanding argument for non-reliance upon formal methods with respect to
LSRC’s.
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On the positive side, Simonin used discrete time, energy consumption and a fixed base of
operations. The difficult problem of exploring an unknown area to discover and transport ore
samples was discussed and the exploration calculation problem identified.

Non-deterministic problem solving requires a trial and error approach such as heuristic
search. There has been recent progress in this area with A*, Iterative Deepening A* and
Real-Time A*. Real-Time A* interleaves planning for next move with movement execution
(Kitamura, et. al., 1996).

MultiAgent Real-Time A* search, (MARTA*), was developed by Knight in 1993. MARTA*
demonstrates that many simple reactive agents effectively search better than a few
deliberative agents. One problem with MARTA* is redundant search where the same area is
searched more than once (Kitamura, et. al., 1996). However, in a dynamic environment this is
not a problem, because the area may change from one interval to the next. The optimal
interval for search is based upon the probability of change. Environments that change
frequently require greater resources for search.

The main reason for the exploration calculation problem is that the process duration and the
probability of success are not known. There is uncertainty with respect to the quantity of
exploration agents within dynamic environments. By the time the environment is explored, it
has changed and is therefore unknown, so there must be a balance between exploration and
exploitation. It is more appropriate to allocate sufficient exploration resources to achieve
goals as the absolute knowledge of the dynamic environment serves little practical use.

One possible solution is to have a team of explorers that explore indefinitely while
periodically reporting information. A dynamic environment cannot be fully known. It is
possible to maintain a minimal difference between actual environment and knowledge based
upon resources. It is envisaged that exploration resources would be kept deliberately low and
that the LSRC would only be supplied with sufficient information to continue operation.

Sen approached the problem of ineffective system performance by listing the potential
reasons. Sens reasons for ineffective performance are listed below.

Reasons for Ineffective Performance.
•

Conflict of interest.

•

Contention for resources.
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•

Asynchronicity in the decision process.

•

Lack of centralised control.

•

Lack of centralised information.

•

Incomplete global information.

•

Incorrect global information (Sen et. al., 1996).

This list is not fully portable to a cooperative population of reactive agents as there is no
conflict of interest, etc. The problem of contention for resources is identified earlier as the
oscillation problem. Centralised information and control is vulnerable to system failure.
Global information and control comes with a very high communication overhead. It is
anticipated that the LSRC will also have reasons for poor performance and these should also
be formally identified. It is interesting that social insects are subject to many of the issues
identified on this list yet their performance is not ineffective.

When significant disparity between strategies exists, it is possible to observe that one strategy
is superior to another. If the disparity is not obvious then measurement can be used as a
management tool to reduce ambiguity and improve performance. It is possible to manage a
population with distributed control, but it lacks global observability. Metrics can be used to
measure performance and provide global observability. Metrics used by the proposed CARC
architecture are listed below and then explained.

Metrics
•

Goal Achievement

•

Deployed Robots

•

Resources

•

Reserve Robots

•

Failure

Mobile robots periodically return to a colony site and are capable of delivering a report as to
the success or failure of their assigned task. Counting the success or failure provides a
mechanism of determining appropriated strategy. E.g. If

obstacle clearing robots are

returning to base and the majority are reporting successful finding of obstacles then it is
reasonable to assume the environment is obstacle rich and more robots can be assigned to this
role. If the majority of returning obstacle clearing robots report failure to locate obstacles then
it is reasonable to determine that the quantity of robots assigned to this role may be reduced.
If the robots are reporting failure to find obstacles as a result of gridlock then it may be more
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advisable to reduce robots assigned to other roles to reduce congestion so as to improve
obstacle clearing performance.

The quantity of robots deployed in the field can be used as a metric. Larger populations of
deployed robots generate more reliable data as a consequence of large number theory. The
quantity of deployed robots can be compared to performance to determine if adjustment is
necessary.

If robots are gathering a resource then the quantity of resource gathered can be used as a
mechanism to manage performance. Under normal conditions, increasing the quantity of
resource gathering robots will increase the quantity of resource gathered. Should the quantity
of resource gathering robots be increased and resource collected remain the same or decrease,
this may be indicative of other problems such as saturation, gridlock or obstacle density.

The quantity of robots held in reserve provides information. If the quantity of mobile robots
deployed has not achieved target population while robots exist within the reserve then this can
indicate that throughput rate for the colony has been achieved. It may be that this is a
temporary effect of environmental hostility given that increasing hostility has been
demonstrated to increase the quantity of resources in reserve and diminish deployed
resources. See the experiments within the chapter on Sustainability for a full explanation of
this phenomenon.

The quantity of mobile robots that are subject to failure can be used to determine an increase
in environmental hostility and appropriate action taken. E.g. A dust storm could significantly
increase failure rates and a temporary recall of mobile robot resources might be prudent.

From these options we perceive two main approaches for measuring performance. The Task
Achievement Method (TAM), where the output is a boolean. The Performance Based
Feedback Method (PBFM) where the utility or failure generates an output. These two
methods provide sufficient ability to measure and therefore control the LSRC.
4.2.7

Organizational Utility

The issue of distributed verses centralised coordination and control is an area of debate within
Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI). One method for goal achievement is to use the
concept of global utility, which is a performance based method. Ekenberg attempts to
determine the best of three strategies with a range of values between lower and upper bounds
(Ekenberg, 1996). A lower bound is introduced but is not used in the strategy resolution. The
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better of two strategies with different lower bounds and the same upper bound is not
identified. Using the same input of upper and lower bounds, global utility as an average
would enable a more useful system as it reflects the whole range of values, shown below.
Large Number Theory indicates that LSS using global utility over long periods tend to
produce accurate results.

Global Utility System (Ekenberg)
Strategy

Lower

Upper

S1

0.20

0.50

S2

0.20

0.60

S3

0.40

0.60

Therefore S2 is better than S1 by 0.10 (Ekenberg, 1996)

Global Utility System (Engwirda)
Strategy

Lower

Upper

Average

S1

0.20

0.50

0.35

S2

0.20

0.60

0.40

S3

0.40

0.60

0.50

Therefore S2 is better than S1 by 0.05 and S3 is best strategy.
4.2.8

Coexistence

Takeda also found that environmental dynamics increased significantly when robots and
humans coexisted. Tasks were provided by humans but mediation was automated. The
mediator would decompose a task and assign an appropriate number of robots. Mediation was
used because robot availability in a multi-robot environment was not predictable. One of the
issues of this approach is that the mediator is a centralised system and therefore vulnerable
and susceptible to congestion. Another issue was that coordination scheduling was not tight
enough (Takeda, et. al., 1996).
4.2.9

Human Interface

The NASA space craft DS1 experimented with a new concept. The DS1 space craft was
supervised from mission control yet had significant autonomous capability (NASA, 1999). It
is necessary to have some mechanism for receiving information from and giving instruction to
a LSRC. Direct control of every aspect of robot operations increases in complexity as quantity
of robots increases. Therefore the NASA solution of periodic intervention coupled with an
autonomous system is a potential solution for LSRC. It should be possible for a system
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administrator to monitor and supervise a LSRC from a remote location. Preliminary work on
this concept was explored with experiments detailed in the chapter on Management.
4.2.10 Control & Influence
Some researchers advocate that if the intricate complexities of the world could be known,
then they can be modelled and controlled while performance could be optimized. It might be
more appropriate to believe that the world can not be known; the world is its own best model,
and that we exert influence and not control. Pirjanian said that plans should guide and not
control reactive components. Solutions should aim for satisficing rather than optimization
(Pirjanian, et. al., 2000).

The real world is a complex environment where uncertainty and failure abound. Disparity
exists between perception and the real world which introduces uncertainty. Therefore real
world can not be fully known. Disparity exists between intended and actual actions which
introduces failure. Therefore the outcome of actions can not be guaranteed. It might be more
appropriate to suggest that we have perception rather than real world observation and exert
influence rather than absolute control. The central idea to perception and influence is that
observation and action have a probability to result in desired outcome, but there does not exist
a guarantee.
4.2.11 Convergence
Neiman and Lesser conducted research on cooperative distributed agents. The agents in their
research only had local view of resources and tasks and were capable of incremental
convergence upon an optimal solution. Their experiments tested coordination verse
replanning and proactive verse retroactive replanning (Neiman & Lesser, 1996).

Sen found that deliberate limitation of information to individuals within a group of agents can
enable faster convergence to a stable and optimal configuration (Sen, et. al., 1996).

Convergence relies upon simple rules, distributed control, limited sensory awareness and
communication. This approach is based upon simplicity, redundancy and economic effort.
Complexity is unnecessary and repeatedly fails to achieve more reliable systems. LSRC are
ideally suited to convergence.
4.2.12 Simultaneous Strategies
Fujita and Lesser examined the parallel process scheduling problem with specific attention to
the problem of deadline-based multiagent, task decomposition and scheduling. They used a
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reactive strategy called MADS and noted the degree of deviation between expected and actual
results. A master agent determined the task force size, subtask partition and who does what
for multiple slave agents. A priori expectations existed in that the goal was identified as
explicit declaration of performance over time. Failure was dealt with by having multiple
simultaneous strategies even though this lead to inefficiency problems (Fujita & Lesser,
1996).

The significant contribution provided by this paper was on the reasons for rescheduling.
Dynamic scheduling during execution is better than static scheduling at the beginning of
execution because task performance is uncertain and can not be accurately predicted.

To determine if rescheduling should take place consider the cost of rescheduling and amount
of quality improvement. Also note that it is difficult to achieve a good quality solution for
problems of short duration. Rescheduling of the task force size was based upon the amount of
standard deviation. Rescheduling of tasks was based on trigger conditions.

The metrics used were rather simplistic and covered two conditions, best solution and
absolute quality. An optimistic zero delay in communication and rescheduling was assumed
(Fujita & Lesser, 1996). The work on metrics needs to be expanded to cover continuous tasks
and possibly other cases. A delay for communication and rescheduling should be introduced.

This strategy was a step in the correct direction but it is not portable to real-world robotics.
Rescheduling should be based upon time and performance and therefore a continuous
incremental activity. A LSRC working in the real world experiences many more complex
issues and requires a much more detailed and extensive strategy.

While this work did introduce agent limits it did not consider failure, sustenance functions or
open systems. The environment was static, the solution relied upon plans, was limited to the
field and not generic. There were significant problems with the strategy and in their own
words, “it is simple, extremely crude and could be significantly improved” (Fujita & Lesser,
1996). And yet the work was very thorough as they succeeded in identification of most of the
important issues.
4.2.13 Communication
Coordination between agents is typically achieved by the use of explicit and implicit
communication. Sometimes messages fail to arrive or unexpected messages arrive and agents
must respond to exceptions (Kuwabara, 1996). A LSRC is able to utilise redundancy and
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therefore perfect message reliability is not essential. If most of the messages are transmitted
and received then the colony will continue to function at full efficiency. For a detailed
explanation, see the section on message passing within the chapter on Management.

The experiments of Ohko with Contract Net Protocol (CNP) revealed that the broadcast of
Task Announcement messages unacceptably increased the communication load. Ohko
selected a system of case-based reasoning and directed contract-return nacks to reduce
communication overheads. It is difficult to enable autonomous mobile robots to use highspeed and wide-band communication lines. Also, communication is not reliable due to
circumstances like location and damage (Ohko, et. al., 1996). Location might include issues
like terrain and range that would tend to reduce communication.

Using cooperative teams in simulation, Ye was able to demonstrate a relationship existed
between the quantity of communication and the cost of actions. Total ignorance of other agent
activities was not acceptable because effort was wasted attempting to complete a task
performed by another agent. Total knowledge of other agent activities was not acceptable due
to the communication cost in time. Ye argued that there was little point in knowing the
actions of another agent if interaction with that agent did not take place. Also shown was the
proportional relationship between action cost and communication quantity (Ye, 1998).

Experiments by Sen demonstrated that increasing available information significantly
increased the time to reach a desired equilibrium state, see previous section on Performance
Analysis. Another advantage of reducing information available to agents is to reduce
contention for resources that will also enable faster convergence to stable resource usage
(Sen, et. al., 1996). Agents require sufficient information to make the correct decision in a
real-time situation for most events but not so much information that performance is reduced.

The concept of minimal distributed communication was advocated by Ygge and Akkermans.
A potential reduced communication gain exists where information is distributed throughout a
system and it is not transmitted to a central location (Ygge & Akkermans, 1996).

Two main issues emerge from the literature, minimise communication to required information
only and use a distributed system of short range repeaters. Within this research are two
experiments that explore these concepts, message passing within the Self-Management
chapter and intersection navigation within the Self-Organization Chapter.
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Management of a LSRC is focussed upon which robot is doing the work and not how it is
accomplished. Therefore communication within management is not concerned with task
decomposition as that issue is addressed by Self-Organization. The issue here is a chain of
command, from human systems administrator to task force, including allocation. Directives
flow from mission control to the colony and progress reports are returned.

The communication stakeholders are mission control, operations, static robots and mobile
robots. The proposed CARC architecture utilises a message passing system rather than a
broadcast system to achieve communications. CARC also uses implicit rather than explicit
communication when possible. One example of this is the use of sematectonic stigmergy as a
mechanism to reduce robot complexity. Redundancy eliminates many of the impediments to
communication and delays in communication are a diminished issue due to the use of a
message passing strategy.
4.3

Management Summary

This section on management was decomposed into two main sections, Intelligence and
Artificial Systems. In the intelligence section, we have explained the different options for
intelligence being Centralised, Distributed or Hybrid, as well as a discussion on Learning and
Adaptability. The section on Artificial Systems presented a diverse selection of MAS research
that is pertinent to a LSRC. Issues of primary importance within this section include metrics
and performance analysis, communication, convergence and human interface.

5. Self-Organization
An individual robot interacts with other robots and with its environment. This interaction can
be described with finite states and transitions between those states. Given the unpredictable
nature of the real world it is not always possible to predict the successive state given a known
previous state and a valid transition. It is difficult to say with absolute clarity when a robot is
interacting with the environment or with another robot.

Mobile and stationary agents are capable of interaction (White & Pagurek, 1998). The nature
of this interaction can be one sided or mutually beneficial. The stationary agents may provide
or receive some goods or services from the mobile agents. E.g. Mobile robots could deliver a
resource to a stationary robotic collection agent. Or, mobile robots could receive navigational
information from a stationary beacon agent. The potential interaction between mobile and
static agents is considerable.
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Agents don’t just interact with each other, they also interact with the environment (Bouzy,
1998). If a robot collides with a small obstacle, it may push it out of the way. If a robot is
harvesting a resource then the resource is diminished. If a robot is dumping waste in a pile
then the pile will grow. The actions of robots have consequences and some of these
consequences are unforseen.

Agents make local assessments and through interactions dynamically modify adaptive
organizations. Interactions are sequences of actions and explicit communication may not be
required. What is most important about interaction is who(Agents), why(Motivation) and
how(Protocol) (Foisel, et. al., 1998).

Cognitive MAS use two primary forms of interaction, contract nets and negotiation. Contract
nets permit limited social knowledge and do not allow persuasion. Negotiation has high social
knowledge and high communication (da Costa and Bittencourt, 1998). Negotiation is
therefore unworkable in a LSRC.
5.1
5.1.1

Movement
Navigation by Plan or Migration

There are two primary mechanisms for resolution of robot movement. Robots can follow a
hard-coded route and rely upon landmarks to correct odometry errors. The second option is
employment of a Migration Decision Function (MDF) that incrementally calculates the next
hop in the journey. These solutions have different route confidence thresholds and different
applications (White & Pagurek, 1998).

Unsal demonstrated self-organising behaviour between homogeneous robots using attraction
and repulsion. Robots were shown to cooperate in a material transportation task using this
mechanism (Unsal, 1993). The term given to describe attraction or repulsion of an agent to
stimuli is taxis.

Kudo performed a number of simulation experiments involving navigation and was able to
demonstrate coherent behaviour without centralised control. Navigation to goal was achieved
using an emitted Vibrating Potential Field (VPF) and local perception. Formation of units is
not a computational burden if it is an emergent property and achieved spontaneously (Kudo
et. al., 1996).
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Path planning is an acceptable form of navigation in static environments but dynamic
environments create disparity with maps. LSRC have two properties that yield dynamic
environments, large numbers of mobile robots coupled with environmental modification. Not
only are the robots themselves mobile obstacles but they are constantly modifying the
environment.

Monitoring the environment and the computational time of plotting solutions in real time for
each and every robot is difficult and costly. As the quantity of mobile robots increases,
complexity increases in a geometric progression. Therefore, hard coded routes are not suitable
for LSRC due to the highly dynamic nature of the environment and the inherent complexity
and cost of the solution.

The concepts of MDF, VPF, and taxis can be combined to provide a mechanism for resolution
of robot movement with a minimum of complexity. VPF can be implemented with an
identification signal to provide multiple unique landmarks or beacons. Mobile robots can
utilise taxis to achieve MDF thus moving towards beacons. Results of experimentation with
MDF as a mechanism for LSRC movement are presented in the Chapter on Self-Organization.
5.1.2

Obstacle Avoidance

Unnecessary collision with obstacles wastes time and exposes the population to attrition.
Obstacles should be avoided whenever possible by reliance on sensors or separation
techniques. Obstacles can be natural or artificial objects in the environment, such as other
robots, construction, rocks, ditches, etc.

Separation technique is similar to collision avoidance except that distance is greatly increased.
Therefore it is unlikely that one robot is within sensor range of another. This provides an
improved margin for error and efficiency. Experiments with obstacle avoidance through
separation techniques, is presented in the chapter on Self-Organization.
5.1.3

Terrain and Terrain Modification

Terrain classification is an ontology that defines the environmental features local to the
LSRC. If obstacle severity is relatively minor but the path around the obstacle is great then it
may be appropriate to navigate over the obstacle. If an obstacle lies upon a busy path then it
may be appropriate to invest energy in its removal.
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5.1.4

Residency Time

Residency is a measure of time that indicates how long agents remain at a given location. This
is typically not fixed and agents remain static for an undefined period (White & Pagurek,
1998). Robots that are held in storage would have an indefinite residency while those in the
field would have to have a desired residency of zero, unless their task was to remain static.
Prime factors that affect residency are robot and obstacle density, planning and task
scheduling.

Residency time occurs whenever a robot is waiting. It may be that a robot is waiting for a
navigation path to clear, or a prerequisite task to be accomplished, etc. Whatever the cause of
residency time, it should be minimised as it represents a waste of resources while exposing
robots to environmental harm.
5.2
5.2.1

Cooperation
Cooperative Examples

When two people walk towards each other and one steps aside, then cooperation exists,
because they have chosen not to collide. This action is of mutual benefit because the cost of
the side-step is much less than the cost of the collision. Therefore collision avoidance is a
form of cooperation.

If two or more persons lift a heavy object together then they are cooperating because they
have combined their individual ability to accomplish a task that could not be completed alone.
Of course, they would still be cooperating if they assisted you to lift an object that was heavy
but could be lifted solitaire, because they have shared your burden. Therefore sharing a
burden is a form of cooperation.

If two or more persons divide a task into a number of subtasks and then individually work on
subtasks then they are cooperating, because a decomposed task is accomplished more
efficiency. By not competing you are able to achieve the goal with less resource wastage.
Also simular is the concept of a production line. Therefore task decomposition is a form of
cooperation.

Takeda defined cooperation as both collaboration and coordination. Collaboration was when
subtasks could be assigned to an agent and coordination enabled schedules of actions to be
calculated by agents. This framework was said to be appropriate for cooperation among
heterogeneous real-world agents because it was adaptive for environments and allowed
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implicit representation of cooperation. General tasks could be decomposed into subtasks that
could be accomplished by a single agent (Takeda, et. al., 1996).

Therefore cooperation can be defined as non-hindrance, task distribution or collaboration.
Performance is enhanced through conflict avoidance and task decomposition and task
accomplishment exceeds individual ability. Conflict is uneconomical and wastes effort,
prevents achievement of tasks beyond individual ability and inhibits personal and group goal
achievement.
5.2.2

Robot Cooperation

People observe others to determine their current actions or they are informed and then make a
decision that leads to action that avoids conflict, enables the task to be accomplished or
improves the task efficiency. There is no guarantee that cooperation will lead to success but it
is a more successful strategy that uncooperative individual effort. Robots perform a near
identical process in order to cooperate.

People have many mediums of explicit or implicit communication based on senses. They have
unpredictable behaviour, unknown intentions and unknown limitations. A mutual solution can
be sought by negotiation. A vast capability of dealing with uncertainty is present. The
existence of a hidden agenda may preclude cooperation. In contrast, robots communication is
highly structured and based on predefined terminology. They have predictable behaviour,
known intentions and typically known or calculated limitations. A precalculated strategy with
task decomposition is used and negotiation is by a system of defined rules.

Two or more robots may avoid activity that would impede progress for the either robot. An
example of this is when one robot moves aside to allow the other to pass. Collision avoidance
is a form of cooperation where one robot gives way to another. The typical situation is where
both robots are within sensor range of each other.

Two or more robots may distribute work so as to be more economical. Organising work
distribution, can be a complex activity. Task distribution is constrained by the physical
limitations and availability of heterogenous robots.

Real-time responsiveness in dynamic real-world environments requires reductions in the
decision process. A Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) can be used to regulate task
coupling and minimise communication. Communication is reduced and elaborate
coordination is not used (Liu & Sycara, 1996). This is possible because agents are reactive in
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that they perceive and act. A task is decomposed into subtasks that are organised so as to have
enabling relationships. Agents search for cues/hints to migrate from one subtask to another.
This can result in cascading effects based upon subtask status (Liu & Sycara, 1996).

It is normal that some cooperative tasks be accomplished in a specific order. This order
should be calculated in advance whenever possible. Limitations are imposed by resource
availability and physical attributes constrain solutions. This capability is very similar to
sematectonic stigmergy used by social insects to perform complicated tasks such as nest
building.
5.3

Communication

Communication is the successful conveyance of information. Communication within the
sphere of interaction is a mechanism that enables and enhances cooperation. Communication
stakeholders within LSRC are both mobile and static robots. Communication is achievable
through the use of ontological, stigmergic and encoded beacon mechanisms. Communication
may be either explicit or implicit. Issues that affect communication are message complexity,
impediments and delays.
5.3.1

Ontology

An ontology is a predefined system of concepts that enable communication and therefore
cooperation among robots by clarification of knowledge. It is reasonable to have ontologies
about defined objects, spacial coordinates and legal actions. When defining a taxonomy of
objects it is necessary to determine object attributes based upon sensors, action or information
processing. Space is defined by absolute or relative position. Actions are a list of primitive
actions such as move, grasp, release, find, hold, open or close (Takeda, et. al., 1996). It is
worth noting that object attributes may be determined by agent primitive actions such as
pushing, which would make the object attribute “movable”. Space could also be defined as
approximate or even unknown.

An ontology facilitates rapid communication with reduced ambiguity and resource cost. A
common example of an ontology is a police code system. Most readers would be aware from
watching numerous television programs that the United States police code “211 in progress”
indicates an armed robbery where the perpetrators are still on the scene. Cooperative robots
have used ontological systems to communicate complex information.
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5.3.2

Stigmergy

White and Pagurek used sign-based stigmergy to resolve vehicle routing by deposition of
chemical messages with two properties, label and concentration. These messages provided
inhibitory and excitatory stimuli. Five chemical reactions were used in their research.

Chemical Reactions
•

Evaporation

•

Catalytic breakdown

•

Fusion (subsumption)

•

Catalytic reaction Conversion (White & Pagurek, 1998)

In research on robotic self-repair, it was demonstrated that mobile robots could off-load some
complexity into the environment so as to achieve enhanced performance. Barcodes were
placed in the environment and robots were equipped with the means to detect the barcodes
and interpret their meaning. This mechanism allowed the robots to determine their position in
relation to the target and the correct approach direction so as to implement repair (Park, et. al.,
2004). This approach of off-loading complexity into the environment reduced the need to
have complex robots. If this approach had not been used then the robots would have required
more complex hardware to enable them to determine their position and orientation in relation
to their target. More complex systems are prone to uneconomical performance and have a
higher probability of failure. Their approach is a good example of the implementation of
sematectonic stigmergy on mobile robots.
5.3.3

Encoded Beacons

An encoded beacon can be thought of as a geographically fixed device that provides an
information service to robots. Robots retain autonomy as they are not controlled by the
device. A beacon can be as simple as a stop line on a road to an electronic device that
transmits and encoded message. Placement of communication beacons also affects energy
consumption, e.g. Colony entrance or exit. Trials with encoded beacon technology are
currently in progress for environmental information such as legal road speeds (Davis, 1998).
Passive encoded beacons would be used within the colony as navigation aids, while active
beacons would enable periodical download of new directives to mobile robots.
5.4

Self-Organization Summary

Self-Organization is primarily concerned with movement, cooperation and communication.
The section on movement contained an explanation of MDF’s, obstacle avoidance, terrain
modification and residency time. An explanation of cooperation was provided especially with
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respect to robot cooperation. The section on Communication provided information on
ontological systems, stigmergy and encoded beacons.

It was shown that a system based upon simple rules and minimum effort should enable a
LSRC to converge upon a successful outcomes, while a solution which attempted to know
and control all aspects of the colony was complex, undesirable and potentially unworkable.

6. Social Implications
6.1

Impact on Society

There can be no doubt that technology does have an impact upon society. One example was
the Industrial Revolution when common people migrated from country areas to the cities for
work in the factories. While this period had a baneful effect upon some individuals it is
perceived to be a general beneficial transition for society as a whole.

Our history is sometimes defined in terms of technology, such as the Bronze Age, Dark Age,
Industrial Revolution, the Nuclear Age, Space Age and even the Information Age. With the
exception of the Dark Ages, these periods have all included baneful and beneficial effects
with a general positive trend to society. It is perceived that a new robotic technology would
follow historical precedent.
6.2

Safety

There are three general areas of safety to be considered when dealing with a LSRC, machine
learning, robot reproduction and human interaction. It should be noted that safety also refers
to the perception of safety.

Machines that think and learn are a relatively new phenomena to our society and there is a
perception that such machines cannot be trusted. It does not matter if this perception is valid,
only that it exists. Literature abounds on the subject of monsters created by men. For reasons
of public relations, machine learning and robot reproduction should be tightly constrained
even at the expense of potential performance.

Human interaction is not an issue of perception, but a current area of physical risk. A
population of useful robots consists of a large number of heavy machines moving at speed
and presents a risk to a human standing in the path. One faulty sensor or one mistake in
hardware, software or operation and there is a human casualty. For this reason, direct human
and robot interaction is avoided.
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The position of system administrator for a robot colony could involve stress as a result of
multiple rapid decisions over extended periods, such as that experienced by an air traffic
controller. Stress would be magnified by the importance of material and environmental costs.
Complexity can be reduced if the interface for the colony is as simple as possible and tailored
to personal preferences.

Economical Value

6.3

The economical value of any technology or system can be measured by performance of a cost
benefit analysis. Each cost and each benefit is identified and measured to produce and overall
concept of value. Costs and Values are identified below but not measured at this stage of the
project. When the cost/value difference has a greater positive factor for a LSRC than a
conventional solution then this technology will be rapidly acquired by industry. The costs and
benefits are listed below.

Costs
•

Robot Production.

•

Robot Maintenance.

•

Energy Consumption.

•

Human Supervision.

Benefits
•

Harvest or Production Performance Improvement.

•

Access to Remote and/or Hostile Locations. E.g. Desert, Ocean, Space.

•

Risk Reduction.

•

Quality of Life Improvement.

7. Real World Complexities
The real world is a complex and dynamic environment. LSRC’s are intended to be deployed
in semi-structured real world environments. These environments reduce some but not all of
the real world complexities. Simulation is used to analyse and model these semi-structured
environments. It is expensive and time consuming to design, build and maintain mobile
robots. The cost and time constraints are amplified when dealing with teams of mobile robots.
The expense and time involved with LSRC’s are virtually prohibitive. Simulation is viewed as
the most appropriate tool for experimenting with large scale populations of mobile robots
(Agah & Bekey, 1996).
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Recent advances in computer simulation enable the study of relationships of agents (software
robots) and their complex interactions (Doran, 1998). Simulation environments enable system
debugging with respect to adaptive control systems (Mehra & Chiodini, 1998). The business
organization, ORGAHEAD, is an example of a significant simulation contribution (Carley,
1998).

Simplification is necessary for analysis and modelling, but it remains very important to also
clearly acknowledge the real world complexities that cannot be addressed at this point in time.
These complexities are listed below and then explained in detail.
•

Climate

•

Terrain

•

Application

•

Navigation

•

Communication

•

Optimal Behaviour

•

Logistics

•

Robot Design

7.1

Climate

Climatic conditions of the real world affect machine performance and reliability. For
example, rain can create mud which can impede mobility. Moisture can fog up the lens of a
camera impeding vision. Heat can blind a thermal sensor. Cold can reduce reliability of
engine ignition and performance. Radiation can damage electrical systems. Mobile robots
must not be deployed under climatic conditions where they are unable to function. If those
climatic conditions are variable then the robots can be deployed when favourable conditions
exist and recalled when adverse conditions exist. A redundancy deployment of mobile robots
does not have the option of protective shelter as the robots are always exposed to the
environment, but the CARC architecture implements protective shelter. The mobile robots
can be assembled at the Operations Site and deployed when climatic conditions are
favourable. The mobile robots can be recalled to the Operations Site for disassembly and
storage when climatic conditions are adverse. This capability would reduce the necessity for
each and every robot to carry the encumbrance of heavy climatic protection, as the protection
could be concentrated at the Static Operations Site. It takes time to deploy and recall a LSRC
population and this is an issue that needs to be considered, therefore a timely warning system
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of adverse climate would need to be developed and the mobile robots would need some
resistance to unexpected changes. While climate is not addressed directly within this research,
provision exists within the CARC architecture for LSRC recall capability coupled with a
protected shelter.
7.2

Terrain

Terrain of the real world can be very unpredictable and difficult to predefine. If the terrain can
not be defined then it may be difficult to choose the correct behaviour. Terrain can affect
many aspects of mobile robot performance. Movement can be impeded, communication links
can be severed, navigation can be confused, vision can be obscured, and a chasm can swallow
a mobile robot. Mobile robots can not be deployed into harsh terrain conditions that
significantly reduce their ability to operate. Deployment of a LSRC should be restricted to
terrain conditions with a reasonable probability of successful mobile robot operation. In most
cases it would be necessary to scout a potential deployment site to determine its suitability,
and this site may require some level of human involvement and improvement prior to
deployment. The terrain conditions do not need to be perfect provided that the attrition rate of
the LSRC is acceptable and anticipated in the mission plan. Many social insects such as ants
reside in a geographically fixed location and incrementally improve the local terrain to reduce
the severity and frequency of obstacles. Deployment of a LSRC under the CARC architecture
assumes a geographically fixed location. The terrain of this location is incrementally
improved over time reducing the severity and frequency of terrain obstacles. This action
gradually improves the utility performance of the individual mobile robots and the global
performance of the LSRC. It improves the Self-Management of the LSRC by making
performance more predictable. It improves the Self-Sustainability of the LSRC by reducing
collision hazards and choke points. Terrain ontology within this research is limited for
purposes of simulation simplicity and is identified as an area of future research.
7.3

Application

The Application or “Human Needs” of the LSRC are the reason for its existence. A social
insect colony exists to survive and reproduce, but the LSRC must perform a function that has
value to human society. Unlike a social insect colony, a LSRC is not required to survive
beyond mission duration, reproduce, forage for food, or compete with rivals. The
requirements of the LSRC are provided as part of the mission plan, which has been devised
prior to the start of the mission. Use of in-situ resources is not prohibited, but restricted by
practicality. If the resources are available, abundant, and accessible, then it makes good sense
to make use of them. The application value of the LSRC can be measured in economic or
human terms, such as financial return and increased probability or quality of life. The location
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of the application is not important provided it meets the criteria, so it does not matter if the
location is a remote and hostile environment or a local and friendly environment. It is
envisaged that a remote and hostile environment would add value to the application by
improving the financial return and probability and quality of human life. As a LSRC is a
significant fiscal investment, then it follows that application selection should be
commensurate. Small scale applications such as erection of a Solar Photovoltaic unit can be
accomplished with a small robot team. It would be inappropriate to use a LSRC for a small
scale application as this would waste resources. A LSRC is appropriate for large scale
applications such as the erection of a large quantity of Solar Photovoltaic units. The LSRC
would not be required to perform every aspect of a large scale application. The LSRC adds
value when it is able to address those aspects that are economical or enhance quality or
probability of human life. It may be necessary or appropriate to have human involvement to
address specific aspects of a mission. The two main applications that are suggested within this
research are large scale resource gathering and large scale construction. While these
applications are complex, the complexity is addressed though a strategy of decomposition.
Terrain improvement within the semi-structured environment is a sub-task for both of these
applications. The tools and techniques proposed for resolution of this sub-task are presented
and based upon existing research. Additional sub-tasks can be addressed using the same
approach. When the LSRC is not able to address a sub-task then human involvement becomes
necessary. Applications presented within this research are based upon criteria of being large
scale, economical, and within remote and hostile environments.
7.4

Navigation

Navigation of a mobile robot in a controlled environment is not complex, because the
variables are known in advance and their quantity is limited. Navigation of a mobile robot in
the real world is complex with a large quantity of variables where some are unknown, and this
complexity is amplified as the quantity of mobile robots is increased. The mobile robot needs
to know where it is in relation to where it wants to be and needs to plot a safe and efficient
course to reach its objective. The environment of a LSRC is dynamic with other mobile robots
and obstacle modification. Given the quantity of mobile robots and the dynamic nature of the
environment, a navigation solution calculated in advance is unworkable. Some social insects
use taxis to navigate, which is the attraction or repulsion to stimuli (Bonabeau, et. al., 1999).
Taxis was demonstrated by Kudo with emitted Vibrating Potential Fields (VPF) and local
perception. Kudo observed that taxis resulted in efficient behaviour being a spontaneously
achieved emergent property, and not a computational burden (Kudo et. al., 1996). As a LSRC
is geographically fixed and uses a semi-structured environment, this approach was appropriate
for resolution of the navigation issues. Navigation of the members of a LSRC is not fully
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resolved and there are still some issues to be addressed with future research. For example, it is
possible, even within a semi-structured environment of a LSRC for a mobile robot to become
lost due to mechanical failure, signal failure, or terrain formation. The objective of future
research is to reduce the percentage of lost robots to near zero, in part through an effective
recovery system.
7.5

Communication

It is tempting to think that the most powerful communication equipment coupled with a
broadcast system would yield in the best results. With LSRC this is not the case. The most
powerful communication equipment is often accompanied with increased size, weight and
power requirements. These increased requirements degrade utility performance of the
individual mobile robots and the global performance of the LSRC (Birk and Belpaeme, 1998).
Therefore the mobile robots should be equipped with communication equipment sufficient to
achieve but not exceed communication requirements. A broadcast system of communication
also requires powerful equipment on each and every mobile robot to send and receive
information. Broadcast communication results in mobile robots being instantly aware of new
information and leads to oscillatory behaviour, lack of system stability and ineffective
utilization of system resources (Carley, 1998),(Sen et. al., 1996). Some social insects use a
system of local communication to relay messages throughout the colony and this approach is
not only economical but leads to convergence and system stability. CARC uses local
communication in the form of message passing to relay only the information that is required.
This system is presented in the simulations using a theoretical framework. There is a
hardware example of simple ontological communication described in the Intersection
Crossing experiments within Chapter 5 on Self-Organization. The communication hardware
would need to be selected in conjunction with the application and environment and is an area
of Robot Design. Communication is a topic where an optimal solution leads to sub-optimal
global performance of the LSRC, and this demonstrates the necessity for the CARC
guidelines. The objective of communication is not to guarantee instant conveyance of
unnecessary information to every member of the LSRC, but to achieve mission objectives in
an economical manner while achieving and maintaining system stability.
7.6

Optimal Behaviour

Identification of the optimal behaviour for a LSRC is an elusive problem. The dynamic nature
of the real world coupled with large numbers of mobile robots is a challenging problem for
prediction (Tambe, 1996). Reactive management systems are prone to issues such as
oscillation and lack of system stability which amplify the problem. The solution proposed
within CARC is to converge upon optimal behaviour, gradually improving performance. This
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approach is inspired from natural solutions and deviates with the addition of the Man in the
Loop (MITL) management system (Huntsberger, et. al., 2000). MITL is adapted from
concepts such as the Carley’s CEO, with capability such as hire, fire, retask, redesign, or
experiment (Carley, 1998). MITL would enable a single human expert to periodically monitor
and supervise a LSRC from a remote location. Once a local optimal solution is identified then
new strategies could be tested to determine if performance could be increased; a trail and
error approach. This approach does not guarantee optimal performance but relies upon a
philosophy of continual improvement. The end result should be a near optimal performance.
This standard management practise of “plan, monitor, review, modify” has been adopted in
the CARC arechitecture.
7.7

Logistics

A LSRC needs to be deployed at a desired site. This involves packing up a functional LSRC,
transporting it over some distance and then placing it at the correct site. This site might be in
the middle of a city, a remote desert region, deep underwater, or even off-world. For this stage
of the mission, the mobile robots would be stored as module parts within the Functional
Module Storage (MOD) static robot. The static robots would have considerable size and
weight and need to arrive undamaged and in a timely manner. Once the LSRC is deployed,
additional resources in the form of modules, static robots, and other assets would need to be
periodically transported to the LSRC site. As the mission progresses it may be necessary to
extract the production of the LSRC, which may take the form of a processed resource. When
the mission is complete it may be necessary to extract both the functional and non-functional
aspects of the LSRC. The logistical aspects of a LSRC are an area of future research and have
not been covered within the Guidelines.
7.8

Robot Design

The static and mobile robots of the LSRC are presented within this research as theoretical
constructs and not instances. Details of robot design are dependant upon an instance of an
application. The CARC guidelines should be followed during this process and mobile robots
should be polymorphic such that they can change roles, with a chassis and heterogenous
modules. Single purpose robots would be more efficient and reliable but they would sacrifice
the significant capabilities of adaptability and sustainability. Even with a single purpose robot,
it is possible to have some adaptability by changing end effectors, but the adaptability is
limited. Sustainability of purpose built mobile robots is very complex as it relies upon an
automated component based repair system, which is currently beyond our technology. Before
the robot instances of a LSRC could be built, it would be necessary to determine an
application and then design and build prototypes. This would be a considerable project
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involving several researchers and engineers. It would take significant time and require
substantial budget. Once the performance of the prototypes was deemed as acceptable it
would then be necessary to move to production of the full LSRC. This would require
additional resources, a dedicated production facility with a substantial work force. The end
product would be a large scale population of static and mobile robots based upon the CARC
guidelines. It is envisaged that such a project would require Government or Major
Corporation backing, involve hundreds of staff and take years to accomplish. While this
investment is substantial the potential returns of LSRC capability are significant. CARC
would provide a new enabling technology for large scale applications. Space agencies are
currently limited in ability to gather resources and perform construction off-world. LSRC’s
would significantly redefine this capability.
7.9

Real World Complexities Summary

In this section we have discussed the disparity between simulation and the complexities of the
real world. The real world is a complex and dynamic environment with greater diversity in
variables and uncertainties. The intended environment of a LSRC is semi-structured so as to
reduce some of the complexity. To reduce costs and time, simulation is used to analyse and
model these semi-structured environments. Simulation enables the study of relationships and
interactions between modelled robots, both as atomic units and on a global scale. Behaviour
can be modelled, observed and debugged. Topics including climate, terrain, application,
navigation, communication, optimal behaviour, logistics and robot design have been
discussed. Simulation is not a guarantee of real world performance, but it is reasonable to
expect a correlation of results that will enable improved prototype designs.

8. Conclusion
The application domain of cooperative autonomous mobile robotics can be extended by
addressing the issue of Self-Reliance in conjunction with LSRC’s. This will lead to
applications with greater quantities of mobile robots, extended mission durations, increased
complexity or difficulty, reduced human involvement and improved economical performance.
Current mobile robot technology exhibits high degrees of human involvement in observation,
supervision and maintenance, which limits potential size and applications.

To solve this issue, we have presented the proposed CARC architecture. CARC is a functional
architecture, comprising of a set of guidelines and algorithms for LSRC’s consisting of
mobile and static robots. Problem analysis and decomposition, mathematical projection and
experimentation were used to support this theory.
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This approach is supported by advice from experts within the field of robotics. McFarland
suggested that autonomy and self-sufficiency were key inhibiting factors on mobile robot
development. Fukuda suggested adherence to standards, a modular approach, automation and
greater diversity in human resources. Following this advice has lead to exploration of a
broader base of literature including natural solutions such as social insects; historical
precedent such as the early automobiles; and LSS such as automated factories. This has lead
to a view of generic applications and portable robotic technology which is useful, productive
and economical.

Natural solutions were evaluated, not to mimic nature, but to use nature as inspiration to
improve Self-Reliance and to modify the solution where disparity exists between natural and
mechanical systems. Automobile history highlighted similarities and issues of concern
limiting mobile robotic technology. LSS offered solutions to issues that are only just
emerging in robotics literature.

Self-Reliance was decomposed for problem simplification into three sub-issues, SelfSustainability, Self-Management and Self-Organization. These three issues are explained in
greater detail in the following chapters. Self-Sustainability explores the concept of a robot
colony with extended functional lifespan, which is an open system exhibiting graceful
degradation. Self-Management explored the concept of finding a suitable method to observe,
monitor and control a LSRC. Self-Organization explored the concept of finding appropriate
solutions to movement, cooperation and communication with respect to LSRC’s.

The advent of reactive robotics and subsumption architecture enabled mobile robots to
operate in real time within the real world. Despite 15 years of progress in mobile robotics,
applications for robots remain limited, with commerce and industry hesitant to adopt this
fledgling technology. The proposed CARC architecture offers a potential solution to break
this impasse’.
8.1

Design Guidelines

Improving mobile robot Self-Reliance through a LSRC approach is a complex problem with
numerous issues and interdependencies and it is easy to become mired in the intricacies of the
issues and lose sight of the goals and objectives. In order to manage the complexity and
produce a coherent solution, a set of guidelines were extracted and refined from the literature
and the following experimentation. The design guidelines are the foundation of the CARC
architecture and the product of this research. Management of LSRC’s with the CARC
architecture incorporates failure and uncertainty, to produce robust strategies for continuous
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goal achievement. The design guidelines are presented below. The source of the guidelines is
reference with the format of Chapter, Heading 1, Heading 2, and Heading 3. e.g. (2.1.3.4)

Self-Sustainability
•

Cooperative sustainability should be implemented with dedicated static robots, enabling
routine servicing, fault avoidance, identification and rectification. (2.3), (2.3.1), (2.3.2.1),
(2.3.2.2), (2.3.2.3), (2.3.2.4), (2.3.4).

Static Robots are more economical and capable of achieving cooperative autonomous
sustainability. The internal environment provided by the static robots is highly structured,
enabling the use of Classical Artificial Intelligence. Spare parts in the form of modules can be
offered protective storage from environmental conditions by static robots. This option enables
implementation of a module replacement strategy. This will reduce human involvement and
provide timely intervention.
•

Self-Sustainability should address a comprehensive list of functions and attempt to reuse
infrastructure where appropriate. (2.3), (2.3.1), (2.3.2.2), (2.3.2.3), (2.3.2.4).

The sustenance functions pertinent to routine servicing, fault avoidance, identification and
rectification are repair, recharge, cleaning and calibration. Reuse of infrastructure will reduce
costs and simplify the control algorithms. The infrastructure is reused for Self-Management
and Self-Organization issues such as mission briefing and debriefing, polymorphism,
assembly and disassembly.
•

The Large Scale Robot Colony (LSRC) should exhibit graceful degradation such that the
life expectancy of the colony is a factor of supplied resources rather that critical failure.
Critical failure should not occur until such time as the minimal viable population
threshold is reached. (2.3), (2.3.1.2), (2.3.1.3).

Graceful degradation is achieved by maintenance of a Near Optimal Deployment (NOD) of
resources. It is only when the resource supply is depleted such that the deployed population
falls below the minimal viable population that critical failure occurs. Even the loss of a static
robot can be insured by contingencies including repair, replacement, redundancy or the
deployment of a super colony.
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•

The robot colony should be an open system where resources can be routinely added or
removed. (2.2.1.4), (2.3.1.1).

CARC is an open system where resources can be routinely added or removed. Additional
module resources can be supplied to the MOD static robot or a new MOD can be deployed
and chained to the existing Operations Site. Both functional and dysfunctional modules can be
removed from the LSRC. Dysfunctional modules can also be stored at a Discard Site such that
they do not interfere with LSRC operations. New static robots can be added or removed, and
the layout of the Operations Site is flexible.
•

Trophallaxis should be implemented as a mechanism to achieve enhanced energy transfer,
extending mobile robot mission time and duration. (2.2.1.1), (2.3.2.2).

Trophallaxis can be implemented such that mobile robots can remain deployed for extended
periods. This would reduce routine traffic through the Operations Site and permit mobile
robots to remain engaged in their current mission.
•

Non-deployed resources should be held in protective storage. (2.2.1.3).

A mobile robot exposed to the environment is subject to increased probability of failure. If
this is amplified by a large quantity of mobile robots such as the case with a LSRC then the
loss of resources can be significant. The ideal situation is for a mobile robot to be actively
engaged in work and therefore productive or to be held in protective storage. For example, it
is better to hold a pre-assembled rescue robot in the protected HOT static robot awaiting
orders for immediate recovery rather than deploy the robot in the hostile environment on the
chance that its services may be required.
•

Idle Time should be minimised such that mobile robots are not unproductive and exposed
to the environment. (2.5.1.4).

An Idle robot is resident such that it is not moving and not currently engaged in work.
Typically this occurs because it is waiting for an event to enable work or movement to
resume. If the robot is deployed in the environment and idle or resident then it is subject to
increased probability of failure.
•

Mobile robots should be kept clean. (2.2.1.2).
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Residue from the environment in the form of dust and dirt can interfere with mobile robot
functionality. Sensors can be obscured or the robot can become encumbered even
immobilized. By cleaning the robot on a routine basis, these issues can be avoided.
•

Deployed population size should be maintained at near optimal. (2.4.2.4).

A Near Optimal Deployment (NOD) has two main advantages, failure and cooperation.
Resources exposed to failure as a result of environmental hostility are reduced which
increases the overall life expectancy of the LSRC. Cooperation is enhanced because deployed
resources are less likely to impede each other which results in increased utility performance.
•

The population should be adaptive. (2.4.2.4).

If the population is adaptive as is the case with CARC then resources can be reused and the
population can deal with greater environmental and mission diversity. The reuse of resources
improves the probability of extended operational life and reduces costs. Mission and/or
environmental diversity enables the same robotic infrastructure to be portable across multiple
applications.

Self-Management
•

The mobile robots of the colony should be organised into task forces to achieve sub-goals.
(2.2.2.2).

The use of task forces enables the achievement of multiple simultaneous sub-goals. Each task
force may have a different optimal deployment. The different optimal deployments are
created by minor changes such as obstacle density or placement, distance to goal, interference
from other LSRC members. The use of task forces enables discrete measurement and
management.
•

Colony resources should be deployed to the field as required. (2.4.2.4).

Deployment of resources as required reduces the effects of oscillation and enables greater
system stability. This deployment should be a gradual convergence rather than a sudden
change. This will result in economical effort applied to each task therefore enabling greater
goal satisfaction.
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•

Performance of the colony should be measured. (2.4.1.5), (2.4.2.6).

Before we can manage the LSRC and deploy the correct resources, we must have some idea
of performance otherwise our deployment is nothing more than a guess. If we continually
measure performance and make gradual modifications to converge on desired performance
then we can satisfy more goals.
•

Polymorphism will allow role adaptability, enabling the robots to be highly adaptable and
optimal to desired roles. This capability can be achieved with the heterogenous modular
robot architecture. (2.2.2.5), (2.4.1.5).

By having a degree of polymorphism, we can reuse resources while maintaining near optimal
utility of individual robots. Polymorphism enables mobile robot to satisfy multiple goals. A
multi-purpose robot could also satisfy multiple goals but it is less optimal in performance
because it carries extra hardware and this hardware is exposed to unnecessary risk of failure.
The heterogenous modular robot architecture means that robots carry only what they need for
their current mission and are optimal in that mission.
•

A degree of learning would enable enhanced performance, but the colony would need to
determine strategy, gather data, analyse results and store information. (2.2.2.1), (2.4.1.4).

Insect colonies have demonstrated that learning enables them to respond faster and in a more
appropriate manner to changes in the environment. This is a useful capability and should be
replicated. The LSRC should be able to recognise a pattern of change in the environment and
respond in a appropriate manner. This capability will shortcut some of the convergence time.
The information about the environmental change would be gathered by the mobile and static
robots and relayed to the SAS static robot for analysis and decision making.
•

Formal Methods should not be used as the control mechanism for LSRC due to issues
with computation time, global observability and prediction accuracy. (2.4.2.6).

The quantity and cascading effects of variables associated with a LSRC make accurate
prediction with Formal Methods complex and problematic. The computational time and
resources are high. Complete global observability in real time is difficult and resource
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intensive. Prediction accuracy in a timely manner is not optimal. This does not mean that
formal methods are not useful, but not as the primary control mechanism.
•

Mapping and path planning should not be used due to the dynamic nature of LSRC’s.
(2.4.2.6).

The large quantity of mobile robots moving in a dynamic environment, reduce the
effectiveness of path planning solutions for LSRC’s. Requirements include complete state
observation, constant reliable communication and computational resources. A taxis based
system of navigation offers similar results with reduced resource requirements.
•

A purely reactive system may not suitable for LSRC and it may be necessary to
implement a MITL system. (2.4.2.2), (2.4.2.3), (2.1.1).

A purely reactive system is subject to severe shortcoming such as oscillation and lack of
system stability. Reactive systems are prone to fail to acquire the target goal and are wasteful
of resources. There is no immediate mechanism to correct malfunctioning behaviour. A MITL
system would enable a human to supervise an automated reactive management system.

Self-Organization
•

Mobile robots should use Reactive Artificial Intelligence or a variant. (2.1.4.1), (2.1.4.2).

Reactive Artificial Intelligence enables mobile robots to operate in the real world in real time.
It is a Stimulus Driven Architecture with a tight coupling between stimulus and response. A
minor variation is an Event Driven Architecture with stimulus processed to an event and a
tight coupling between event and response. The EDA is more useful for the required levels of
cooperation and coordination.
•

Stigmergy should be used as a mechanism to offload complexity into the environment,
transferring mobile robot complexity to the environment. (2.2.2.4).

A LSRC environment is semi-structured with an increase in routine tasks and reliable
outcomes. Even so the environment is complex partly because of its dynamic nature. Given
that we have a large number of mobile robots it seems reasonable to offload some of the
complexity into the environment. This will reduce the resource requirements of the mobile
robots and enable more reliable decision making.
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•

Obstacle Clearing will enhance long term utility on a local and global scale. (2.2.1.4),
(2.2.3.2).

Clearing obstacles will assist mobile robots by reducing risk of collision and damage and
improve their individual performance. The sum of the improvement to individual performance
and the saving in resources from damage avoidance will assist the global performance of the
LSRC.
•

Navigation should be achieved through a system of taxis and simplified waypoint maps.
(2.2.3.4).

Navigation by taxis would reduce mobile robot complexity and enable reliable navigation of
significant quantities of robots in real time. A system of waypoint maps offloads complexity
from the mobile robots to the environment and enables greater flexibility in path selection.
•

Mobile robots should not be equipped with hardware that exceeds their requirements.
This adds complexity and weight to the mobile robot, increasing failure potential and
reducing the utility of work performed. (2.4.1.6), (2.4.1.7), (2.4.2.5).

If a mobile robot of a particular role carries an unnecessary piece of hardware, then it is
carried by every robot of that role within a LSRC. Each piece of equipment is subject to
increased failure potential because it is exposed to the environment and to work. Each robot
has a slightly decreased utility performance as a result of the extra encumbrance. Minor
uneconomical decisions mount up as quantities of robots and mission duration are increased.
•

The colony should be engaged in highly routine tasks within environments that are semistructured and highly organized.

Robots have the ability to perform a routine task with repetitive precision. It is therefore of
benefit to ensuring that tasks are routine, environments are semi-structured and highly
organized, as this will increase performance predictability, increase local and global utility,
and reduce potential failure.
•

Mobile robots should work in proximity to each other and to the Static robots as this will
enhance cooperation and communication. (2.2.3.3).
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There are many advantages to deployment of robots in an environment where they work in
proximity. All aspects of Self-Reliance are improved, including Self-Sustainability, SelfManagement and Self-Organization. It also enables the consideration of Large Scale tasks
such as resource gathering and construction.
•

Mobile Robot environmental information and sensory range should be minimised such
that the robots are limited to required information.

Limitation of information and sensory range to that which the robots need to know simplifies
the control algorithms and improves response time. There is no necessity for a robot to have
access to information that it can not use to make a better decision. If for example a robot has
specific knowledge about an obstacle and the obstacle condition changes before the robot is in
proximity then the knowledge serves little purpose. It is better for the robot to know about the
immediate environment and near future events.
•

Colony Life Span should be finite such that robots are not able to reproduce. (2.1.1),
(2.6.2).

A LSRC should be deployed for a specific mission with a limited duration. Once the mission
is complete, continued presence of the LSRC serves no beneficial purpose. A mission of
extended duration is enabled by the supply of additional resources. Robots with unlimited
ability to reproduce are an area of concern to human society and this should also be a
consideration.

General
•

Target application for Large Scale Robot Colonies (LSRC) should be large scale useful
and economical. (2.2.2.3).

A LSRC is a considerable investment and applications should return a commensurate reward.
Small scale applications should only be considered if a LSRC is the only feasible solution and
the return is improvement of quality or probability of human life.
•

The robot colony should consist of mobile and static robots where the mobile robots
address the application and the static robots provide support to the mobile population.
(2.3.1), (2.3.1.1), (2.3.2.1), (2.3.4)
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Static robots can provide the necessary support to automate Self-Reliance thus reducing
human involvement. The mobile robots can address the application. This synergy of mobile
and static robots enables new applications to be considered.
•

Mobile robots should have a chassis to increase physical strength and enable improved
module replacement.

A purely modular robot does not have the structural strength of a robot with a chassis. The
chassis enables module replacement to be more rapid and reliable. The chassis can be
considered as one of the modules of the robot and can have built in functionality, such as
electrical connections and sensors.
•

Humans should not work within the area defined by an active LSRC as there is an
unnecessary risk of injury and increased complexity. (2.1.1), (2.4.2.8).

Human behaviour is not as predictable as robot behaviour. Robots have a finite range of legal
actions while humans are capable of very unpredictable behaviour. The presence of humans in
proximity to robots increases the complexity of control algorithms. Given that mobile robots
may be quite large and heavy, they represent a risk of injury or death to human workers.
•

Communication should consist of hybrid implicit and message passing or near field
system with an ontology of finite states. (2.1.4.1).

A LSRC can utilize a near field communication system because the robots work in proximity
and pass given locations on a periodic basis. This ensures that most of the mobile robot
population will receive a message in a timely manner and all robots will eventually receive
the message.
•

Broadcast communication should not be used as it reduces LSRC performance. (2.4.2.13)

Broadcast communication is resource expensive and reduces local and global performance.
Oscillation and lack of system stability can result from Broadcast communication.
•

Communication should be minimised while sufficient to enable the colony to operate in
an optimal manner. (2.1.4.2), (2.2.2.4), (2.4.2.4).
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Minimization of communication reduces probability of communication errors, enables faster
convergence and reduces risk of oscillation and poor stability. Both the content and frequency
of messages can be reduced to that which is required.
•

Information should be limited to enable faster convergence. (2.4.2.11), (2.4.2.13).

Limitation of information reduces complexity, and probability of oscillation and poor
stability. There is no necessity for robots to have access to information that is not immediately
useful or impedes performance.
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Chapter 3
Self-Sustainability

1. Introduction
Self-Reliance is a complex problem with numerous issues. Therefore, to facilitate a
manageable approach, decomposition was used to reduce the problem complexity. The
proposed Cooperative Autonomous Robot Colony (CARC) architecture decomposes SelfReliance into Self-Sustainability, Self-Management and Self-Organization. A coherent
solution to Self-Reliance was sought, expressed as a set of guidelines. The CARC guidelines
from the literature review were developed to achieve this goal. The existing guidelines
relevant to Self-Sustainability were subjected to a process of verification and enhancement.
Experimentation with a functional architecture, algorithms and mathematical projection were
used to evaluate the existing guidelines. This chapter will conclude with an enhanced set of
guidelines. This chapter is a detailed exploration of Self-Sustainability.

Sustainability extends operational life and enables continued operation beyond disabling
events. Extension of mobile robot life expectancy will make mobile robotic technology more
useful and productive. Current mobile robot sustainability requires a high degree of human
intervention and is therefore not Self-Sustainable, since human intervention is an issue that
inhibits applications. Automation of sustainability is known as Self-Sustainability. SelfSustainability would reduce the necessity for direct human monitoring and intervention thus
increasing potential applications. In order to achieve automated sustainability, mobile robots
must be routinely serviced, avoid damage, diagnose and repair faults. The proposed CARC
architecture addresses these issues of automated sustainability.

The literature review revealed that individual aspects of sustainability are being addressed,
such as power recharging, module discard, and automated repair. Warwick developed mobile
robots and a docking station for automated recharging (Warwick, 1997). Stanford University
developed unit-modular reconfigurable robots and is currently working on a module discard
system (Yim, 1994),(Yim, et. al., 2002). Research by Huntsberger from NASA JPL is
investigating a field repair system utilizing Adaptive Directional Force Graphs (ADFG's). It is
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recognized that the combination of hostile environments coupled with finite component life
reduces mission potential (Huntsberger, et. al., 2000). Research by NASA Ames has
demonstrated a robotic self-repair system in a semi-structured environment (Park, et. al.,
2004).

The literature also revealed that economy of design was of particular importance to mobile
robots and this constraint increased with population quantity. Experiments by Birk and
Belpaeme revealed that there was a measured trade-off between benefit and cost of
components. Vision components could help in task achievement but came at power and
processing cost. It was found that costs should be kept low to achieve significant benefits.
Application of the best technological solution was not always the best economical solution
(Birk & Belpaeme, 1998). In research on scaling issues with robot search and tagging, it was
found that increasing the quantity of mobile robots or targets could lead to degradation in
performance (Gustafson & Gustafson, 2004). It is therefore reasonable to speculate that large
quantities of uneconomical mobile robots will yield poor performance.

Therefore, Self-Sustainability should not be resolved in isolation but needs to be part of a
coherent Self-Reliance solution. The issues of Self-Sustainability are explained in detail in
section 3 of this chapter. For consistency, the Self-Sustainability issues are presented with the
relevant Static Robots from the Operations Site, explained in section 2, CARC Architecture.
1.1

Robotic Failure

All machines eventually fail. The machine that is immune to failure does not exist anywhere
within our civilisation. Cooperative Autonomous Mobile Robots (CAMR) are complicated
machines. Robots run out of fuel or energy, they experience failed components, they make
mistakes, etc. Failure results from broken or worn out components or from accumulated dust
on a sensor. When populations of robots are increased, failure frequency and failure
consequences increase. If cooperation is required to complete a task and cooperation is not
possible due to failure, then the task cannot be completed. When a robot within a CAMR
population fails and this failure is not identified and addressed in a timely manner, a
cascading failure can be induced with critical potential resulting in entire population failure.
Populations of CAMR operating in remote and hostile environments will have increased
failure frequency, reduced operational life, problematic and expensive manual repairs. If
CAMR applications require powerful machines then it is not theoretically possible to
guarantee that such machines are safe to human service workers. Accidents will occur and
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humans will be subject to injury and death. Therefore the potential risk to human service
workers must be minimised.

These issues are not new and include cascading failure from slow identification and repair
time, downtime cost, remote environments, and hazard to human service workers. The latest
space industry strategy deals with failure by use of automated identification and recovery
systems enabling sustained operations, such as that demonstrated on spacecraft Deep Space 1
(NASA, 1999). If it is possible to automate identification and recovery systems with a single
machine, such as a spacecraft, then it follows that multiple machines or robots can follow this
example.
1.2

Graceful degradation

A robot population should implement graceful degradation (Pirjanian, et. al., 2000). Graceful
degradation is the ability to maintain functionality and achieve objectives until such time as
the resource supply is nearly expended. When the resource supply is nearly expended, critical
failure will occur. The proposed CARC architecture achieves graceful degradation by
maintenance of a population of mobile robots from a pool of module resources. But unlike the
previously mentioned spacecraft, Deep Space 1, it should be possible to off-load the spare
parts. If the spare parts are protected from the environment and work then they will be subject
to a decreased probability of attrition.

Graceful degradation is achieved by reducing the probability of critical failure through
reliable module diagnostics and recovery, therefore Self-Sustainability. Self-Sustainability of
the members of a Large Scale Robot Colony (LSRC) enables continued operation beyond
disabling events, such as loss of power or mechanical failure, etc. Therefore a LSRC should
be capable of operation until its resource pool is nearly depleted. Elimination of mundane
events reduces human workload, complexity and cost. Therefore, efficiency and productivity
are increased due to real-time diagnostics and maintenance (Huntsberger, et. al., 2000).
Therefore a robot colony with automated sustainability should be more efficient than robots
with human maintenance. It is important to plan for a small positive resource pool upon task
completion based upon a margin of error prediction. If the resource pool is not sufficient then
the LSRC will fail to fully accomplish its mission. The accuracy of the error prediction will
increase with population size.
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2. CARC Architecture
The proposed CARC architecture decomposes Self-Reliance into Self-Sustainability, SelfManagement and Self-Organization. The CARC architecture uses guidelines to produce a
coherent solution to the issues of Self-Reliance. Experimentation with a functional
architecture, algorithms and mathematical projection were used to evaluate and improve the
existing guidelines.

This section provides an overview of the functional aspects of the proposed CARC
architecture. The focus of this overview is on the issues relevant to sustainability. CARC
consists of mobile robots, static robots and specific sites. Mobile robots are conventional
robots, with typical examples being autonomous and reactive. An overview of the mobile
robots is provided. Detailed designs for mobile robots are dependent upon application and
environment. Static robots are relatively non-mobile robots that provide operational support to
the mobile robot population. An overview of the static robots is provided in section 2.1
Colony Sites. Detailed algorithms for static robots are provided in section 4 Static Robot
Algorithms. Each site is identified and the functionality explained.
2.1

Colony Sites

At the most abstract level, a proposed CARC occupies a general area. Within the general area
of the LSRC, there exist locations of specific interest, hereafter referred to as colony sites.
Some of the colony sites are dynamic in that they can be created, deleted or moved. The
functionality of these colony sites are listed below, shown in figure 3-1 and then explained.
Colony Sites
•

Operations: support provision.

•

Objective: asset storage, resource collection and storage.

•

Work: excavation, construction, resource gathering, etc.

•

Rally: mobile robots gather to reduce congestion.

•

Discard: failed modules and non-decomposable mobile robots are brought here.
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Figure 3-1: CARC Sites: This diagram shows a generic sample site layout for the implementation of
the proposed CARC architecture. The LSRC is supported by a central Operations site. In this instance,
there are two Objective sites. The west Objective site supports one Work site while the east Objective
site supports two Work sites. To ease congestion of the Operations site, a Rally site is established for
mobile robots returning from the east Objective site. A Discard site is established to remove
dysfunctional mobile robots and modules from the Operations site. Mobile robots will typically be at
one of the sites or in transition between two sites. There are exceptions such as a scout searching for a
new location to establish a Work Site, or a rescue mobile robot searching for a lost LSRC member.

2.1.1

Operations Site

The operations site is the hub of a LSRC as it is the primary source of operational support.
The operations site consists of a number of static robots, listed below and shown in figure 3-2.
More detail of static robot functionality is provided in section 4 Static Robot Algorithms.
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Figure 3-2: Operations Site: This diagram shows a sample static robot layout of the Operations site
for the implementation of the proposed CARC architecture. The connecting arrows show the flow of
mobile robots and/or modules between the static robots. Flow of mobile robots is indicated by the letter
“R”. Flow of modules is indicated by the letter M. Mobile robot assembly, disassembly and
maintenance are resolved at static robot ASS. Mobile robot departure is resolved at static robot HOT.
Mobile robot arrival is resolved at static robot BUF. Modules are stored in static robot MOD. MOD
can eject dysfunctional modules or accept new functional modules from an external source. Energy
modules are recharged in static robot REC and passed back to static robot MOD. Static robot SAS is
the Site Administration and its function is information processing and communication, therefore it does
not manipulate mobile robots or modules. An assembled mobile robot may exist within one of the
specified static robots, be in transition between two static robots, or may be deployed in the field. A
module may exist at one of the specified static robots or be in transition between two static robots. The
only exception is when the field decomposition option is used to recover a malfunctioning mobile robot.

Operations Site Static Robots
The static robots that compose the operations site are:
•

REC: Recharge: The function of static robot Recharge, is to recharge or refuel energy
modules of mobile robots.

•

BUF: Recovery Buffer: The function of static robot Recovery Buffer, is the point of
recovery from the field for both mobile robots and modules.

•

ASS: Assembly and Sustenance: The function of static robot Assembly and Sustenance, is
to assemble and repair mobile robots.

•

HOT: Hot Stage: The function of static robot Hot Stage, is the point of deployment to the
field for both mobile robots and modules.

•

MOD: Module Storage: The function of static robot Module Storage, is to provide
protected storage for both functional and dysfunctional modules and chassis used to
assemble the mobile robots.
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•

SAS: Site Administration: The function of Static robot Site Administration, is the
optimisation of the LSRC, thus reducing the attrition rate. This topic is covered in more
detail within the chapter 4 on Self-Management.

2.1.2

Objective Site

The objective site is a forward position of a robotic colony that enhances damage reduction.
Damage reduction is achieved by reducing congestion around the operations site, reducing
travel time, enhancing navigation options, and providing storage space for waste material,
resources and assets. Reusable solid waste can be stored for environmental modification, see
section 4.6 Obstacle Clearing. An example of resources might be soil and rocks (regolith),
ice, etc. Assets might be tools used by the mobile robots or building materials. A typical
deployed LSRC will consist of at least one and possibly more objective sites. The objective
sites are listed below and shown in figure 3-3. More detail on the Objective sites can be found
within the chapter 5 on Self-Organization as it appears in the Migration Decision Function
(MDF) experiment.

RST

WST

WST

RST

Figure 3-3: Objective Site: This diagram shows a generic sample static robot layout of the Objective
site for the implementation of the proposed CARC architecture. Arrows indicate the flow of resources
or waste material respectively.

Objective Site Static Robots
The static robots that compose the objective site are:
•

WST-Reusable solid waste storage: The function of static robot Reusable solid waste
storage (WST) is to collect and dispense reusable waste, such as regolith, from mobile
robots. The collected regolith could then be used to clear depression obstacles or as a
building material.

•

RST-Resource storage: The function of static robot Resource storage (RST) is to collect
and dispense resources, such as ore, from mobile robots.
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2.1.3

Work Site

The work site is a location where the mobile robots are sent to engage in a specific task. A
LSRC will comprise of at least one and probably more work sites. A work site, will at times,
be vacant but normally will consist of one or more mobile robots. Mobile robots locate a work
site with the aid of one or more navigation beacons which may be located on scout robots or
exist as separate assets. Examples of typical tasks for mobile robots at work sites are listed
below.
•

Scout and Excavator Mobile Robots: A scout robot is resident at a work site while waiting
for an excavator robot to arrive. When the excavator robot is in position the scout robot
departs.

•

Excavator and Transport Mobile Robots: An excavator robot is resident at a work site
while waiting for a transport robot to arrive. The transport robot is resident while filled
and then departs the work site.

•

Obstacle and Maintenance Mobile Robot: A maintenance robot empties a load of solid fill
into a depression obstacle in order to reduce the hazard. When the obstacle is cleared or
the load is emptied but the obstacle remains, the robot departs the work site.

•

Wall and Construction Mobile Robot: A construction robot assigned to wall completion
searches for and locates the unfinished section of a wall and resumes assembly. When the
wall section is completed or the robot expends wall construction assets, then the robot
departs the work site.

2.1.4

Rally Site

A rally site is a location where mobile robots can be sent to ease congestion or enhance
navigation. Mobile robots locate a rally site with the aid of a navigation beacon, which is
located on a scout robot or exists as a separate colony asset. Examples of both scenarios are
given below.
Examples
•

Holding Pattern: The Buffer static robot within the Operations site is full and additional
mobile robots waiting to enter the buffer are distracting and blocking mobile robots
attempting to leave, thus reducing overall performance. A rally site is established some
distance from the operations site to relieve congestion. Note that “holding pattern” rally
sites should not be placed on known traffic lanes.

•

Navigation Aid: A rich resource has been located beyond hazardous terrain. The direct
path to the resource is not yet clear. If mobile robots are unable to plot a course to the
objective using existing beacons then a scout mobile robot may be dispatched to act as an
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intermediate navigation beacon for a new path. In this example the rally site is used as a
waypoint navigation aid, therefore the residency time at the rally site is very low or nonexistent.
2.1.5

Discard Site

As a consequence of damage, it may not be possible to store non-functional mobile robot
modules within the Recycle storage static robot. The damaged module must be stored in a
location such that it does not represent an obstacle to mobile robot navigation or a work
impediment. A solution to this issue is to establish a discard site in a non-vital and accessible
location. This approach, as used by social insects, eliminates dead colony members through
establishment of mass graves as shown in figure 3-4.

Figures 3-4A and 3-4B, show the same ant graveyard from different distances, nestled into the
curve of a common garden hose. If the ant bodies were deposited by the wind then you would
expect to see ant bodies in both curves of the hose. The intentionality of the ants in
conducting this behaviour is not known. The Laws of evolution, by Darwin, would suggest
that some positive benefit probably exists. Possible explanations include obstacle clearing and
disease control.

A

B

Figure 3-4: Ant Graveyard: Dead ants nestled into one of the curves of a garden hose. The circled
area in picture A is zoomed in picture B.

2.1.6

Static Robot Sustainability Options

Given that mobile robots require sustainability, it is reasonable to assume that static robots
will also require sustainability. Static robots should experience less failure than their mobile
counterparts. Static robot failure rates would be lower as a result of lack of mobility, the
predictable and highly routine nature of their work, greater protection from environmental
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elements, and more robust design. Even so, failure will occur and there are a number of
solutions to deal with this issue which are listed below.

Multiple static robots were selected over a large multi-functional static robot to address
concerns over static robot failure, mass, transport, deployment, sequential processing. Static
robots can be connected by existing aerobridge technology or any other mechanism for
passing modules and robots between static robots. The task could even be performed by
mobile robots in the event of static robot failure.
Static Robot Sustainability Options
•

Human intervention

•

Self-Repair

•

Mobile robot: automated or remote

•

Redundancy

•

Replacement

•

No Action

Human intervention
Human intervention is a possible solution provided that the LSRC is in an accessible location.
It is probable that the LSRC would have to be off-line, in whole or part, while the
sustainability was underway.
Self-Repair
Self-Repair implies that the static robot is capable of this function. This is a complicated
solution and follows the same arguments as mobile robot Self-Repair explained previously in
the literature review chapter. Self-Repair comes at greater cost and complexity with an
increased probability of failure. The Static robots would require, self-diagnostics, ability to
discard failed parts, access to replacement parts and the means to perform replacement.
Mobile robot: automated or remote
Mobile robots could be used to sustain the static robot. The mobile robots could be
autonomous or remote controlled. This solution is limited but would provide some degree of
sustainability capability. Mobile robots would not require an increase in computing power or
intelligence provided they had access to a Hot Stage static robot. One potential limitation is
that the mobile robot repair crew might be trapped in storage as a result of the issue and
therefore could not conduct their work. This option would be enhanced if the static robots also
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used a modular architecture and the deployed mobile robots were capable of conducting
sustainability.
Redundancy
Redundancy is a mechanism that could be utilised. A functional static robot that is already on
site could be activated to take over the role of the dysfunctional static robot. The
dysfunctional static robot would be an obstacle and if it proved to be significant, then it could
be removed from the LSRC. Human intervention, decomposition, or ejection, are viable
options for removing dysfunctional static robots. Another approach might be to have multiple
LSRC’s in the same area so that resources could be transferred between them, a super colony.
Replacement
The dysfunctional static robot could be replaced by a static robot shipped to site. This option
would involve some down time while the shipment is in transit. The issue of removing the
dysfunctional static robot would be relevant, see redundancy above.
No Action
The last option is to take no action and allow the colony to degrade non-gracefully. If the
colony is near the end of its operational life then this might be prudent.

The solution that is best would depend on a number of variables, the nature of sustainability,
the application, the environment, remoteness, cost, benefit, etc. It is an issue that needs to be
considered prior to implementation and is a direction for future research of LSRC’s.

Mobile Robot Architecture

2.2

Mobile robots are designed to be capable of leaving the operations site and travelling to
various other sites within the LSRC. There are several considerations regarding the
architecture of mobile robots, which are given below.
2.2.1

Single Purpose, Multi-Purpose and Polymorphic Mobile Robots

A determination must be made on the capabilities of the robots, being single purpose, multipurpose or polymorphic. These terms are listed below and then explained.
Mobile Robot Architecture
•

Single Purpose Robots

•

Multi-Purpose Robots

•

Polymorphic Robots
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Single Purpose Robot Architecture
Single purpose robots are designed to be optimal for a specific role. If they are optimal for
additional roles then this is a bonus. The disadvantage of this approach is low performance in
roles that contradict design constraints, hence poor population management. A major
disadvantage of this approach occurs when the role is not currently required as the entire
robot represents a wasted resource. Failure of an individual robot typically does not represent
a problem but the loss of several with the same role may lead to a critical population failure.
Populations of single purpose robots tend to be numerous, cheap, expendable and
autonomous.

For example: An excavator is an ideal vehicle for removing regolith from a hole. It is not
optimal for moving a pile of regolith over distance. A dump truck is ideal for transporting a
pile of regolith over distance but incapable of removing it from a hole. Both are examples of
single purpose vehicles and the analogy holds true for robots.
Multi-Purpose Robot Architecture
Multi-purpose robots include all the functionality for multiple desired roles. Typical multipurpose robots have high complexity, mass and investment cost. Increased functionality
enabled by increased resources on mobile robots is a recipe for increased failure potential.
When they do fail, it tends to be more significant as greater resources are lost. Even if the
multi-purpose robots do not fail, they are wasteful because they have resources that are not
and may never be utilised. Increased mass and complexity ensures that effort expended by
multi-purpose robots is always equal to or grater than that expended by single purpose robots.
Multi-purpose robots are capable of being cross-trained, which enables multiple robots to
perform the same task. This architecture tends to be heavily associated with a backup and
redundancy mentality, which adds even more mass to this already cumbersome robot. Multipurpose robots tend to be few, expensive, and non-autonomous.

For example: A multi-purpose earth moving robot contains excavator, bulldozer and transport
capability. It uses the functionality appropriate to the current task. But parts of the robot are
idle while other parts functional. The robot can not be removing regolith from a hole while
simultaneously transporting it over a distance.
Polymorphic Robot Architecture
A polymorphic robot can change from one type of robot to become a new robot type.
Complexity and resource investment are thus minimised while functionality capability is
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increased. Homogenous polymorphic robots contain excess functionality as each module is
the same. Heterogenous polymorphic robots are similar to single purpose robots in that they
contain only the functionality required to perform the current role. In the event of role change,
the redundant functionality is stripped and new functionality is added. Individual robot
performance is near optimal as functionality matches requirements. The efficiency and
reliability is not quite as good as that of a single purpose robot but a vast improvement over a
homogeneous modular architecture. The heterogenous modular robot has adaptation and
repair capability vastly superior to a single purpose robot. Resource attrition is reduced for
two reasons. Resources not currently assigned, are not deployed in the field. Failed resources
are subject to improved identification and removal from the population. Robot participation is
maximised and this minimises resource wastage. Heterogenous polymorphic robots are
autonomous, numerous, cheap, and expendable with reduced attrition.

For example: A polymorphic excavator is an optimal vehicle for removing regolith from a
hole. When required to move a pile of regolith over a short distance, the excavator becomes a
bulldozer. When required to move the regolith over a long distance, the bulldozer becomes a
transport.

The proposed CARC architecture uses the heterogenous polymorphic mobile robot
architecture. This option was selected because the heterogenous polymorphic mobile robots
are sustainable, adaptable and efficient. The single purpose robot while slightly more efficient
and reliable is vastly inferior with respect to sustainability and adaptability.
2.2.2

Components and Modules

The next consideration is whether the mobile robots will be comprised of individual
components or a modular structure. Individual component repair for mobile robots is
extremely complex. The faulty component needs to be identified, removed and new
component inserted. A modular system is far less complex and could be fully automated. The
disadvantage of the modular system is the wastage of an entire module instead of a single
component. The proposed CARC architecture uses the modular systems approach to reduce
complexity.
2.2.3

Heterogenous and Homogeneous Modules

The mobile robot could consist of heterogenous or homogeneous modules, previously
described in the literature review. The heterogeneous modules are built to a specific purpose,
such as an information processing module. The homogenous modules are identical and
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contain all the functionality, information processing, sensors, actuators, etc. The homogenous
based mobile robots have the potential to achieve very powerful adaptability but contain
functionality within the individual modules that may never be used, increasing complexity
and cost. The homogeneous mobile robots have not yet achieved the market acceptance of
their heterogeneous counterparts.

The proposed CARC architecture uses the heterogenous module mobile robot option. This
option is perceived as less complex and more efficient and practical given the current state of
technology.
2.2.4

Chassis and Modules

The mobile robots could use a chassis or consist purely of connected modules. The proposed
CARC architecture is intended for large scale useful and productive applications where the
robots perform physical work in environments that may be remote and hostile. A mobile robot
with a chassis is more robust that connected modules. Also consider that the modules must be
inserted and removed by automation and again the chassis approach reduces complexity and
improves the physical and electrical connection between modules.

The proposed CARC architecture uses the chassis based mobile robot option as this is more
robust, reduces complexity and has improved physical and electrical connection.
2.2.5

Mobile Robot Architecture Summary

To summarise, the proposed CARC architecture uses mobile robots which are polymorphic,
chassis based, and comprised of heterogeneous modules. This option is feasible with current
technology and yields mobile robots which are adaptable and robust with the capability of
routine, rapid and reliable connection. Modules are inserted into a chassis base and then
locked into place. Removal of modules is a simple process reversal. Module based design
reduces complexity of the required physical and electrical connections. CARC mobile robots
which are designed to be assembled and disassembled should be susceptible to increased
failure as a result of poor connections between the modules and the chassis. This disadvantage
would be countered by the capability for self diagnostics and repair. While this design would
be marginally less efficient and reliable than purpose built robots, the advantages of
adaptability and sustainability would more than compensate.
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2.2.6

Robot Life-Cycle

Mobile robots within the proposed CARC architecture have a typical life-cycle of assembly,
maintenance and retirement, with occasional polymorphism. The life-cycle is enabled through
static support robots of the operations site and modular mobile robots where modules are
replaced as required.
•

Assembly: Mobile robots are assembled by selecting a chassis and adding modules.
Testing is applied to each module and the finished robot.

•

Maintenance: Mobile robots are periodically subjected to damage requiring repair or
routine service for low energy or sensor cleaning or calibration.

•

Retirement: To increase efficiency, conserve energy and reduce damage, non-active
robots are removed from the population. The robots return to the operations site for
disassembly and storage.

•

Polymorphism: The interchangeable modular nature of mobile robots enables
polymorphism, therefore increased functionality with lower populations. The ability to
reconfigure modules increases adaptability to dynamic environments while minimizing
resource costs and enhancing graceful degradation.

Mobile robots sustain increased losses when exposed to work and the environment
(Huntsberger, et. al., 2000). They also act as obstacles to other mobile robots. Therefore they
are only assembled as required. Maintenance ensures greater life expectancy of resources.
Retirement enables resources to be protected when not in use. Polymorphism ensures greater
adaptability and utilisation of resources. The economical advantages of this approach are
covered in more detail in Chapter 4 on Self-Management.
2.2.7

Module Constraints

A modular architecture enables routine, rapid and reliable servicing of mobile robots. A
modular mobile robot controller was designed and built by Joshua Wherrett of the Australian
Computer Society, Robotics SIG. This unit was successfully and rapidly deployed in at least
two mobile robots with different functionality, demonstrating portability.

There are several issues relevant to modules that need to be considered when building mobile
robots based upon a heterogenous modular and chassis architecture. These issues are listed
below and then explained.
Module Constraint Issues
•

Identification
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•

Orientation

•

Encumbrance

•

Complex assembly and mandatory adjacency

•

Interference-magnetic fields, etc

•

Lifespan-Separate short lifespan components

•

Cost-Separate expensive components

•

Functional decomposition

•

Diagnostics

Identification
Each module must have some means of identification. It must be possible to identify modules
of different types, such as engine modules from information processing modules. It must also
be possible to distinguish specific modules within a type, such as two different engine
modules. Identification of the individual modules provides a means of tracking the history.
History tracking may be useful if an individual module is experiencing an intermittent
technical problem or for calculating the remaining life expectancy. Modules deployed to the
field, exposed to work and environment will display shorter life expectancy than modules
stored in protective environments. Current technology provides many potential solutions to
this issue, such as barcodes, active transponders, image recognition, etc (Davis, 1998).
Orientation
The correct orientation of each module is important. When a module is inserted into a mobile
robot chassis or returned to the module storage static robot, it must have the correct
orientation. Incorrect orientation will result in a failure to fit or function correctly.
Encumbrance
The modules can not be too large, too heavy or with a shape that is not fit for ease of
manipulation. The objective is to automate the process of assembly and disassembly by both
static and mobile robots.
Complex assembly and mandatory adjacency
Some components can not be separated and it is necessary to position them adjacent to others
within the same module.
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Interference-magnetic fields, etc
Some components will interfere with each other and need to be separated. Examples include
electro-magnetic interference (EMI), fuel and heat, etc.
Lifespan-Separate short lifespan components
When components are placed within the same module, then life expectancy of the module is
that of the shortest component lifespan. Where possible, component lifespan should match
other components in the same module.
Cost-Separate expensive components
It may be of benefit to have very expensive components in smaller modules so that they are
less vulnerable to the failure of less expensive components.
Functional decomposition
Functional decomposition is an advantage as failure of a module would not cripple multiple
mobile robot systems.
Diagnostics
Module based diagnostics and reporting would enable the individual modules of a mobile
robot to self-determine if they were functional, and report the occurrence of failure. This
would be especially useful when the modules were deployed into mobile robots in the field.
Within the operations site, this capability could be performed by the static robots.

3. Sustainability Achievement with an Operations Site
The overview of Self-Sustainability achievement through an operations site is shown below in
Figure 3-5, which shows the typical flow of mobile robots. Existing mobile robots re-enter the
operations site through the input buffer and proceed to the workshop for maintenance, then to
the output buffer for re-deployment. New mobile robots are assembled in the workshop and
proceed to the output buffer for mission orders, environmental information and deployment.
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Operations
Input

Workshop

Output

Figure 3-5: Overview Operations Site:

Each of the three areas of the operations site, Input, Workshop and Output addresses specific
sustainability issues which are identified below.
3.1

Sustainability Issues

Addressing the Sustainability Issues of a LSRC extends operational life and enables continued
operation beyond disabling events. Extension of mobile robot life expectancy will make
mobile robotic technology more useful and productive. Self-Sustainability can be achieved by
automation of the process. Self-Sustainability would reduce the necessity for direct human
monitoring and intervention thus increasing potential applications. In order to achieve
automated sustainability, mobile robots must be routinely serviced, avoid damage, diagnose
and repair faults. The proposed CARC architecture addresses these issues of automated
sustainability.
Input
Robot recovery
BUF

Robot cleaning
Mission debriefing

Figure 3-6: Operations Site Input:

Operations site Input, shown in figure 3-6, addresses the sustainability issues of Robot
recovery, Robot cleaning and Mission debriefing. This capability is achieved through a single
static robot, the Recovery Buffer (BUF). The use of a single static robot follows the guideline
of hardware reuse and minimises the necessity of robot movement.
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Workshop
RCY

Assembly

MOD

Retirement

ASS

Polymorphism
Replace & Repair

REC

Recharge & Refuel

Figure 3-7: Operations Site Workshop:

Operations site Workshop, shown in figure 3-7, addresses the sustainability issues of
Assembly, Retirement, Polymorphism, Replace and Repair, and Recharge and Refuel. This
capability is achieved through multiple static robots, Dysfunctional Module Storage (RCY),
Functional Module Storage (MOD), Assembly and Sustenance (ASS), and Recharge (REC).
Note that static robots MOD and RCY are the same static robot with dual functionality,
storage of functional and dysfunctional robot modules respectively.
Output

HOT

Programming
Mission Briefing
Sensor Calibration
Field Deployment

Figure 3-8: Operations Site Output:

Operations site Output shown in figure 3-8, addresses the sustainability issues of
Programming, Mission Briefing, Sensor Calibration and Field Deployment. This capability is
achieved through a single static robot, the Hot Stage (HOT).

The explicit sustainability functions of a LSRC have been listed above, but a number of
implicit sustainability functions also exist. The implicit sustainability functions cover damage
avoidance and reduction through environmental and workforce optimisation. These issues are
best discussed in the chapter 4 on Self-Management. The Site Administration (SAS) static
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robot is tasked with addressing these issues. The explicit sustainability issues outlined above
are described below in detail.
3.1.1

Operations Site Input

Operations Site Input shown in above in figure 3-6 lists the following sustainability issues:
Operations Input Sustainability Issues
•

Robot recovery

•

Robot cleaning

•

Mission debriefing

This list shows three sustainability issues which are all addressed by a single static robot
Recovery Buffer. The Operations Input Sustainability Issues are discussed below.
Robot Recovery
Robot recovery is the act of taking a mobile robot out of the field and returning it to the
Operations site. The mobile robot may, at the time of recovery, be functional or dysfunctional.
Functional mobile robots are recovered under their own power. Dysfunctional mobile robots
are recovered, in whole or in part by other mobile robots. This capability is addressed by the
static robot Recovery Buffer.

For details on the navigation of mobile robots towards objectives, such as other mobile robots,
see the section on Migration Decision Functions (MDF’s) within the chapter on SelfOrganization. Cooperative transport of mobile robots to the static robot Recovery Buffer
and/or field decomposition of mobile robots are not presented in this research and is an area
of future research.
Robots Cleaning
Mobile robots should be periodically cleaned to enable continued performance within
operational expectations. The accumulation of dust and other material will, if untreated
impede performance and may eventually cause the mobile robot to fail (Wyeth, 1998). This
capability is addressed by the static robot Recovery Buffer.
Mission Debriefing
Each time a mobile robot returns to the Operations site it will be able to provide information
gathered from its sensors and from other mobile robots, relevant to the state of the
environment and mission progress. It is possible to also gather information at the Objective
site and relay this to Operations. Collection of information enables the Site Administration to
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make better decisions. Site Administration can upload this information to the Systems
Administrator for verification. This capability is addressed by the static robot Recovery
Buffer.
3.1.2

Operations Site Workshop

Operations Site Workshop shown in above in figure 3-7 has the following sustainability
issues:
Operations Workshop Sustainability Issues
•

Assembly

•

Retirement

•

Polymorphism

•

Replace & Repair

•

Recharge & Refuel

This list shows five sustainability issues which are addressed by three static robots; Module
Storage (MOD), Assembly and Sustenance (ASS) and Recharge (REC). Note that MOD is a
dual purpose static robot and stores both functional and dysfunctional modules. When
explicitly describing dysfunctional storage, the term used is Recycle static robot (RCY). The
Operations Workshop Sustainability Issues are discussed below.
Assembly
When a mobile robot is required for duty, it is assembled on site, using the kit of parts
approach (Howe & Howe, 2004). The mobile robots consist of a chassis and modules. The
capability to perform automated repair of mobile robots has been demonstrated (Park, et. al.,
2004). It should be possible to provide even greater automated capability with a dedicated
static assembly robot. This capability is addressed by the static robot Assembly and
Sustenance.
Retirement
When a mobile robot is not required for duty, it faces retirement. The mobile robot returns to
the Operations site for disassembly and storage. The purpose of retirement is to conserve the
life expectancy of the modules by removing them from work and the environment, both of
which accelerate failure (Huntsberger, et. al., 2000). This capability is addressed by the static
robot Assembly and Sustenance.
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Polymorphism
Polymorphism is the ability to assume a different shape. Real-world and real-time
environments are dynamic requiring adaptability and ability to satisfy multiple goals. If we
examine an individual worker ant assigned to the nursery, it can be reassigned to more
dangerous roles such as nest building and then to forage. The role of the ant has changed but
the physical body remains the same. Despite multi-role capability, it is unlikely that the body
of the ant is optimal for all three roles. The ant is a prisoner of its caste, it remains a worker
ant and is not polymorphic. A requirement identified for large scale robot populations is
optimal role flexibility. This capability is addressed by the static robot Assembly and
Sustenance.
Replace & Repair
If mobile robots have an architecture of modules and a chassis, then it should be possible to
repair the mobile robots by removing the dysfunctional modules and inserting replacement
functional modules. If the chassis failed then the mobile robot would have to be fully
disassembled and then reassembled with a replacement chassis. The capability to replacement
mobile robot modules is addressed by the static robot Assembly and Sustenance. Field repair
of modular mobile robots is not presented in this research and is an area of future research.
Recharge & Refuel
Mobile robots should be periodically recharged or refuelled to enable continued performance.
If this issue is not addressed then the life expectancy of the mobile robot is limited to onboard battery or fuel supply. It is possible to mount solar collectors on the robot so as to
extend operational life, but this approach adds weight and complexity. This capability is
addressed by the static robots Assembly and Sustenance, Functional Module Storage, and
Recharge.
3.1.3

Operations Site Output

Operations Site Output shown in above in figure 3-8 has the following sustainability issues:
Operations Output Sustainability Issues
•

Programming

•

Mission Briefing

•

Sensor Calibration

•

Field Deployment
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This list shows four sustainability issues which are all addressed by a single static robot Hot
Stage. The Operations Output Sustainability Issues are discussed below.
Programming
When a mobile robot is assigned a new role, it is also assigned a program to accomplish that
role. The mobile robot is only given the required program, so as to minimise complexity.
There is no need for a mobile robot to have multiple skills if these skills will only be used one
at a time, and the robot returns to operations between tasks. This capability is addressed by
the static robot Hot Stage.
Mission Briefing
Mission briefing provides up to date information to the mobile robot just prior to its
deployment into the environment. This information includes its task force identification,
navigation beacons, etc. This capability enables multiple simultaneous task forces to be
engaged in different locations and with different resources. This capability can also be used to
avoid hazardous terrain by implementing a waypoint navigation system. This capability is
addressed by the static robot Hot Stage.
Sensor Calibration
Sensors often require calibration to specific environments. The real world is a dynamic
environment and this will be an ongoing task. Failure to address this issue will result in a
corresponding increase of failure. The mobile robots must be capable of real world detection
of each other, obstacles and objectives. This capability is addressed by the static robot Hot
Stage.
Field Deployment
Mobile robots must be deployed into the field in a relatively safe and secure environment. The
mobile robots must be provided a reasonable opportunity to move, detect navigation beacons
and communicate. The deployment area must therefore be kept clear of obstacles and the
robots deployed in a periodic manner. This capability is addressed by the static robot Hot
Stage.
3.1.4

Operations Site Sustainability Summary

This section has described the explicit sustainability issues and their resolution through an
operations site. The section was divided into Input, Workshop and Output. Each subdivision
addressed the sustenance issues and the static robots responsible. Using this approach it is
possible to automate the sustainability issues of a LSRC. The architecture is flexible and it is
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possible to adjust issue importance or restructure as desired. The automation of sustainability
issues requires algorithms so that each may be tested. Each algorithm is based upon a static
robot and presented in the next section, Static Robot Algorithms.

4. Static Robot Algorithms
In this section we present algorithms and flowcharts that detail static robot functionality. The
functionality addresses the explicit sustainability functions identified above. The algorithms
are then verified in the next section on Sustainability Experiments. Diagrams of Static Robots
in this section reveal typical contents during normal operation of the CARC. For consistency,
all data shown in the fields of the Static Robot diagrams is taken from the same time interval.
This section is organised on the previous pattern of Operations Input, Workshop and Output.
4.1

Operations Input Algorithms

Operations Input Algorithms details the capability of Robot Recovery, Robot Cleaning and
Mission Debriefing. The Input Return Buffer is the only static robot involved in this process.
4.1.1

Operations Input Return Buffer Algorithm

Static robots Input Return Buffer and Assembly and Sustenance are physically connected.
The Input Return Buffer is used to manage the flow of mobile robots entering the operations
site. Flow control reduces the probability of mobile robots being mutual obstacles around the
operations site. The Input Return Buffer is capable of simultaneous acceptance of multiple
mobile robots from the field. Rapid collection of mobile robots into a secure environment
provides physical protection and reduces the risk of failure in the field. Mobile robots entering
the buffer static robot are cleaned and debriefed.
BUF
sct

exc

res

Figure 3-9: Input Return Buffer Static Robot (BUF):

Figure 3-9 shows an Input Return Buffer Static Robot with a capacity of 10 bays such that
each bay may hold a Mobile Robot. Seven of the Input Return Buffer Bays are unoccupied,
indicated with absence of colour and role. Three of the Input Return Buffer Bays are occupied
with Mobile Robots, indicated by colour and a corresponding Mobile Robot role, Scout: sct,
Excavator: exc, Transport: trn, Maintenance, man and Rescue: res. The current Mobile Robot
contents of this Input Return Buffer are 1 x Scout, 1 x Excavator and 1 x Rescue. Note that
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the Rescue Mobile Robot in bay 3, indicated by colour disparity, is fully functional and has
been recalled from deployment to be retired and stored in Module Storage Static Robot.
Start
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Figure 3-10: Operations Input Return Buffer Flowchart:

Figure 3-10 shows the sequence of actions within the Input Buffer, being recovery, cleaning
and debriefing. These actions take place prior to transfer to the next static robot being the
Assembly static robot. Note that it is possible to accept modules instead of whole robots and
to deny entry, reject and/or eject a mobile robot should it resist processing.

Algorithm BUF: Input Return Buffer for Mobile Robots
BEGIN
FOR BufBayNum = MinBay to BufNumBays DO
//Transfer cleaned and debriefed Mobile Robots to Assembly Static Robot as required.
IF BufBayNum == OCCUPIED THEN
RobotTransferRequest(BUF, ASS, BufBayNum)
//Transfer deployed mobile robots to the Input Return Buffer for cleaning and debriefing.
IF RobotReturnRequest(MobileRobot) == True && BayAvail(BufBayNum) THEN
RobotTransfer(DEP, BUF, BufBayNum)
RobotClean(BufBayNum)
RobotDebrief(BufBayNum)
//end For
END //Algorithm BUF
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4.2

Operations Workshop Algorithms

Operations Workshop Algorithms details the capability of Assembly, Retirement,
Polymorphism, Replace & Repair, and Recharge & Refuel. Static robots involved in this
process include Assembly and Sustenance, Module Storage, and Recharge.
4.2.1

Operations Workshop Assembly Algorithm

Static robot assembly is the hub of the operations site and is connected to return buffer,
hotstage and module storage, both functional and dysfunctional. Static robot assembly is
capable of Sustainability Issues, assembly, retirement, polymorph, recharge and repair.
Selected functionality is based upon the condition of the mobile robot, module availability
and production orders.
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Figure 3-11: Workshop Assembly & Sustenance Static Robot:

Figure 3-11 shows an Assembly and Sustenance Static Robot with a capacity of 1 bay capable
of holding a Mobile Robot Chassis. The Mobile Robot Chassis may in turn hold multiple
heterogenous modules. This example shows a mobile robot with one chassis and eight other
modules, based on a Functional Module decomposition. Each module corresponds to each
available type, Drive: drv, Navigation: nav, Communication: com, Sensor: sen, Distress: dis,
Information Processing: inf, Energy: nrg and Utility: utl. Note that Utility: utl is variable that
determines the mobile robot role and corresponds to Utility Module options, Scout: sct,
Excavator: exc, Transport: trn, Maintenance: man and Rescue: res. Two of the Chassis bays
indicated by absence of colour are empty, Energy: nrg and Utility: utl. One of the Chassis
bays indicated by disparity of colour, Communications: com contains a dysfunctional module
that will be removed and relocated to Static Robot Recycle: RCY. The other chassis module
contents are functional as is the chassis.
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Figure 3-12: Operations Workshop Assembly & Sustenance Flowchart:

Figure 3-12 shows the sequence of actions within the Assembly & Sustenance Static Robot,
being Repair, Recharge, Polymorph, Retirement and Assembly. These actions take place prior
to transfer to the next static robot being the Hot Stage static robot. Note that it is possible to
accept modules instead of whole robots and to deny entry, reject and/or eject a mobile robot
should it resist processing.

Algorithm ASS: Assembly and Sustenance of Mobile Robots
BEGIN
//Check if Assembly Bay is occupied.
IF AssBay() == Occupied THEN
//Repair an existing damaged robot.
If RobotRole == REQUIRED Then
RobotRepair()
//Polymorph an existing robot to new role.
ELSE IF RobotRole == NOTREQUIRED && NewRole == REQUIRED THEN
Polymorph(Role)
RobotRepair()
//Retire existing robot
ELSE
Dissassemble()
//Assembly Bay is unoccupied.
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ELSE
//Assemble a new robot.
IF RobotRole == REQUIRED THEN
Assemble(Role)
//ELSE Assembly Bay is idle

//Robot transfer to Assembly and Sustenance
IF RobotTransferRequest(HOT, ASS, BayNum) THEN
//Transfer a dysfunctional robot from Hot Stage to Assembly and Sustenance.
RobotTransfer(HOT, ASS, BayNum)
ELSE
//Transfer robot from Input Buffer to Assembly and Sustenance.
RobotTransfer(BUF, ASS, BayNum)
END //Algorithm ASS
4.2.2

Operations Workshop Functional Module Storage Algorithm

Static robot functional module storage is connected to assembly and recharge. Separation of
this capability reduces mass and isolates complexity. The module storage robot accepts
functional modules from the assembly robot if a deposit request is received. The module
storage robot transfers a module to the assembly robot if a withdrawal request is received and
the module is available.
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Figure 3-13: Workshop Functional Module Storage:

Figure 3-13 shows a Module Storage Static Robot with a capability to accept functional nonhomogenous modules of each module type, chassis: chs, drive: drv, navigation: nav,
communication: com, sensor: sen, distress: dis, information processing: inf, energy: nrg, scout
utility: sct, excavator utility: exc, transport utility: trn, maintenance utility: man, rescue utility:
res. The capacity of this storage robot, as used in subsequent experiments, is 50 bays per nonhomogenous module type, therefore 650 modules. If MOD does not contain modules of a
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particular type this is indicated by an absence of colour and a zero. If MOD does contain
modules of a particular type this is indicated by presence of colour and an integer
corresponding to the occupancy quantity of modules.
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Figure 3-14: Operations Workshop Functional Module Storage Flowchart

Figure 3-14 shows the sequence of actions within the Functional Module Storage Static
Robot, being Deposits and Withdrawals. Deposits and Withdrawals enable Retirement,
Repair, Recharge, Polymorph and Assembly.

Algorithm MOD: Functional Module Storage
BEGIN
//Accept functional modules from ASS
IF ModuleTransferRequest(ASS, MOD, ModType) THEN
ModuleTransfer(ASS, MOD, ModType)
ModuleSort(MOD, ModType)
//end if
//Send functional modules to ASS if requested
IF ModuleTransferRequest(MOD, ASS, ModType) THEN
ModuleTransfer(MOD, ASS, ModType)
ModuleSort(ASS, ModType)
//end if
//Send energy modules to REC if discharged and REC bay available.
FOR ModNrgBayNum = MinBay to ModNrgNumBays DO
IF ((ModNrgBayNum == OCCUPIED) && NrgModDischarged(NrgMod)) THEN
ModuleTransferRequest(MOD, ASS, Modtype)
//end for
END //Algoritm MOD
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4.2.3

Dysfunctional Module Storage Algorithm

Dysfunctional modules are removed from mobile robots, either in the assembly robot or in the
field. These modules are transferred to dysfunctional module storage. Functional and
dysfunctional modules are stored within the same static robot. Should the colony be unable to
store the module internally then it may be ejected and transferred to a remote grave site.
Internal storage protects the environment from robotic waste and reduces obstacles.
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Figure 3-15: Workshop Dysfunctional Module Storage:

Figure 3-15 shows a Recycle Static Robot with a capability to accept dysfunctional nonhomogenous modules of each module type, chassis: chs, drive: drv, navigation: nav,
communication: com, sensor: sen, distress: dis, information processing: inf, energy: nrg, scout
utility: sct, excavator utility: exc, transport utility: trn, maintenance utility: man, rescue utility:
res. The capacity of this storage robot is 50 bays per non-homogenous module type, therefore
650 modules. If RCY does not contain modules of a particular type this is indicated by an
absence of colour and a zero. If RCY does contain modules of a particular type this is
indicated by presence of colour and an integer corresponding to the occupancy quantity of
modules.
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Figure 3-16: Operations Workshop Dysfunctional Module Storage Flowchart

Figure 3-16 shows the sequence of actions within the Dysfunctional Module Storage Static
Robot, being Deposits and Withdrawals. Deposits and Withdrawals enable Retirement,
Repair, Recharge, Polymorph and Assembly.

Algorithm RCY: Recycled Module Storage
BEGIN
IF ModuleTransferRequest(ASS, RCY, ModType) THEN
ModuleTransfer(ASS, RCY, ModType)
ModuleSort(RCY, ModType)
//end if
END //Algorithm RCY
4.2.4

Refuel or Recharge Algorithm

Static robot recharge connects to functional module storage. Recharge accepts energy
modules from functional module storage when requested and a recharge bay is available.
Energy modules are returned to functional module storage when recharged. Each occupied
bay contains a functional energy module in the process of recharging.
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45

Figure 3-17: Workshop Recharge:

Figure 3-17 shows a Recharge Static Robot with a capacity of 10 bays such that each bay may
hold an Energy Module. Six of the Recharge Bays are unoccupied, indicated with absence of
colour and number. Four of the Recharge Bays are occupied with Energy Modules, indicated
by colour and an integer corresponding to current charge capacity, 95, 85, 15 and 45%
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respectively. The advantage of this approach is an optimal delay time in recharging mobile
robots. Mobile robots rapidly exchange discharged energy modules for fully charged energy
modules within the assembly and sustenance static robot and do not have to wait for energy
modules to be recharged.
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Figure 3-18: Operations Workshop Recharge Flowchart:

Figure 3-18 shows the sequence of actions within the Recharge Static Robot, being
Recharging and Transferring Energy Modules. If an energy module is fully charged then it is
transferred back to functional module storage. If an energy module requires charge then it is
charged. If an energy module is not accepting charge then it may be transferred to the
dysfunctional module storage (RCY).

Algorithm REC: Recharge
BEGIN
FOR RecBayNum = RecNumBayMin to RecNumBays DO
//Return fully charged energy module to MOD
IF RecBay[RecBayNum] == OCCUPIED THEN
IF ModuleCharge == MAXERERGY THEN
ModuleTransfer(REC, MOD, RecBayNum)
//Obtain Discharged Energy Module from MOD if REC Bay available
IF RecBay[RecBayNum] == UNOCCUPIED & ModuleTransferRequest(MOD,
REC, ModType) THEN
ModuleTransfer(MOD, REC, RecBayNum)
//Recharge all energy modules in REC
IF RecBay[RecBayNum] == OCCUPIED THEN
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ModuleRecharge[RecBayNum]
//end for
END //Algorithm REC

Operations Output Algorithms

4.3

Operations Output Algorithms details the capability of Programming, Mission Briefing,
Sensor Calibration, and Field Deployment. The Output Hot Stage (HOT) is the only static
robot involved in this process.
4.3.1

Operations Output Hot Stage Algorithm

Static robots for robot deployment and assembly are physically connected. The Hot Stage
Static Robot is used to manage the flow of mobile robots being deployed into the field. Flow
control reduces the probability of mobile robots being mutual obstacles around the operations
site. Secure deployment of mobile robots into the environment provides physical protection
and reduces the risk of failure in the field. Mobile robots being deployed are programmed,
briefed, and calibrated. Should a mobile robot experience failure in the Hot Stage Static
Robot, then it can be returned to the assembly robot prior to deployment.

HOT
man

res

trn

trn

Figure 3-19: Output Hot Stage:

Figure 3-19 shows a Hot Stage Static Robot with a capacity of 10 bays such that each bay
may hold a Mobile Robot. Six of the Hot Stage Bays are unoccupied, indicated with absence
of colour and role. Four of the Hot Stage Bays are occupied with Mobile Robots, indicated by
colour and a corresponding Mobile Agent role, Scout: sct, Excavator: exc, Transport: trn,
Maintenance, man and Rescue: res. The current Mobile Robot contents of this HOT are 1 x
Maintenance, 1 x Rescue and 2 x Transport. Note that the Transport Mobile Robot in bay 3,
indicated by colour disparity, is dysfunctional and will be returned to Assembly and
Sustenance Static Robot (ASS).
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Figure 3-20: Output Hot Stage Flowchart:

Figure 3-20 shows the sequence of actions within the Hot Stage Static Robot, being Coding,
Briefing, and Calibration. A mobile robot may be stored in the Hot Stage Static Robot until
required, which is particularly useful for rescue and obstacle clearing mobile robots. Should a
mobile robot fail within the Hot Stage then it may be transferred back to the Assembly and
Sustenance static robot (ASS).

Algorithm HOT: Hot Stage for Mobile Robots
BEGIN
FOR HotBayNum = MinBay to HotNumBays DO
IF RobotFaultDetect(HotBayNum) == True THEN
RobotTransferRequest(HOT, ASS, HotBayNum)
//end For
IF RobotDischargeRequest(HOT, DEP, RobotRole) && RobotRoleAvail(BayNum) THEN
BriefRobot(BayNum)
Calibrate(BayNum)
DeployRobot(DEP, BayNum)
//end if
END //Algorithm HOT

5. Verification of CARC through Simulation
The Static Robots and Static Robot Algorithms listed in section 4 Static Robot Algorithms
were implemented in this simulation experiment. The objective of this experiment was to
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determine if the proposed CARC architecture was capable of achieving and maintaining a
population of mobile robots. Observations were made of CARC behaviour and significant
influences. Given a controlled environment it was possible to change a single variable and
monitor the effect upon the overall LSRC. Thus, simulation proved to be a rapid and reliable
exploration tool for this research.
5.1

Self-Sustainability Experiment Description

The experiment begins by generating build orders for the LSRC. Build orders consist of 25
mobile robots such that five mobile robots of five roles are scheduled for assembly. The roles
are Rescue, Scout, Excavator, Transport and Maintenance. The experiment then iterates from
the minimum time to the maximum time. There are 600 time intervals not counting the initial
starting state.

The build orders reflect the desired state of the LSRC and there is no guarantee that this target
will be achieved. The actual quantity of the mobile robot population is determined by the
throughput rate of the LSRC and the random probability of failure. Build orders and
throughput rate are consistent across all experimental samples. Random errors are generated
at a probability of 0.1% to 0.4%. A deployed mobile robot can become unclean, uncalibrated,
or sustain module failure. A non-deployed mobile robot could be assembled incorrectly.
Recharge is not generated randomly but occurs as a result of deployment time.

Energy modules are processed based upon their location. Energy modules within the static
robot REC are recharged at the rate of 5% of their total capacity per interval. Energy modules
within mobile robots that are deployed are reduced at the rate of 1% of their total capacity per
interval. Energy modules within mobile robots that are not deployed remain at their current
level.

If an energy module is located within static robot REC and the module is fully charged then it
is moved to static robot MOD. If an energy module is located within static robot MOD and is
not fully charged then it is moved to static robot REC, provided a vacancy exists. Static robot
REC has a capacity of 10 energy modules and this capacity is checked before movement. If
the REC static robot is at full capacity then the energy module with MOD must wait for a
vacant bay to exist before it is moved and recharged.
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The departure preparation sequence is resolved by the static robot HOT. Any mobile robot
within HOT is calibrated and coded. The sensor module is calibrated. The information
processing module is coded. The mobile robot is then deployed to the field.

The assembly sequence is resolved by the static robot ASS. If static robot ASS is currently
occupied then this indicates that servicing is required and build orders are temporarily
suspended. If the mobile robot within static robot ASS has a failed chassis then it will be
disassembled. If a module has failed or an energy module requires recharge, then the module
is replaced. If there are not sufficient modules to accomplish this goal then the mobile robot is
disassembled instead. If the mobile robot required cleaning then this was already
accomplished by static robot BUF prior to reaching static robot ASS. If the mobile robot
requires sensor calibration then this will be accomplished by static robot HOT after departing
static robot ASS.

If the static robot ASS was not occupied then the LSRC resumes its build orders. If build
orders are currently achieved then no action is taken. If the quantity of deployed mobile
robots is below the quantity of build order mobile robots then a mobile robot is assembled of
the correct role, provided module supplies are sufficient. The assembly process is subject to a
possibility of random failure even though all of the modules may be functional and if this
occurs then the mobile robot is disassembled. If the mobile robot within static robot ASS
passes a functionality check then it is passed to static robot HOT.

The arrival sequence is resolved by the static robot BUF. If a mobile robot within static robot
BUF is already cleaned and debriefed then it is moved to static robot ASS. Otherwise, a
mobile robot within static robot BUF is cleaned and debriefed. If a deployed mobile robot has
developed an issue such that it should return to Operations then it is collected by static robot
BUF. Static robot BUF has a capacity of 10 mobile robots and this is checked prior to
accepting a new robot. If static robot BUF is at full capacity then the deployed mobile robot
must wait to be admitted. The inbound return conditions for deployed mobile robots are
checked, being low power, uncalibration, unclean or module fault. Each of these return
conditions has an independent probability of occurrence. It is therefore possible for a
deployed mobile robot to achieve multiple triggers that would cause it to be returned.

We make the assumption that a mobile robot which has sustained a fault can be returned to
the static robot BUF. If the fault is not serious then the mobile robot can return to static robot
BUF under its own power. For example, the communication or utility module may have failed
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or the power threshold may be low. These types of faults would not prevent the mobile robot
from returning to static robot BUF and being collected, but they would impede robot mission
if not rectified. If the fault prevents the mobile robot from returning to static robot BUF, then
it can be located and collected by one of the Rescue mobile robots. If the Rescue mobile robot
is not able to autonomously collect a distressed mobile robot then it can be collected by the
Systems Administrator using a remote controlled rescue mobile robot. In some extreme cases,
even this may not be possible, but this option is not covered in this experiment.

The number of Modules in the simulation was set to a maximum of 50 mobile robots, from a
pool of 650 modules. This enabled every member of the mobile robot population to be
polymorphic and adapt to any role.

The environment was assumed to be hostile such that the mobile robots would experience
faults, generated at 0.1% to 0.4%. Time was measured over 600 intervals, where one interval
is the time required to assemble one robot. Each error rate and each time interval was
captured over 100 samples to ensure data variation. Performance data was captured for every
time interval. The value for the Error Rate and the Time Interval is unimportant, provided that
it is consistent across all experimental runs. This resulted in 4 error rates by 600 intervals by
100 samples for a total of 240,000 interval samples as shown below in Experiment
Combination Summary. The average result of the 240,000 samples was then plotted as a
series of graphs, as shown in figures 3-22, 3-23 and 3-24.
Experiment Combination Summary
•

Error:0.1% @ 600 intervals x 100 samples = 60,000 interval samples

•

Error:0.2% @ 600 intervals x 100 samples = 60,000 interval samples

•

Error:0.3% @ 600 intervals x 100 samples = 60,000 interval samples

•

Error:0.4% @ 600 intervals x 100 samples = 60,000 interval samples

Total 240,000 interval samples: every interval sample captures the occupancy of every static
robot and all deployed mobile robots.

The proof of concept simulation was written in the C++ programming language. The
simulation was monitored over time, with significant events being logged and a summary
produced. CARC demonstrated potential to achieve objectives while enabling graceful
degradation of LSRC resources.
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Therefore the LSRC was required to achieve and maintain a specified population of mobile
robots from a limited resource pool within and error prone environment. Colony faults were
identified and their effect upon the LSRC was measured over time. Particular attention was
paid to deployed mobile agents (DEP), and static agents MOD and RCY.
5.2

Simulation Constraints

In this experiment, constraints are imposed on simulated robots and their abilities. Abilities
include but are not restricted to communication, navigation, sensors, information processing,
mechanical failure, power, etc. Not all of these abilities are relevant at any given time and
may be relaxed to examine influences and interrelationships in detail. Therefore the
experiment is a model with behaviour that can be predicted with a degree of accuracy based
on quantity and time. The model is an indication of anticipated behaviour of CARC. The
following constraints were imposed to test the CARC architecture.

The build orders, error rates, energy depletion and throughput rate are consistent across all
experiment runs. Build orders consist of 25 mobile robots as the desired target population.
Error rates are 0.1% to 0.4% affecting assembly faults, module faults, sensor uncalibration
and unclean robots. Energy depletion is one percent of total energy per time interval for all
deployed mobile robots. Throughput rate consists of a production rate and internal movement
rate. Production rate is limited to a maximum of one mobile robot per time interval. Internal
movement rate is limited such that a mobile robot or module is moved only once per time
interval.
5.2.1

Constraints Imposed on the Mobile Robots

Input Constraints
Robots recovered only in BUF
Robots cleaned only in BUF
Robots debriefed only in BUF
Workshop Constraints
Robots assembled only in ASS
Robots retired only in ASS
Robots polymorphed only in ASS
Modules replaced only in ASS
Functional modules stored only in MOD
Dysfunctional modules stored only in RCY
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Energy modules charged only in REC
Output Constraints
Robots programmed only in HOT
Robots briefed only in HOT
Robot sensors calibrated only in HOT
Robots deployed only from HOT
General Constraints
Random failure of robot modules. 0.1%..0.4%
Random failure of robot assembly process. 0.1%..0.4%
Random occurrence of unclean robot. 0.1%..0.4%
Random occurrence of uncalibrated robot. 0.1%..0.4%
Limited robot power supply based on operational time, set at 60 time intervals.
Experiment run time set to 600 time intervals.
5.3

Robot & Module Locations and Flow

Mobile robots are assembled in the Assembly and Sustenance static robot. The mobile robot
is then passed to the Hot Stage static robot for sensor calibration, code download and mission
briefing. Mobile robots are then deployed in the field (DEP) until the assigned mission is
complete or the robot requires sustenance. When either event occurs, the mobile robot returns
to operations through the static robot Recovery Buffer. The function of the static robot
recovery buffer is to gather information, clean the incoming robots and reduce operations site
congestion. Mobile robots can only exist in one of these four locations, Assembly and
Sustenance, Hot Stage, Recovery Buffer and Deployed. The heuristic for Robot and Module
flow is to clear location N+1, then transfer from location N to N+1. This heuristic ensures that
any given recipient location is unoccupied prior to a transfer event. An example of location
Deployed is given in figure 3-21.
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Figure 3-21: Deployed Mobile Robots:
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Figure 3-21 shows 14 mobile robots that are currently deployed into the field; 4 Scouts (sct),
4 Excavators (exc), 5 Transports (trn), 1 Maintenance (man) and 0 Rescue (res) Robots. Note
that a quantity of zero role deployment is shown with colour disparity. Given that each mobile
robot consists of a predefined quantity of modules, it is possible to calculation the module
deployment; 14 robots x 9 modules = 126 deployed modules.

If modules are part of a mobile robot then their location is that of the robot, given as the
location of the chassis. Otherwise they exist within functional storage (MOD), dysfunctional
storage (RCY) or recharge (REC). Module location is determined by assignment,
functionality, charge and vacancy.

Analysis of Results

5.4

There are four primary areas of interest with respect to the flow of resources, dysfunctional
module storage (RCY), functional module storage (MOD), deployment (DEP) and recharge
(REC). RCY, MOD, DEP, and REC are shown in figures 3-22, 3-23, 3-24, and 3-25
respectively.
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Figure 3-22: Resources Dysfunctional Module Storage

Figure 3-22 shows the disposition of resources within dysfunctional module storage, given
time of 600 intervals, error rates of 0.1 to 0.4%, and the mean of 100 samples. From the graph
it is possible to observe a steady depletion of LSRC resources in the form of modules, which
is expected. Also, you can observe a disproportional increase in occupancy of RCY as error
rates increase. This effect is caused by lower deployment numbers as error rates increase, see
figure 3-24.
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Figure 3-23: Resources Functional Module Storage

Figure 3-23 shows the disposition of resources within functional module storage, given time
of 600 intervals, error rates of 0.1 to 0.4%, and the mean of 100 samples. From the graph it is
possible to observe a diminishing of resources over time as expected. Initial reduction in
modules results from attempts to acquire deployment targets. There is some initial oscillatory
behaviour that is caused by mobile robots being recalled for recharging, but this effect
dissipates over time. An interesting result from this graph is that Error rate 0.1% begins with
the lowest occupancy and ends with the highest occupancy. The initial occupancy is a result
of higher deployment and the latter occupancy is a result of lower failure. This demonstrates
that lower error rates result in simultaneous higher population deployment with greater LSRC
lifespan.
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Figure 3-24: Resources Deployed in the Field

Figure 3-24 shows the disposition of deployed resources given time of 600 intervals, error
rates of 0.1 to 0.4%, and the mean of 100 samples. From this graph it is possible to observe a
general trend of improvement in target acquisition and system stability over time and an
increase in deployed resources as error rates fall. Note the oscillatory behaviour is most
severe at the early stages of deployment and gradually dissipates. The first occurrence is at
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time interval 60 and corresponds to a recall order due to recharging of energy modules, see
figure 3-25.
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Figure 3-25: Resources Energy Modules in Recharge

Figure 3-25 shows the disposition of energy module resources given time of 600 intervals,
error rates of 0.1 to 0.4%, and the mean of 100 samples. From this graph it is possible to
observe initial oscillatory behaviour starting at time interval 60 when the first mobile robot
requires energy recharge. Over time the oscillations become less severe as the system acquires
stability. Also observable from this graph, the increase in error rates places lower demand
upon recharging as a result of lower deployment numbers.
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Figure 3-26: Resources Dysfunctional Module Storage Standard Deviation

Figure 3-26 shows the standard deviation of dysfunctional module resources given time of
600 intervals, error rates of 0.1 to 0.4%, from 100 samples. From this graph it is possible to
observe an increase in the deviation as the error rate decreases. Given that there are 9 modules
per mobile robot, the maximum deviation is equivalent to a single robot.
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Figure 3-27: Resources Functional Module Storage Standard Deviation

Figure 3-27 shows the standard deviation of functional module resources given time of 600
intervals, error rates of 0.1 to 0.4%, from 100 samples. From this graph it is possible to
observe a decrease in deviation at the lowest error rate. Given that there are 9 modules per
mobile robot, the higher deviations are equivalent to approximately three robots.
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Figure 3-28: Resources Deployed in the Field Standard Deviation

Figure 3-28 shows the standard deviation of deployed module resources given time of 600
intervals, error rates of 0.1 to 0.4%, from 100 samples. From this graph it is possible to
observe a decrease in the deviation at the lowest error rate. Given that there are 9 modules per
mobile robot, the higher deviations are equivalent to approximately three robots.
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Figure 3-29: Resources Energy Modules in Recharge Standard Deviation

Figure 3-29 shows the standard deviation of energy module resources given time of 600
intervals, error rates of 0.1 to 0.4%, from 100 samples. From this graph it is possible to
observe a decrease in the deviation as the error rate increases. Given that there are 9 modules
per mobile robot, the higher deviations are equivalent to approximately 1/6 of a single robot.
5.4.1

Summary of Analysis of Results

The graphs show an increase in the stability of the deployed population over time. This event
is determined, not by the build orders, but by a combination of throughput rate and attrition
rate.

The maximum throughput rate of the LSRC in this experiment is one mobile robot per time
interval, consisting of assembly, servicing or disassembly. At the early stages of the
simulation, assembly behaviour is predominant. There are periods when servicing is clearly
the predominant behaviour such as the early “recharge” events. If the LSRC were to be
prematurely shut down then disassembly behaviour would become predominant. It is possible
for the LSRC Operations Site to be idle due to fully satisfied build orders and no current
demands upon servicing, but it is not possible to exceed the limitations of the throughput rate.

The attrition rate is determined by the error rate and the quantity of deployed resources. If
there are two identical populations where one has a greater error rate, then it will have
increased probability of sustaining greater attrition rate. If error rate is fixed but population
size is increased, then again, probability of sustaining greater attrition rate is increased. While
exceptions and aberrations are possible, as the sample size is increased so to is the certainty.
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Therefore, given a known throughput rate and a known attrition rate, there exists a hard limit
on the size of the population that can be sustained. This is supported by figure 3-24 Resources
Deployed in the Field. Once this hard limit is reached, it is not possible to increase the
deployed population size by increasing the build orders.

If two identical LSRC’s exist, such that both are at build order deployment and one has
greater access to module resources, then it will be capable of extended operation life and
therefore more work.

If two identical LSRC’s exist, such that both are at build order deployment and one is
required to operate for an extended duration, then it will consume a greater quantity of
module resources.

Given that all of the resources do not fail at exactly the same time then graceful degradation is
observable. The rate of resource failure and the supply of resources, enable critical failure
prediction with incremental precision.

A LSRC has a maximum sustainable population determined by throughput rate and attrition
rate. If a population within a locality is required that is above this limit, then it is necessary to
establish multiple LSRC’s with multiple operations sites. This would create a super colony
and it would have increased advantages such as resource exchange and critical failure
resistance.

Summary
•

The throughput rate of the LSRC is a limit that determines sustainable population.

•

The attrition rate is determined by the disposition of resources and error rates.

•

An increase to attrition rate will decrease the size of the sustainable population.

•

An increase in the size of the deployed population will increase the attrition rate.

•

An increase in the quantity of resources will result in increased operational life
expectancy.

•

Increasing operational life expectancy will result in increased mission progress at the cost
of greater resources expended.

•

Graceful degradation is observed until such time as resources are depleted, at which time
critical failure occurs.

•

The rate of resource failure provides critical failure prediction with incremental precision.
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CARC demonstrated significant potential capability to deal with all of the previously
discussed sustainability issues. System complexity increased with error testing requirements.
The consequences of failure, even significant failure, could be reduced by application of
coherent guidelines, such as those presented within CARC.

6. Theoretical Analysis
In this section, the Module Replacement Strategy is evaluated to determine the quantity of
improvement, if any, over an identical control population. The concept of an Optimal Module
Quantity is explored to determine the premise that increasing module quantity may at some
point, not result in increased benefit. Failure Patterns are explored to determine the most
common failure patterns and how they impact upon LSRC management.
6.1

Module Replacement Strategy

In any two identical populations of machines given identical failure, the population that
receives maintenance will always outlast the population that does not. The following analysis
subjects two identical populations to identical module failure cases. One population receives
maintenance, the other does not. This analysis is a simplified case that examines the effect of
sustainability upon the longevity of a population.

We assume that a robot would fail if one of the modules failed. In a real world
implementation of robot architecture this may not be the case. If the module is not critical
then the robot may have the capability to return to the Operations Site under its own power. If
the end effector or Utility module of a robot failed then this would not impede its ability to be
self-recovered. If the robot did not have the ability to return to the Operations Site under its
own power then it would have to be recovered.

We also assume that all the failed robots are being recovered in both populations. In the
Control population, the failed robots are being discarded whole, including failed and
functional modules. In the Sustained population the failed modules are discarded while the
functional modules are recycled into new robots. The formula for the Arithmetic Sequence is
provided below.

Arithmetic Sequence for module failure
tn = a + (n-1) d: a is the first term, d is the common difference
module 1: tn = 30 + (n-1) 30
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module 2: tn = 60 + (n-1) 60
module 3: tn = 90 + (n-1) 90
module 4: tn = 120 + (n-1) 120
module 5: tn = 150 + (n-1) 150
module 6: tn = 180 + (n-1) 180
module 7: tn = 210 + (n-1) 210
module 8: tn = 240 + (n-1) 240
module 9: tn = 270 + (n-1) 270
The result of these formulas is expressed in the following table.
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Figure 3-30: Module Event Attrition Rate:

Figure 3-30 shows the failure event of modules over time for control and non-control
populations alike. Every 30 days, 100 modules of Module Type 1 will fail. Every 60 days,
100 modules of Module Type 2 will fail, Every 90 days, 100 modules of Module Type 3 will
fail. etc… The loss peaks at intervals 180 days and 240 days with the loss of 400 modules at
each time.

A comparison is made of two identical populations of 100 modular and homogeneous mobile
robots, therefore 200 total robots, one control population and one non-control (replacement)
population. Both populations are automatically assembled on site as required. Both
populations are assembled as required to compensate for losses, but only the non-control
population receives maintenance. An abundant resource supply of 8100 modules was selected
to ensure that supply was not exhausted in either control or non-control groups until the end
of the mission duration.
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Total mission duration is 270 days. Each robot has nine modules and each module is a
heterogeneous type with a failure pattern that is an increasing multiple of 30 days after
assembly and deployment into the environment. Module 1 should fail after 30 days, Module 2
after 60 days, Module 3 after 90 days, etc… As shown in figure 3-25. When a module fails in
the control group, the entire robot is discarded. When a module fails in the non-control group,
only the failed module is discarded. This discrete event failure pattern was selected for
simplicity and to evaluate the scenario in isolation. Failure patterns are consistent and
identical across both populations.

The best case assumes that module failure is clustered on the same robots, and this is
consistent over both populations. Therefore, the control group consumes resources at 100
robots * 9 modules per 30 days or 8100 modules over 270 days, 100% of the resource supply.
This occurs because functional and non-functional modules are discarded in non-functional
robots. In the control group, any failure within a robot results in the loss of the entire robot.

In the non-control group where failed modules are replaced; resource consumption is 23
modules per robot for the entire 270 days or 2300 modules, 28.40% of the resource supply.
This occurs because non-functional modules are discarded but functional modules are
retained. As shown in figure 3-31.
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Figure 3-31: Module Total Attrition Rate:

Figure 3-31 shows the total attrition rate of modules over time within the control and noncontrol population sample. At the first event of 30 days, 100 modules have been lost with the
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non-control population compared to a loss of 900 modules within the control population. Note
that only 100 of the discarded 900 modules are actually defective within the control
population. Therefore 800 functional modules have been wasted in the control group.

The Module Replacement Strategy yields a module resource saving of 71.60% or increased
mission duration by a factor of 3.5 approximately 950 days. Therefore the sustainable CARC
architecture dramatically increases operational life of a robot population by reducing resource
cost. As shown in figure 3-32.
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Figure 3-32: Module Resource Consumption:

Figure 3-32 shows a comparison of resources consumption between the control and noncontrol (replacement) populations. The upper line representing the control population has
consumed 100% of the resources over the mission duration. The lower line representing the
non-control or module replacement strategy has consumed 28.40% of the module supply.

The results of this projection are self evident and clear. It is postulated that the cumulative
loss of modules is always greater within the control group, because functional modules are
being discarded. Life expectancy should be increased when a population is properly
maintained. More complex or realistic failure pattern options can be tested and the results will
follow the same format. This section is provided to demonstrate that resource savings from
sustained populations are significant. The current mobile robotics doctrine of disposable robot
strategy is wasteful of resources and this wastage is amplified in large populations. The
module replacement strategy of the CARC architecture enables increased resources savings,
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increased mission duration and increased mission reliability. Given that it is advantageous to
have modular mobile robots coupled with a replacement strategy, it raises the next issue of the
optimal quantity of modules per robot.

Optimal Module Quantity

6.2

In this section we explore the quantity of modules per mobile robot. The purpose of this
exploration is to determine if increasing module quantity always yields a benefit and if there
exists an optimal quantity. If a module replacement strategy is implemented then it follows
that increasing the quantity of modules per mobile robot will increase the life expectancy of
the robots. As shown in figure 3-33.
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Figure 3-33: Module Quantity Analysis:

Figure 3-33 shows the increasing life expectancy or performance of mobile robots with
increasing modules. Given a module replacement strategy, increasing the quantity of modules
per robot will increase the life expectancy of the robot. The results for this graph were
generated using Arithmetic Progression to generate failure. While the life expectancy does
increase, the rate of increase is clearly diminishing. The formula for the Arithmetic Sequence
is listed below.

Arithmetic Sequence for module failure
tn = a + (n-1) d: a is the first term, d is the common difference
module 1: tn = 30 + (n-1) 30
module 2: tn = 60 + (n-1) 60
module 3: tn = 90 + (n-1) 90
module 4: tn = 120 + (n-1) 120
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module 5: tn = 150 + (n-1) 150
module 6: tn = 180 + (n-1) 180
module 7: tn = 210 + (n-1) 210
module 8: tn = 240 + (n-1) 240
module 9: tn = 270 + (n-1) 270
module 10: tn = 300 + (n-1) 300
module 11: tn = 330 + (n-1) 330
module 12: tn = 360 + (n-1) 360
module 13: tn = 390 + (n-1) 390
module 14: tn = 420 + (n-1) 420
module 15: tn = 450 + (n-1) 450

Each time a module is added to a mobile robot, there exists an increase in the complexity.
This complexity is in the form of a negative impact resulting from physical and electrical
connection. By increasing the complexity of the mobile robot there will also exist an increase
in assembly time and failure probability. Given that each module in the proposed CARC
architecture is connected directly to the chassis then the number of connections has the form:

C = n-1:

C is number of connections
N is the number of modules
Note: This assumes that the chassis is also counted as a module.

Analysis of module quantities indicates high initial returns that tend to diminish as module
quantities increase. This leads to a perception of a finite limit on module numbers in robot
design given constraints of complexity. A precise calculation for the optimal quantity of
modules per mobile robot is elusive and would only be determined from exhaustive
experience with field deployment. This is an area for future research.
6.3

Failure Patterns

Within a LSRC there exist two primary patterns of failure. These patterns are Periodic and
Plateaux. The terms for primary patterns of failure were derived from long term observations
of LSRC behaviour, in particular observations of the experiments on Self-Sustainability.
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Periodic failure pattern occurs when an event can be predicted with reasonable accuracy. An
example of this type of failure is the requirement to refuel individual robots. Another example
is the mean time to failure of electronic and hardware components, where individual
component failure can be predicted with relative accuracy. The Periodic failure pattern is
clearly visible in the graphs from the Self-Sustainability experiments. When Periodic failure
occurs, there will be a noticeable increase in failure rates which will rise in a bell curve and
then fall away. This type of failure pattern is undesirable as it places a sudden demand upon
LSRC resources followed by long periods of inactivity.

The Plateau pattern of failure is a result of population dynamics. Given a significant
population of machines that exhibit Periodic failure, such that they are deployed in a
sequential manner over sufficient time, the failure pattern will be distributed and level off
with little deviation between any two consecutive time intervals. As the quantity of robots and
time increases, the failure pattern becomes increasing predictable. After the LSRC has been
operational for some time, the periodic refuelling of the population becomes a plateaux failure
pattern. Deviations in failure smooth out and eventually behaviour is relatively consistent.
6.3.1

Periodic Failure

A mobile robot has a predictable life expectancy. This life expectancy can be expressed with a
single point on a time line to indicate a failure event with a frequency of one, given that there
is only one robot.

If we collect failure data from a significant sample of multiple robots deployed as a batch, and
plot time and frequency of failure, then a parabola is observable. The parabola is an interval
of time when most of the failure events occur with the highest frequency at the turning point.
The formula for the parabola can be derived from data of actual failure events of multiple
robots. This does not guarantee that the robot will fail at this time, just that the probability is
dramatically increased over a time interval within a range of values. Therefore the robot is
most likely to fail within a periodic interval.
6.3.2

Plateaux Failure

If we take the same population of robots from the previous example but deploy them
sequentially instead of as a batch, then changes are observable in the failure pattern. The
interval of failure is distributed over a greater portion of the time line, because robots
deployed later tend to fail later. The turning point of the parabola has a lower frequency
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because the population is not failing within the same tightly constrained set of values. Instead
of looking like a classical parabola, our failure pattern now resembles a plateaux.

Plateaux Failure pattern does not alter the failure pattern of an individual robots but it does
have advantages to a LSRC using the CARC architecture. The robots are failing over a
distributed period with reduced frequency. Self-Sustainability is improved because the
demand on resources is distributed. Self-Management is improved because there is less
oscillation in the deployed mobile robot population and greater performance prediction
capability. Self-Organization is improved because this is a separation technique that reduces
contention for resources.

If we examine a LSRC with the CARC architecture, the population of mobile robots
fluctuates over various stages of the mission. The mobile robots are deployed in a sequential
manner. As we increase the mission time and the quantity of mobile robots, this exerts a
stabilizing effect on the failure pattern and increases our ability to predict performance.

7. Conclusions
This chapter has detailed Self-Sustainability, which is one of the key aspects of Self-Reliance.
The other two aspects, Self-Management and Self-Organization are covered in subsequent
chapters. This decomposition was performed to enable a manageable approach. The output of
the decomposition was an iteratively enhanced set of guidelines, referred to as the CARC
architecture. The guidelines consistent with Self-Sustainability have been verified and
enhanced and are presented at the end of this chapter. The guidelines are necessary to ensure a
coherent approach for dealing with the complexity of Self-Reliance. The tools used to
evaluate the guidelines were experimentation through simulation, algorithms, and
mathematical projection.

The nature of robot failure and graceful degradation has been explained. The colony sites of
the CARC architecture have been detailed. The use of polymorphic, heterogenous, chassis
based, modular mobile robot architecture has been justified by simulation and mathematical
projection. Sustainability issues have been identified and a detailed and tested strategy for
resolution presented. The Operations Site, being the hub of a CARC, has been exhaustively
detailed. The simulation experiment where the CARC algorithms and design guidelines were
tested in a holistic manner has been presented, and the results have been analysed and
summarised. Theoretical analysis through mathematical projection verified the advantage of a
module replacement strategy and explored the concept of an optimal module quantity.
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In summary, the issue of Self-Sustainability has been explored with a view towards building
LSRC. Each issue has been evaluated where possible with both, an isolation approach and a
holistic approach. The goal of achieving sustainability would enable extended operation life
and continued operation beyond disabling events. This in turn would make the mobile robot
technology more useful and productive. Automation of the process would not only be of
benefit to humans by liberating them, but would also improve the performance of the robots.
The concept of automated sustainability or Self-Sustainability, advocated with the CARC
architecture would increase the application domain of mobile robots.

8. Design Guidelines
The guidelines listed below are taken from the previous literature review and enhanced as a
result of experimentation, algorithms, mathematical projections, analysis and observations
detailed within this chapter. These guidelines are necessary to reduce the complexity of the
issue of Self-Reliance and present a coherent solution. The guidelines presented below are
current, and render as obsolete, the previous version, listed in the literature review. The design
guidelines are the foundation of the CARC architecture and the product of this research.
8.1
•

Self-Sustainability
The Large Scale Robot Colony (LSRC) should exhibit graceful degradation such that the
life expectancy of the colony is a factor of supplied resources rather that critical failure.
Critical failure should not occur until such time as the minimal viable population
threshold is reached. (2.3), (2.3.1.2), (2.3.1.3).

Graceful degradation is achieved by maintenance of a Near Optimal Deployment (NOD) of
resources. It is only when the resource supply is depleted such that the deployed population
falls below the minimal viable population that critical failure occurs. Even the loss of a static
robot can be insured by contingencies including repair, replacement, redundancy or the
deployment of a super colony.
•

The robot colony should be an open system where resources can be routinely added or
removed. (2.2.1.4), (2.3.1.1).

CARC is an open system where resources can be routinely added or removed. Additional
module resources can be supplied to the MOD static robot or a new MOD can be deployed
and chained to the existing Operations Site. Both functional and dysfunctional modules can be
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removed from the LSRC. Dysfunctional modules can also be stored at a Discard Site such that
they do not interfere with LSRC operations. New static robots can be added or removed, and
the layout of the Operations Site is flexible.
•

The robot colony should be comprised of a number of dynamic sites, operations,
objective, work, rally, and discard.

The discrete sites enable different functionality that covers all aspects of LSRC’s. The
Operations, Rally and Discard Sites are of primary importance to Self-Sustainability.
•

Self-Sustainability should address a comprehensive list of functions and attempt to reuse
infrastructure where appropriate. (2.3), (2.3.1), (2.3.2.2), (2.3.2.3), (2.3.2.4).

The sustenance functions pertinent to routine servicing, fault avoidance, identification and
rectification are repair, recharge, cleaning and calibration. Reuse of infrastructure will reduce
costs and simplify the control algorithms. The infrastructure is reused for Self-Management
and Self-Organization issues such as mission briefing and debriefing, polymorphism,
assembly and disassembly.
•

The robot colony should consist of mobile and static robots where the mobile robots
address the application and the static robots provide support to the mobile population in
the form of fault avoidance, identification and rectification. (2.3), (2.3.1), (2.3.2.1),
(2.3.2.2), (2.3.2.3), (2.3.2.4), (2.3.4).

Static Robots are more economical and capable of achieving cooperative autonomous
sustainability. The internal environment provided by the static robots is highly structured,
enabling the use of Classical Artificial Intelligence. Spare parts in the form of modules can be
offered protective storage from environmental conditions by static robots. This option enables
implementation of a module replacement strategy. This will reduce human involvement and
provide timely intervention.
•

The sustainability process of a Large Scale Robot Colony should approach full
automation.
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Human involvement in Sustainability should be reduced but not eliminated. A human systems
administrator should be able to monitor and intervene.
•

The Buffer static robot (BUF) cleans the robots upon recovery to reduce water, dust and
accumulated matter, so as not to impede the mobile robot performance and extend
operational life. (2.2.1.2).

Residue from the environment in the form of dust and dirt can interfere with mobile robot
functionality. Sensors can be obscured or the robot can become encumbered even
immobilized. By cleaning the robot on a routine basis, these issues can be avoided.
•

The Assembly static robot (ASS) implements a module replacement based system to
repair faulty robots, and replace expended energy modules.

The Assembly static robot is reused to address multiple functions but it is primarily
assembling and disassembling mobile robots in whole or in part.
•

Exposure of mobile robots to the adverse environment and to work should be minimised
through protective storage within static robots, to prolong lifespan and minimise
individual mobile robot protection requirements. (2.2.1.3).

A mobile robot exposed to the environment is subject to increased probability of failure. If
this is amplified by a large quantity of mobile robots such as the case with a LSRC then the
loss of resources can be significant. The ideal situation is for a mobile robot to be actively
engaged in work and therefore productive or to be held in protective storage. For example, it
is better to hold a pre-assembled rescue robot in the protected HOT static robot awaiting
orders for immediate recovery rather than deploy the robot in the hostile environment on the
chance that its services may be required. Spare modules are held in protective storage within
the MOD static robot.
•

Idle Time should be minimised such that mobile robots are not unproductive and exposed
to the environment. (2.5.1.4).

An Idle robot is resident such that it is not moving and not currently engaged in work.
Typically this occurs because it is waiting for an event to enable work or movement to
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resume. If the robot is deployed in the environment and idle or resident then it is subject to
increased probability of failure.
•

Deployed population size should be maintained at near optimal. (2.4.2.4).

A Near Optimal Deployment (NOD) has two main advantages, failure and cooperation.
Resources exposed to failure as a result of environmental hostility are reduced which
increases the overall life expectancy of the LSRC. Cooperation is enhanced because deployed
resources are less likely to impede each other which results in increased utility performance.
•

The mobile robot population should be adaptive. (2.4.2.4).

If the population is adaptive as is the case with CARC then resources can be reused and the
population can deal with greater environmental and mission diversity. The reuse of resources
improves the probability of extended operational life and reduces costs. Mission and/or
environmental diversity enables the same robotic infrastructure to be portable across multiple
applications.
•

The Hotstage static robot calibrates the sensors prior to deployment in the field.
Functionality of the sensor is a fault issue and is addressed with module diagnostics.

Hotstage is the last static robot prior to deployment in the field and can be used as final
protective shelter for robots on standby orders.
•

Trophallaxis should be implemented as a mechanism to achieve enhanced energy transfer,
extending mobile robot mission time and duration. (2.2.1.1), (2.3.2.2).

Trophallaxis can be implemented such that mobile robots can remain deployed for extended
periods. This would reduce routine traffic through the Operations Site and permit mobile
robots to remain engaged in their current mission.
•

Mobile robots should be chassis based, polymorphic with heterogenous modules.
Complexity, redundancy and weight should be reduced.
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Mobile robots should have a chassis to increase physical strength and enable improved
module replacement, and be of a polymorphic design with heterogenous modules.
Complexity, redundancy and weight should be reduced as this degrades performance and
increases the probability of failure.
•

Large scale populations of robots and increased mission duration will increase
performance and failure predictability due to an increase in plateaux behaviour.

Sustainability experiments demonstrated that predictability was increased with population
quantity and time. Larger quantities of random numbers deliver more predictable results.
Time reduces the incidence of oscillation and permits system stability.
•

Greater population quantity of mobile robots can be achieved through increase operations
site throughput rate.

The Self-Sustainability experiments demonstrated that throughput rate of the Operations Site
was one of the key factors determining the quantity of deployable population.
•

A modular mobile robot architecture coupled with a replacement strategy will enable
increase mobile robot life expectancy.

Mathematical projections demonstrated significant life expectance increase for mobile robots
when the modular architecture was coupled with a replacement strategy.
•

Increasing module quantity per mobile robot increases life expectancy with a diminishing
improvement. The increase to complexity resulting from physical and electrical
connection would also degrade the return. This would indicate that an optimal quantity of
modules per robot should exist.

A formula to calculate the optimal quantity of modules per mobile robot has not been
discovered and this remains an area of future research. However the current projections
indicate that under diminishing returns, adding modules will degrade mobile robot
sustainability.
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Chapter 4
Self-Management

1. Introduction
A Large Scale Robot Colony (LSRC) of cooperative autonomous mobile robots, is by nature,
complex. Activity is constant and diverse, with robots being assembled, disassembled,
repaired, working, moving, communicating, waiting, etc. Robots are organised into Task
Forces and deployed to address the requirements of the LSRC. Management is used to
describe the process that determines Task Force creation, membership, re-allocation and
monitoring. Therefore Management is not used to define the detail of how the task is
accomplished, but is used for task identification, resource allocation and monitoring including
crisis resolution, determining robots involved and their respective roles. The shift in definition
of Management is driven by the disparity in size between team based robot colonies and
LSRC’s. Management ensures that the robots are performing the correct activity at the correct
time. Management of a LSRC by humans is difficult, tedious and expensive. SelfManagement is the automation of the management processes such that human involvement is
minimised to a required level.

While it is possible to examine social insects for inspiration, this is not the only source for
understanding populations of autonomous robots. There exist similarities between the
organization of a LSRC and other large scale complex organizations, such as Corporations. A
number of issues and solutions are very similar and portability exists. The research by Carley
on Business Organization (Orgahead) is particularly useful in this regard (Carley, 1998).

The decentralized architecture of a large factory or plant is analogous to a population of
autonomous robots. Many similarities exist between Large Scale Systems (LSS) and
Populations of Autonomous Agents (PAA). A large factory or plant has interconnected
subsystems that are stabilised using local inputs and outputs and must be connectively stable
(Siljak, 1995). Instead of interconnected subsystems there are cooperative autonomous robots.
Localised interaction and communication between robots enables coherent achievement of
global goals.

Both LSS and PAA must be capable of dealing with significant uncertainty within the system,
while PAA must also consider the local environment. Both LSS and PAA must be able to
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operate without external intervention for extended periods of time and compensate for system
failure. Both LSS and PAA must be able to detect, diagnose and rectify errors. While the
potential for human intervention remains desirable, minimal human intervention increases the
potential for automation.

A mechanism for monitoring the performance of the robots is necessary in order to provide
efficient management. A system of metrics are devised and presented to achieve this
objective.

The various options for LSRC control are examined in this chapter. The existing choices are
fully autonomous, fully supervised and hybrid. The autonomous and supervised approaches
both contain inherent weaknesses and a hybrid approach appears to offer the optimal control
solution. The hybrid approach is known as “Man in the Loop” (MITL).

A mechanism to communicate with the LSRC must exist, but the mechanism must be
appropriate to the requirements. The issues of communication are explored in this chapter,
such as broadcast conveyance and interference from obstacles are relevant.

In this chapter, we examine Self-Management to produce Guidelines. The Guidelines form a
coherent solution for Self-Reliance. Our strategy used in this chapter for the determination of
Self-Management Guidelines was to automate the entire system and identify areas of
inappropriate or inefficient activity. Mechanisms must exist that enable the LSRC to be given
higher level orders from humans. The LSRC must have some means of evaluating and
reporting its performance. The different approaches to these complex issues are examined and
a solution proposed. The output of this chapter is a set of guidelines that encapsulates both
Autonomous and Non-Autonomous behaviours to verify and enhance the Self-Management
of a LSRC.

A coherent set of guidelines would enable the derivation of specific architectures enabling
LSRC’s capable of useful and productive real time operations in dynamic environments.
LSRC’s capable of portability over a range of applications, would embrace the key features of
Self-Reliance, encompassing Self-Sustainability, Self-Manageability and Self-Organization.
Efficient management of the individual members of a LSRC would enhance the economic
global colony state. Economic benefits include increased productivity, reduced costs and
reduced maintenance.
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2. Automated Management Architecture
The management of a LSRC is a complex problem with numerous issues, so the strategy of
decomposition is used to simplify the robot society into a manageable architecture, as shown
in figure 1.
Management
Task Force
Unit

Figure 1: Large Scale Robot Colony Architecture

Figure 1 shows the architecture of a LSRC, with three layers, Unit, Task Force and
Management. The three layers are discussed below with a bottom up approach.
2.1

Unit Layer

The unit layer is focussed upon individual robots. The sustainability chapter has presented the
physical characteristics of these robots, being polymorphic with a chassis and heterogenous
modular base. The intelligence requirement of the individual robots is a slight variation of
reactive robots. This enables the robots to react in real time and yet perform some slightly
more complex thinking as the robots respond to events rather than stimulus. The events are
described in terms of the sequence and pattern of stimuli.

It has been postulated that a given population of robots could be partitioned based upon
physical differences which would enable greater proficiency at certain tasks (Agah & Bekey,
1996). Establishment of a heterogenous society requires procedures which are more
complicated than a homogonous society. Partitioning could be achieved with the polymorphic
design enabling robots to take any desired role, provided resources were available.

The real world is complex and interconnected. Simulation is an ideal mechanism to examine
the operation of the LSRC. The simulation allows us to change the various parameters and
examine the result. This enables us to identify the sensitivity of the LSRC to certain
parameters and thereby create a set of operating guidelines. However the simulation still
needs to be tied to reality to make the experiments meaningful. Therefore the experiments are
designed such that they contain an element of random variation in the actions and
performance of the robots. This non-idealized simulation approach is consistent with
variations that will occur in the real world.
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Ants incrementally improve the global state of the colony. This collective response from
reactive individuals is an illusionary form of emergent consciousness (Stewart, 1993). It has
been demonstrated that social insects do not function in an optimal manner yet the colony is
able to survive and reproduce. Reactive robot behaviour is built up in an incremental manner.
The robot learns the simplest actions first, like avoidance before wandering and wandering
before mapping. Each new behaviour is added to a working structure. If this mode of
behaviour is modified then robot behaviour can be altered. Some behaviours of a robot are
independent of this structure in the same manner that the jaws of an ant close based upon
local stimuli (Gronenberg et al, 1993).
2.1.1

Robot Intelligence

It is commonly believed that humans have brains so that they can think. Most animals
demonstrate higher brain usage when dealing with new situations. Once the situation is
understood, behaviour is optimised and becomes reflexive with reduced brain activity.
Therefore, reflexive behaviour is the end result or desired state. Reflexive behaviour produces
better results than conscious behaviour, especially where time is a factor. Therefore, the
purpose of the brain is to eliminate thinking.

Intelligence can be defined as the ability of an entity to adapt behaviour to a change in the
environment. Higher rates of behavioural adaptation indicate higher intelligence. Physical
adaptation, such as growing a new body part, is not purely behavioural and therefore not
intelligence. Intelligence is therefore of no importance except as a means to and end, being
optimal behaviour. Once robots have achieved optimal behaviour, increasing the robot
intelligence can not yield greater than optimal behaviour.

Functionality provided to a mobile robot comes at a cost, both in initial equipment and
sustainability. These costs associated with intelligence must be balanced with the return from
this investment. A LSRC is a semi-structured and highly routine environment and there are
limits on the required intelligence of mobile and static robots. Raising the intelligence beyond
these limits will only increase the costs and not provide a benefit of greater performance.
Therefore the CARC Architecture guidelines include a limitation on Robot intelligence to that
which is required and no more.
2.1.2

Unit Layer Summary

There exists nothing new in the Unit Layer. The technology to implement this layer already
exists. Mobile robots with a polymorphic design, incorporating a chassis and heterogenous
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modules are achievable. The intelligence requirement is a slight variation of reactive
intelligence, and is demonstrated with hardware robots in chapter 5, Self-Organization. The
mobile robots are shielded from unnecessary information about the other layers of the colony,
and only know what they need to know. The work is routine and the environment is highly
structured, which increases the utility of the mobile robots. Mobile robots of the Unit Layer
are organised into teams and provided group objectives in the Task Force Layer.
2.2

Task Force Layer

The focus of the Task Force Layer is a team of individual robots that have been assigned to
cooperate so as to achieve a specific task. Deliberate attempts are made to separate the
discrete task forces so that conflict and competition between task forces is reduced. An
example of the Task Force Layer is an excavation work site with a team of robots. The
excavation site would be selected by a scout, soil removed by an excavator and soil moved by
a transport. These three robots would make up a task force. When the role of scout is no
longer required, it could be removed from the task force or polymorphed into a second
transport.

Robots may be added to or removed from a task force as required, thus it is an open system.
The objective of an open system task force is not only to achieve the task, but to do so in an
economical manner.

The task force may be provided with assets to enable the mission to be achieved. An asset is a
piece of equipment or service that is not normally issued but is specific to a particular task or
phase of a task. An example of an asset is a portable navigation beacon that is provided to a
team of robots who are tasked with establishing a new work site.

Having multiple robots assigned to a task does not assure cooperation. Moreover, it has been
shown that multiple robots can work towards the same goal in an antagonistic manner (Sudd,
1963). What is important is that most of the population achieves the task using the same
strategy. Thus the task is achieved by what is called coherent behaviour, where system
reliability is increased by multiple robots even though some of the population is redundant
(Kube, 1997).

Information and communication are limited at the Task Force Layer. The literature review
suggested that reduction of information and communication could yield improved
performance as well as reducing unit cost (Sen, et. al., 1996),(Ohko, et. al., 1996),(Ye, 1998),
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(Ygge & Akkermans, 1996), (Birk and Belpaeme, 1998). This guideline is implemented at the
Unit and Task Force Layers.
2.2.1

Task Force Layer Summary

The Task Force Layer with teams of cooperative mobile robots, organised as an open system
is achievable. The Task Force utilises assets, supplied from the Management Layer, to
increase its functional capability. The Task Force information is limited to that which the
Task Force needs to know. New technology is not required to implement the Task Force
Layer. The determination of team objective, size, composition and performance is addressed
in the Management Layer.
2.3

Management Layer

The Management Layer is responsible for prioritisation and achievement of the tasks of the
LSRC. At the management layer, there exists a mission with a set of parameters. A mission
example is a mining operation of material within a set of coordinates. The management Layer
would attempt to establish mining operations at the mine site as quickly as possible and
extract the desired material in an optimal manner. The mining operation would attempt to
balance resources and performance.

At the time of mission completion, the LSRC should have a small positive resource pool. A
LSRC will not have a precisely predictable performance and some deviation will exist. If this
deviation is not incorporated into the mission plan then it is possible to fail to achieve mission
objectives due to a resource shortage. Therefore the deviation is incorporated into the
planning and mission completion is assured even given a worst case performance result. If we
plan for a small positive pool at mission completion then we should achieve all mission
objectives and be left with some resources plus or minus the deviation.

A task force is organised and deployed at the management layer, but the specifics of task
force operations are resolved at the task force layer. The management layer utilises a library
of tasks organised by task definition (what) and task method (how). Task definition addresses
the nature of the task, and what is to be done. Task method addresses the process of achieving
the task, and how is it to be done. Tasks may be added, deleted or modified from this library.

Mission objectives are achieved by the organization of population resources into task forces.
It is the synergy of task solutions that enable coherent motion towards mission objectives.
Therefore, an overview of mission objectives and status exists for the first time at the
Management Layer.
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2.3.1

Management Layer Learning

All attributes of the LSRC must be justified and this holds true for aspects of learning, both in
content (what) and mechanism (how). Two areas from the literature provide insight into this
aspect of the CARC architecture, being insect colonies and LSS.

Older Harvester ant colonies, (Pogonomyrmex barbatus), have been observed to respond to
disturbances in a more routine manner than younger colonies. It is speculated that colonies
learn from past experiences, but this raises more questions. Given that no single ant has global
observation and colony life exceeds individual life span, it is not known how the information
is being analysed, stored and passed on to new ants. This limited form of learning is
responsible for fine tuning reactive responses and enhancing the survival of the colony
(Gordon, 1987). It is not known how ant colonies learn, but this is a useful attribute that
should be emulated and is therefore a CARC guideline.

Task Force Distribution within an ant colony is a problem resolved by distributed
intelligence. Standard response to disturbance consists of increased patrolling activity while
foraging decreases. The mechanism used by the ant colony for monitoring task assignment
and quantity remains unknown (Gordon, 1987). It is worth noting that social insects allocate
the elderly members of the colony to tasks where potential risk is elevated, thus if the
individual is lost, the loss to the colony is less significant.

While Decentralized architecture offers economic and reliability advantages, it does not have
complete state observations so optimal decentralized control remains to be solved (Siljak,
1995). It may be possible to implement a respectable solution without solving these problems.
Natural decentralized systems appear devoid of both complete state observations and optimal
operation, yet their existence indicates that they operate in an economical manner.

When the centralized approach is coupled with increasingly complex dynamic systems,
including design requirements, dynamic environment and uncertainty, the result is increasing
processing problems (Antsaklis & Passino, 1993). Central control of systems results in
information resource requirements exceeding system growth. Central control of all aspects of
a LSRC is therefore not desirable and included as a CARC guideline.

Carley used the concept of a Chief Executive Officer (CEO) in the Business Organization
Simulation. The CEO could hire and fire staff and experiment with different strategies
(Carley, 1998). The objective of this approach was to fine tune the organization so that it was
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adaptive and flexible, of the appropriate size and composition and using an appropriate
strategy. A centralized system with a CEO as suggested by Carley, offers a simple strategy to
capture learning and act as a repository for the content. This approach ensures that the LSRC
is adaptable, flexible, appropriate size and composition, and using an appropriate strategy.

Therefore the content of learning with respect to a LSRC should focus upon Task Force
Distribution. Task Force Distribution or Redistribution is the single most influential factor in
the overall performance of the LSRC affected by learning. Task Force Distribution allocates
the resources in an economical manner. As the task progresses the resource requirements will
change. In order to maintain a near optimal task force, it is necessary to maintain a history of
past distribution, performance and influencing factors. For example, a task force of resource
gathering robots is noted as having diminishing performance. The environment is obstacle
rich and the obstacle clearing robot quantity within the task force is low. Given this situation
the quantity of obstacle clearing robots should be increased and performance remeasured.
Therefore, like a social insect colony, the LSRC needs to learn and fine tune responses to
minor changes in the environment.
2.3.2

Management Layer Metrics

Before something can be managed, it must be measured. In the dynamic environment of a
LSRC, two prime mechanisms for measuring the effect of effort were identified. These
mechanisms are Task Achievement Method (TAM) and Performance Based Feedback
Method (PBFM).
Task Achievement Method
Not every task can be measured with a quantity. Some tasks are either successfully or
unsuccessfully completed. Resources can be incrementally increased or decreased based upon
task completion. An example of this is obstacle clearing. If the mobile robot returns to
operations and reports that it failed to find any obstacles on its assigned patrol route, then it
can be given new orders. If the obstacle clearing robot reported that it found an obstacle then
additional resources could be deployed to clearing obstacles on that route. This is a fairly
simple yet dynamic process that covers tasks where task measurement is a complex issue.
Performance Based Feedback Method
PBFM is a reactive solution that theoretically enables the correct amount of resources to be
allocated towards task achievement. Performance is typically measured with taskforce size
used to achieve work over time. A small taskforce is initially allocated to the task. This
taskforce provides information to the colony about effort and return. This information is used
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by heuristics to calculate the size of the taskforce required to achieve the desired results.
Unfortunately the problem is not quite that simple, but PBFM is a good place to start.
Sometimes the application of greater resources results in poorer results while the desired
solution remains elusive.
2.3.3

Management Layer Reporting

Robots report the current situation with a combination of both explicit and implicit
communication. While it is possible to explicitly state robot accomplishment from the robot
perspective, it is sometimes more appropriate to measure performance from an external
source. E.g. A rescue robot may return to base with the perception that it has successfully
retrieved another robot while more sophisticated sensors of the base may reveal partial
success.
2.3.4

Near Optimal Deployment

In the early days of reactive robotics, a strategy was suggested for deployment of large
quantities of mobile robots (Brooks, 1991). Redundancy deployment theory suggests the
deployment of large scale mobile robot populations into the real world, with the intention of
achieving objectives through redundancy (Brooks, 1991). This theory has two significant
issues; it has a lower probability of successful objective achievement and is wasteful of
mobile robot resources.

Objective achievement has a lower probability of success because there are too many
deployed robots. Each mobile robot acts as an obstacle, increases the risk of deadlock,
reduces the utility performance of the entire population. Evidence to support this argument is
presented in the section on Migration Decision Functions (MDF’s), in chapter 5 on Self
Organization. A relationship is demonstrated between obstacle population and robot
performance. As the number of obstacles is increased, individual mobile robot performance
decreased which in turn reduced productivity for the LSRC. This finding was supported by
similar research on Robot Swarms by Gustafson, S and Gustafson, D. As the number of
objectives or searchers increased, performance decreased (Gustafson & Gustafson, 2004).
Therefore mobile robot population size must be minimized and the objectives and
environment simplified to achieve optimal performance, as per formula (1).

Constraints
O: Objectives achieved = TRUE
I: Idle time = 0
R: Residency time = 0
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X: Optimal Population
Optimal X: min X where (O, I, R)
Formula 1

Each mobile robot assigned to an objective should be engaged in productive activity all of the
time. The mobile robots should not be waiting to act or acting in a non-productive manner
(idle), waiting to move or moving in a non-productive manner (resident). Also, exposure of
the entire population to work, and the environment increases the failure rate so the population
has a shorter life expectancy (Huntsberger, et. al., 2000).
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Figure 2: Redundancy Deployment for Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Robots.
Figure 2 demonstrates an expectation of Redundancy Deployment where the population begins too
high, finishes too low and passes through the optimal for a brief interval. Note that the Heterogeneous
population has multiple optimal quantities, one for each discrete robot role. Optimal population is
indicated with a white circle. Note that these figures are illustrative only.

The optimal population of mobile robots within a Task Force is dynamic and is affected by
role composition, time, environment and the actions of other mobile robots in other Task
Forces. Accurate prediction of optimal populations of mobile robots is complex. In the best
case with a homogeneous robot population and a single task, the redundancy deployment
theory starts with too many robots, finishes with too few, and passes through the optimal
population for the briefest interval of time. If we examine the typical case for a LSRC, then
there exists a heterogeneous robot population and multiple tasks, resulting in several
concurrent optimal populations. Given this example it is possible, in the worst case, that the
redundancy deployment theory may never acquire any of the optimal population targets.
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Heterogeneous Optimal
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Figure 3: Near Optimal Deployment (NOD) for Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Robots.
Figure 3 shows the Near Optimal Deployment (NOD) strategy where the population begins low, then
acquires and maintains the near optimal population before depletion of resources at mission end.
Optimal population is indicated with a white circle. These graphs illustrative and are derived from the
Reactive Management Experiment.

Therefore the redundancy deployment theory is not used as part of the CARC architecture,
NOD is used instead. CARC stores mobile robots in protective environments and deploys
them as required. The deployed population is incrementally increased or decreased, based on
actual performance. This NOD theory was tested in the following Management Experiment.
2.3.5

Management Experiment

The purpose of this experiment was to determine if the NOD strategy could acquire and
maintain a desired global performance given variable unit performance and introduced
significant events. For the population of the LSRC to be optimal, all of the objectives must be
satisfied with a minimum of effort and exposure to environment.

Whilst it is theoretically possible to calculate optimal populations within a dynamic
environment, this would be challenging to achieve and maintain. Maintenance of an optimal
population would require accurate prediction of the cascading consequences of every action
of every mobile robot.

The NOD strategy used in this experiment has a centralized system to gather data and make
decisions for a distributed population. From a management point of view, control is a
constant. Increasing the quantity of mobile robots does not increase the complexity of the
management task.

Mobile robots are deployed to the field in an incremental manner so as to gently acquire and
maintain objectives with optimal effort. The slower nature of acquisition significantly reduces
the negative effects of oscillation and results in greater system stability.
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Robots are organised into a number of dynamically sized task forces. Task force size is
dependent on current performance of the robots. Robot performance is based on robot/task
suitability in a dynamic environment. Predictions about overall performance are problematic
but manageable. Prediction accuracy increases as robot numbers and/or time increases. These
results correspond to those found by Gaylord and Nishidate when examining ant colony
activity (Gaylord & Nishidate, 1998).

Each task force attempts to achieve a sub-goal. Coherent behaviour of robots enables the
overall goal to be accomplished. For the purpose of the experiments performed, excess robots
are assigned to a reserve task force which is kept in lower risk storage. This solution enables
goals to be achieved without wasting resources.

Experiment Description
The experiment was conducted in simulation with the following constraints. Time was
measured intervals from 1, (start of simulation timer) to 10, (end of simulation interval timer).
Robot quantity was in the range from 1 to 1000 machines, to simulate a LSRC. The initial
deployment was 5% of the total population, therefore 50 robots deployed from a population of
1000. Next the deployment was increased to acquire the priority goal state. This increase was
based upon the initial deployment sampling the environment and was approximately 10% or
100 of the robot resources. After the priority goal the next objective was to satisfy the optimal
goal. The algorithm is shown in figure 4.

Performance of individual robots was random between 0% and 100% of desired performance.
Therefore task force performance was the sum of the random performance of all task force
members. Performance was measured for each interval and the task forces were allocated new
resources based upon current goal satisfaction. The quantity of new resources was based upon
the last performance results. If performance was too high then the next allocation of task force
resources was reduced. If performance was too low then the next allocation of task force
resources was increased. This meant that the LSRC was continually required to predict
performance and modify allocated resources.
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Figure 4: Reactive Management Flow Chart:
Figure 4 shows the strategy for acquisition and maintenance of the near optimal population. An initial
population is deployed to gather performance data. The population is then increased to achieve critical
functions. The population is then iteratively adjusted so as to continually converge upon an optimal.

The management system was required to acquire and maintain the desired performance for
each of the three active roles, Forage, Maintenance and Patrol, from the given robot
resources. The resources were drawn from a pool of Reserve robots.

The experiment was run in a controlled setting, as well as two non-controlled with introduced
positive and negative performance spikes. The experiment was run over 20 iterations for each
setting to reduce the effect of aberrant behaviour. Results for experiments are shown in figure
5 Reactive Management Results.

In all settings the NOD strategy was able to rapidly acquire and maintain the target
performance, even with the introduced performance spikes. If anything, acquisition of target
performance was too rapid and resulted in oscillatory behaviour. The LSRC would rapidly
add and remove resources to a task force only to continuously repeat the process. Projections
of LSRC performance from small scale samples resulted in inaccurate estimates, again
resulting in oscillatory behaviour and lack of system stability. Larger populations and
increased duration missions provided for the most stable results.
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The oscillatory behaviour and lack of system stability are wasteful of resources. The
acquisition of performance goals needs to be slower rather than faster, so as to gracefully
acquire correct performance without wasting valuable resources. It is possible to establish a
deadlock such that performance drops. If a deadlock has occurred, a reactive management
solution will respond to a drop in performance by increasing resource allocation. Increasing
the resource allocation will exacerbate the deadlock problem. A reactive management
solution is vulnerable to issues of this nature.
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Figure 5: Reactive Management Results
Figure 5 shows derived results from the Reactive Management experiments. Performance was
relatively stable in the controlled environment with slight variations. Performance loss occurred in the
dynamic environment, but it then reacquired the target. These results show that Reactive Management
strategy is able to function at a fundamental level. However, additional work is still required on this
topic.

2.3.6

Management Layer Summary

Within the Management Layer is the responsibility for prioritisation and achievement of the
tasks of the LSRC. The Management Layer is mission focussed, while attempting to apply
resources in an economical manner. Application of the NOD strategy avoids the pitfalls of
Redundancy Deployment. The Management Layer is aware of the performance of Task
Forces and Units, but it does not intervene and attempt to micro-manage.

The control mechanism of the Management Layer is a library of tasks organised by task
definition (what) and task method (how). Task definition addresses the nature of the task,
what is to be done. Task method addresses the process of the task, how is it to be done. Tasks
may be added, deleted or modified from this library. By measuring the performance of
different approaches with metrics, the Management Layer exhibits learning. The Automated
Management experiments demonstrated the potential of a reactive solution, in that it was
possible but there still exists some unresolved issues.
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2.4

Automated Management Conclusion

The automated management strategy encapsulates a three tiered architecture of Unit, Task
Force and Management. The Unit and Task Force layers are both well understood and could
be implemented with existing robotic technology. The Management Layer is new to robotics
but not to LSS research and many of the issues are identical. An automated management
solution for LSRC’s is therefore deemed as feasible.

The automated management solution has full automation of the individual robots, the task
forces and the management of the LSRC. From the moment of deployment, the colony is fully
independent of human control. Provided the LSRC is meeting its objectives and there are no
issues then this approach is quite reasonable, even desirable. Issues with this approach
become apparent only when the LSRC is not achieving its objectives or some fault exists
which the automated solution is unable to identify or remedy. Typical issues include error in
mission plan, deadlock, and lack of system stability such as oscillation.

A LSRC, its application and the dynamic real world environment all add to the
implementation complexity. Therefore, even though this approach works at a simulation
baseline level, it is not an ideal solution for implementation of real world applications. It is
anticipated that human supervision is required to overcome some of the issues of the
Automated Management Architecture and these are discussed in the next section on NonAutomated Management Architecture.

3. Non-Automated Management Architecture
The previous section on Automated Management demonstrated a three tiered architecture for
the management of LSRC. The Unit and Task Force Layers were based upon existing robotics
technology. The Management tier was based upon LSS research. This architecture was able to
operate at a baseline level, but there exist issues that would prevent implementation. Some of
the issues can be overcome by advancing the research of the Management Layer but not all. It
is therefore necessary to introduce a fourth tier, the Intervention Layer. The Intervention
Layer is a mechanism by which a single human systems administrator may periodically
monitor and supervise the management of the LSRC. Supervision enables intervention during
system failure or goal changes.
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Figure 6: Man in the Loop (MITL)

Figure 6 shows a hybrid four layered architecture of a LSRC. From the Operations Layer
down, the system is fully automated. At the Intervention Layer, a human systems
administrator is able to periodically monitor and optimize performance. This approach is
called MITL.
3.1

Intervention Layer

Real-world and real-time environments are dynamic thereby requiring adaptability and ability
to satisfy multiple goals. The Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) of the Unit, Task Force
and Management Layers should be capable of dealing with the normal environment and
applications most of the time. Periodic human intervention with minimal interface complexity
is required for accountability, efficiency and safety.

There are a number of issues which can occur with LSRC. One significant issue is the
problem of diminishing returns. There are many reasons why this can occur and the wrong
solution will only compound the problem.

If the resource is reduced or obstacles are increased then assignment of more robots is an
acceptable solution. If the resource is exhausted then more robots will fail to achieve the
target goal. If the resource is plentiful but the terrain is difficult and robots become
deadlocked then assigning more robots will only increase the traffic jam.

To correct these problems a LSRC could attempt to identify the reason for the failure and try
an appropriate solution or try random solutions and observe the results. With the deadlock
problem there is a finite limit to the number of robots which can be assigned to a task without
causing a traffic jam and therefore there is a limit on the achievable goal.

A LSRC that is Self-Managing is theoretically possible and such a system would have a
number of benefits. Robots can be managed to achieve goals without wasting resources. The
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number of robots required to achieve a goal would be assigned to that task force. Robots
assigned to the reserve task force would have reduced maintenance requirements.

The Intervention Layer is enabled through a MITL strategy. MITL enables goal progress to be
monitored and altered. For example, if a colony application is burning a particular module
type then behaviour can be altered to preserve resources. Natural insect colonies operate in a
near optimal manner because nature has had ample time to debug the system. Not all natural
solutions are optimal and MITL permits us to improve on nature. LSRC’s will contain nonoptimal concepts, errors and faults. MITL is necessary to address these issues. Therefore a
MITL solution for a LSRC should address manual control, commands, goals, behaviours,
priorities, assets, borders and locations, etc.

MITL is an area of leading edge research in robotics. NASA JPL is currently performing
MITL research on Robot Teams (Huntsberger, et. al., 2000). Additional research on this topic
is required and would have the advantage of being clearly focussed on beneficial terminal
objectives. The intention is to build useful and profitable systems capable of performing in the
real world.

4. Communication
Communication issues within a LSRC are more complex than with a robot team.
Communication method, cost, distance and time lag are now much more important due to
increased quantity of robots. Every mistake and inefficiency is amplified, so communication
must be economical. What is most important is to remember that the primary function of
communication is to convey important information, in a timely manner, to those and only
those who need to know. Communication is concerned with information conveyance, content
and size. Obviously message size should be restrained but the other issues require a more
detailed explanation.

Several methods of short-range communication are utilised by ants including temporary
pheromone trails, physical antenna contact, and sound (Stewart, 1993; Beard, 1990). This
communication is incremental and changes ripple through the colony state and general
population over time. It is generally assumed that broadcast conveyance delivers more
optimal results yet this remains to be proven and may be incorrect. The previous experiment
on Automated Management assumed broadcast conveyance and this resulted in poor system
performance and resulted in oscillation behaviour.
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4.1

Broadcast Conveyance

With the broadcast system of conveyance, a message is transmitted to the entire population. If
the message is relevant then concerned individuals may acknowledge the signal. The
broadcast system of communication is typically expensive. Uninvolved robots receive,
evaluate and discard frequent incoming messages. Of greater concern is the bandwidth
required to receive and acknowledge long range messages. Increased hardware requirements
add weight, cost and power requirements while degrading utility performance of the
individual mobile robots and the global performance of the LSRC (Birk and Belpaeme, 1998).

Broadcast communication results in mobile robots being instantly aware of new information
and leads to oscillatory behaviour, lack of system stability and ineffective utilization of
system resources (Carley, 1998),(Sen et. al., 1996). This occurs when a task force fails to
achieve performance requirements and resources are dispatched instantly, which triggers over
performance. Over performance means that resources are removed from the task force. This
cyclic behaviour can theoretically continue indefinitely. This suggests that mobile robots do
not require global knowledge of the world or real time broadcast communication.

Slowing response time will break the cyclic behaviour and result in a system that achieves
greater stability. Communication through message passing conveyance can be used to slow
response time. Short range communication amongst ants is achieved by temporary pheromone
trails, physical antenna contact and sound (Stewart, 1993), (Beard, 1990). Ants use this local
communication to effectively change the global state of the colony. Therefore broadcast
communication is not the only option.

Therefore the broadcast conveyance system is a violation of the guidelines of communication
simplification and economical robots, and is not suitable for inclusion within the CARC
architecture. Mobile robots should be equipped with communication equipment sufficient to
achieve but not exceed communication requirements.
4.2

Message Passing Conveyance

Message Passing is a hierarchical communication system. Each link in the communication
system meets but does not exceed requirements. Instant communication capability is lost but
messages can still be transmitted to the entire population in a timely manner. Message
transmission is most rapid in areas of population cluster. The system is flexible and messages
can be carried by the general populace, or limited to specific robots. E.G. A message may be
carried and propagated only by members of a specific Task Force.
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A single long range communication unit picks up the original signal from the Systems
Administrator and relays the information to dissemination points within the LSRC, which in
turn pass the message to adjacent individuals and so on, until the message ripples through the
entire population. Message Passing is tested in the following experiment.
4.2.1

Message Passing Experiment

An experiment was conducted to determine if message passing was a feasible mechanism for
LSRC communication. Message passing uses time stamped short range transmission capable
of adjacent unit communication. There are several methods of message passing for short
range communication within LSRC’s. The delay for new instructions to filter through the
LSRC would differ based upon the propagation methods and the parameters for each method.
Three message passing propagation methods were tested, Base, Beacon and Population.

Base propagation passes messages to robots as they enter or are stored in the base, where the
base is any static robot. It is assumed that robots would enter the base as a matter of routine
for new instructions, delivering cargo, recharging, repair, cleaning and storage, etc.

Beacon propagation relies upon fixed beacons which pass messages to any robots within
range. Beacons are assets which are deployed at some distance from static robots.

Population propagation is enabled by distributed robots and performance improves with
population size and concentration.

Message Passing Experiment Description
The deployment field was a 20 x 20 grid therefore 400 squares, such that each mobile robot
occupied a discrete square. The population consisted of 20 mobile robots. The simulation was
run over 25 time intervals. At each interval of time a mobile robot was moved to a new
random square. The mobile robots were able to communicate only with adjacent mobile
robots, beacons or base. The experiment was run 20 times to reduce the incidence of aberrant
results. The objective of the experiment was to count the quantity of successful message
transmissions to determine what percentage of the population if any would receive new
messages.
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Figure 7: Message Passing Experiment Results

Figure 7 shows the results of three methods of Message Passing, Agent, Beacon and Base
Propagation. Base or Beacon methods show poor performance but are necessary to initialize a
new message. Agent or Population method is the most effective mechanism of message
propagation.

Modelling experiments demonstrated that message passing is not only theoretically possible
but that it works better than anticipated. The reason for the success is that the robots in a
LSRC are localised with higher population concentration at the centre. This means that
messages are quickly passed to most of the population with all robots eventually receiving the
message.

It has been demonstrated that placement of dissemination points can affect system
performance. By placing the dissemination points at localities where robots frequent,
communication speed can be increased. Localities where robots are departing for a mission
and routine waypoints tend to be highly effective dissemination points. Localities where
robots are returning from a mission or infrequent waypoints tend to be poor dissemination
points. That being said, the location of dissemination points is of reduced importance once the
message has been introduced into the population.

Experiments with message passing consistently demonstrated that the population propagation
was the most rapid method but that base or beacon vector was required to initiate the process.
Population propagation did not alone guarantee that all the robots would receive the message.
The combination of base propagation with robots periodically returning to base, guarantee
that all the robots receive the message. The system relies upon the principle that most robots
have received the message. It is interesting to note the base and beacon propagation have
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linear performance while population propagation is non-linear. Given that message passing
enables rapid and reliable communication within a LSRC without the issues associated with
broadcasts communication, it is included within the CARC guidelines.
4.3

Communication Content

Communication content with a LSRC covers three prime issues, Task Allocation, Task
Implementation, Task Reporting. The mobile robots need to know what they are meant to do,
how to do it, and must have a means of communicating progress or issues.
4.3.1

Task Allocation

A LSRC is comprised of a number of Task Forces. Robots are capable of moving between
Task Forces as required. Each Task Force is comprised of the approximate number of robots
required to complete the task and this number changes depending on performance within the
dynamic environment. Robots not performing a task are assigned to the Reserve Force. The
LSRC is monitored by a Systems Administrator (human), who can intervene if required.
4.3.2

Task Implementation

The specifics of task implementation can be precompiled and downloaded to individual
robots as required. Robots can be briefed with specific task implementation orders within the
Hot Stage Static Robot. Supplementary instructions can be delivered to individual robots
using the message passing system of communication.
4.3.3

Task Reporting

Mobile robots performing a task will periodically need to indicate their progress, such as
readiness to proceed to the next sequence in the task. Also these robots may need to report an
issue that is inhibiting the task or just their current actions.

5. Damage Avoidance
Damage avoidance extends operational life and improves performance of the LSRC. Damage
avoidance is not implemented by a Static Robot, but a Self-Management process, hence it is
covered within this chapter rather than the Sustainability chapter. Damage avoidance is
concerned with Mobile Robot Design, Mobile Robot Behaviour and Environmental
Adaptation.
5.1

Mobile Robot Design

The design of the individual mobile robots must be kept strictly economical. The robots must
be single role but capable of polymorphism at the operations site. Any excess equipment will
impede performance and increase the risk and severity of failure.
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5.2

Mobile Robot Behaviour

Assembly and retirement are relevant to individual mobile robots, but deployment is relevant
to the all the mobile robots within the LSRC. In order for the LSRC to achieve its goals at
maximum efficiency it is necessary to deploy the correct quantity and composition of mobile
robots. If too few mobile robots are deployed then the LSRC will fail to achieve its goals. If
too many mobile robots are deployed then unit performance of the mobile robots will degrade
and the LSRC may even experience global performance decrease. Given that the environment
is dynamic and some tasks will follow order of precedence, it is a certainty that the
deployment requirements will change over time. Therefore the NOD strategy is embraced by
the proposed CARC architecture.

If all of the tasks are fully completed while some robots are idle or resident, then some of the
robots are redundant. Redundant robots are redirected to a reserve task force. A robot which is
unnecessarily assigned to an activity is an obstacle impediment, has increased chance of
damage and drains more resources than a reserve robot.
5.3

Environmental Adaptation

Environmental adaptation improves the performance of the LSRC. In chapter 5 on SelfOrganization, within the experiments on Migration Decision Functions (MDF’s), we
demonstrate that obstacle density reduces robot performance. The CARC architecture
removes obstacles, enabling clear paths between objectives. Stigmergy reduces robot
complexity and off-loads it into the environment. Robot operations simplified are made more
routine.

Obstacles were defined with an ontology including elevation, depression or rough. The Static
Robot Reusable Waste Storage (WST) is simultaneously filled and emptied by mobile
obstacle clearing robots. Obstacle clearing robots engaged in elevated obstacle removal fill
the WST. Obstacle clearing robots engaged in depression obstacle removal utilise material
stored in the WST. Obstacle clearing robots engaged in rough terrain removal do not gather or
remove material. Their only action is to smooth the terrain.

The functionality of the Static Robot Resource Storage (RST) is dependant upon the LSRC
objectives. If the LSRC is gathering a resource then the RST is used as a central repository for
resource collection. If the LSRC objective is construction then the RST acts as a storage
facility for building materials and specialist tools. This capability is addressed by the mobile
robots and is addressed in chapter 5 Self-Organization.
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6. Conclusion
This focus of this chapter is a verification and enhancement of the guidelines relevant to SelfManagement aspects of a LSRC. These guidelines are fundamental to the CARC architecture.
Iterative enhancement of the guidelines was enabled by a strategy Automated Management of
a LSRC to highlight issues to be addressed. The strategy of Automated Management, lead to a
greater understanding of those aspects that require human intervention. Minimisation of
human intervention is a cornerstone of Self-Reliance. This approach highlighted the necessity
for a MITL Self-Management system.

A MITL Self-Management system would increase productivity and reduce costs associated
with a LSRC. This advance would enable industry to consider LSRC’s as a realistic
investment. Self-Reliant robots under the CARC architecture would enable applications in
remote and hostile environments.

Research was presented on Message Passing, initiated from base and then spread from robot
to robot. Message Passing was demonstrated as a useful and reliable system of
communicating within a LSRC.

The concept of damage avoidance was discussed, being robot design, robot behaviour and
environmental modification. This concept would extend the operational life of the individual
robots, the overall colony and improve the utility of the population members.

This research has presented a four layered architecture of a LSRC, being Unit, Task Force,
Management and Intervention. This architecture is based upon existing technology and
minimal advances would be required to implement a Self-Management system, primarily in
the area of MITL.

7. Self-Management Guidelines
This section takes the original guidelines relevant to Self-Management, from the literature
review, with the intention of verification and enhancement. This process enables the
complicated task of improving mobile robot Self-Reliance through LSRC’s. Problem
decomposition enables the numerous issues and interdependencies to be addressed with a
systematic approach. The final set of guideline is a coherent solution such that conflict is
minimised. The design guidelines are the foundation of the CARC architecture and the
product of this research. Management of LSRC’s with the CARC architecture incorporates
failure and uncertainty, to produce robust strategies for continuous goal achievement. The
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design guidelines are presented below. The source of the guidelines is reference with the
format of Chapter, Heading 1, Heading 2, and Heading 3. e.g. (2.1.3.4)

Self-Management
•

The mobile robots of the colony should be organised into task forces to achieve subgoals. (2.2.2.2).

The use of task forces enables the achievement of multiple simultaneous sub-goals. Each task
force may have a different optimal deployment. The different optimal deployments are
created by minor changes such as obstacle density or placement, distance to goal, interference
from other LSRC members. The use of task forces enables discrete measurement and
management.
•

Colony resources should be deployed to the field as required by the Systems
Administrator, based upon time, resource and performance requirements; the Near
Optimal Deployment (NOD) strategy. (2.4.2.4).

Deployment of resources as required reduces the effects of oscillation and enables greater
system stability. This deployment should be a gradual convergence rather than a sudden
change. This will result in economical effort applied to each task, improve utility, reduce
attrition and reduce management and communication complexity.
•

Formal Methods should not be used as the control mechanism for LSRC due to issues
with computation time, global observability and prediction accuracy. (2.4.2.6).

The quantity and cascading effects of variables associated with a LSRC make accurate
prediction with Formal Methods complex and problematic. The computational time and
resources are high. Complete global observability in real time is difficult and resource
intensive. Prediction accuracy in a timely manner is not optimal. This does not mean that
formal methods are not useful, but not as the primary control mechanism.
•

Performance of the colony can be measured with a combination of Performance Based
Feedback Method (PBFM) and Task Achievement Method (TAM). (2.4.1.5), (2.4.2.6).

Before we can manage the LSRC and deploy the correct resources, we must have some idea
of performance otherwise our deployment is nothing more than a guess. If we continually
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measure performance and make gradual modifications to converge on desired performance
then we can satisfy more goals.
•

Polymorphism will allow role adaptability, enabling the robots to be highly adaptable and
optimal to desired roles. This capability can be achieved with the heterogenous modular
robot architecture. (2.2.2.5), (2.4.1.5).

By having a degree of polymorphism, we can reuse resources while maintaining near optimal
utility of individual robots. Polymorphism enables mobile robot to satisfy multiple goals. A
multi-purpose robot could also satisfy multiple goals but it is less optimal in performance
because it carries extra hardware and this hardware is exposed to unnecessary risk of failure.
The heterogenous modular robot architecture means that robots carry only what they need for
their current mission and are optimal in that mission.
•

It is not necessary for robots to exceed sufficient intelligence to accomplish their task.
(2.1.4.1), (2.1.4.2).

Reactive Artificial Intelligence enables mobile robots to operate in the real world in real time.
It is a Stimulus Driven Architecture with a tight coupling between stimulus and response. A
minor variation is an Event Driven Architecture with stimulus processed to an event and a
tight coupling between event and response. The EDA is more useful for the required levels of
cooperation and coordination. If the robots have intelligence greater than required, this adds
complexity, equipment and cost to the robot and diminishes their economical cost/benefit.
•

A degree of learning at the Management Layer would enable enhanced performance, but
the colony would need to determine strategy, gather data, analyse results and store
information. (2.2.2.1), (2.4.1.4).

Insect colonies have demonstrated that learning enables them to respond faster and in a more
appropriate manner to changes in the environment. This is a useful capability and should be
replicated. The LSRC should be able to recognise a pattern of change in the environment and
respond in a appropriate manner. This capability will shortcut some of the convergence time.
The information about the environmental change would be gathered by the mobile and static
robots and relayed to the SAS static robot for analysis and decision making.
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•

Mobile robot performance is increased in highly structured environments, therefore the
Large Scale Robot Colonies (LSRC) should have clearly defined boundaries where the
environment is improved.

Robots have the ability to perform a routine task with repetitive precision. It is therefore of
benefit to ensuring that tasks are routine, environments are semi-structured and highly
organized, as this will increase performance predictability, increase local and global utility,
and reduce potential failure.
•

A Hybrid Intelligence model should be implemented for self-management enabling the
mobile population to be autonomous while providing a mechanism for a human Systems
Administrator to periodically monitor and exert influence over a Large Scale Robot
Colony (LSRC). A Man in the Loop (MITL) solution. (2.4.2.2), (2.4.2.3), (2.1.1).

A purely reactive system is subject to severe shortcoming such as oscillation and lack of
system stability. Reactive systems are prone to fail to acquire the target goal and are wasteful
of resources. There is no immediate mechanism to correct malfunctioning behaviour. A MITL
system would enable a human to supervise an automated reactive management system.
•

The Large Scale Robot Colony (LSRC) should exhibit graceful degradation such that the
life expectancy of the colony is a factor of supplied resources rather that critical failure.
Critical failure should not occur until such time as the minimal viable population
threshold is reached. (2.3), (2.3.1.2), (2.3.1.3).

Graceful degradation is achieved by maintenance of a Near Optimal Deployment (NOD) of
resources. It is only when the resource supply is depleted such that the deployed population
falls below the minimal viable population that critical failure occurs. Even the loss of a static
robot can be insured by contingencies including repair, replacement, redundancy or the
deployment of a super colony.
•

The robot colony should be an open system where resources can be routinely added or
removed. (2.2.1.4), (2.3.1.1).

CARC is an open system where resources can be routinely added or removed. Additional
module resources can be supplied to the MOD static robot or a new MOD can be deployed
and chained to the existing Operations Site. Both functional and dysfunctional modules can
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be removed from the LSRC. Dysfunctional modules can also be stored at a Discard Site such
that they do not interfere with LSRC operations. New static robots can be added or removed,
and the layout of the Operations Site is flexible.
•

Idle Time should be minimised such that mobile robots are not unproductive and exposed
to the environment. (2.5.1.4).

An Idle robot is resident such that it is not moving and not currently engaged in work.
Typically this occurs because it is waiting for an event to enable work or movement to
resume. If the robot is deployed in the environment and idle or resident then it is subject to
increased probability of failure.
•

Obstacle Clearing will enhance long term utility on a local and global scale. (2.2.1.4),
(2.2.3.2).

Clearing obstacles will assist mobile robots by reducing risk of collision and damage and
improve their individual performance. The sum of the improvement to individual
performance and the saving in resources from damage avoidance will assist the global
performance of the LSRC.
•

Mobile robots should not be equipped with hardware that exceeds their requirements.
This adds complexity and weight to the mobile robot, increasing failure potential and
reducing the utility of work performed. (2.4.1.6), (2.4.1.7), (2.4.2.5).

If a mobile robot of a particular role carries an unnecessary piece of hardware, then it is
carried by every robot of that role within a LSRC. Each piece of equipment is subject to
increased failure potential because it is exposed to the environment and to work. Each robot
has a slightly decreased utility performance as a result of the extra encumbrance. Minor
uneconomical decisions mount up as quantities of robots and mission duration are increased.
•

The colony should be engaged in highly routine tasks within environments that are semistructured and highly organised as this will increase performance predictability, increase
local and global utility, and reduce potential failure.

Robots have the ability to perform a routine task with repetitive precision. It is therefore of
benefit to ensuring that tasks are routine, environments are semi-structured and highly
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organized, as this will increase performance predictability, increase local and global utility,
and reduce potential failure.
•

Mobile robots should work in proximity to each other and to the Static robots as this will
enhance cooperation and communication. (2.2.3.3).

There are many advantages to deployment of robots in an environment where they work in
proximity. All aspects of Self-Reliance are improved, including Self-Sustainability, SelfManagement and Self-Organization. It also enables the consideration of Large Scale tasks
such as resource gathering and construction.
•

Mobile Robot environmental information and sensory range should be minimised such
that the robots are limited to required information. (2.4.2.11), (2.4.2.13).

Limitation of information and sensory range to that which the robots need to know simplifies
the control algorithms and improves response time. There is no necessity for a robot to have
access to information that it can not use to make a better decision. If for example a robot has
specific knowledge about an obstacle and the obstacle condition changes before the robot is in
proximity then the knowledge serves little purpose. It is better for the robot to know about the
immediate environment and near future events.
•

Target application for Large Scale Robot Colonies (LSRC) should be large scale useful
and economical. (2.2.2.3).

A LSRC is a considerable investment and applications should return a commensurate reward.
Small scale applications should only be considered if a LSRC is the only feasible solution and
the return is improvement of quality or probability of human life.
•

Broadcast communication should not be used as it reduces LSRC performance. (2.4.2.13)

Broadcast communication is resource expensive and reduces local and global performance.
Oscillation and lack of system stability can result from Broadcast communication.
•

Communication should consist of hybrid implicit and message passing or near field
system with an ontology of finite states. (2.1.4.1).
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A LSRC can utilize a near field communication system because the robots work in proximity
and pass given locations on a periodic basis. This ensures that most of the mobile robot
population will receive a message in a timely manner and all robots will eventually receive
the message.
•

Communication should be minimised while sufficient to enable the colony to operate in
an optimal manner. (2.1.4.2), (2.2.2.4), (2.4.2.4).

Minimization of communication reduces probability of communication errors, enables faster
convergence and reduces risk of oscillation and poor stability. Both the content and frequency
of messages can be reduced to that which is required.
•

Mapping and path planning should not be used due to the dynamic nature of LSRC’s.
(2.4.2.6).

The large quantity of mobile robots moving in a dynamic environment, reduce the
effectiveness of path planning solutions for LSRC’s. Requirements include complete state
observation, constant reliable communication and computational resources. A taxis based
system of navigation offers similar results with reduced resource requirements.
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Chapter 5
Self-Organization

1. Introduction
This chapter is an exploration of those aspects of Self-Organization that are relevant to SelfReliance. The objective of this chapter is to verify and enhance the guidelines from the
Literature Review. This objective is achieved by examination of different aspects of SelfOrganization of Mobile Robots. Three topics that highlight issues of Self-Organization are
evaluated, Habitat Assembly, Migration Decision Functions (MDF), and Intersection
Navigation. Habitat Assembly demonstrates the capability of a Large Scale Robot Colony
(LSRC) to cooperate on a large scale project. Migration Decision Functions demonstrate the
capability of multiple mobile robots to simultaneously navigate in the same dynamic
environment without maps, planning or communication. Intersection navigation demonstrates
individual robot cooperation, finite state communication and robot separation techniques.

Classical mobile robots relied upon the Physical Symbol System Hypothesis (PSSH). The
PSSH meant that mobile robots had to observe the world, create an internal representation
from observations, plan a sequence of actions using the representation, act upon the plan, and
then repeat the process. The PSSH delivered mobile robots with high resource requirements
and low performance. The reason was that the computational burden of the PSSH was
intensive. Reactive robotics and subsumption architecture permitted identical action at
reduced computation, delivering mobile robots capable of real world, real time interaction.
According to Brooks, “the robotics community of the day generally accepted the PSSH as the
correct solution but viewed technology of the day as insufficient” (Brooks, 1990). Reactive
robotics and subsumption architecture enabled mobile robot performance to increase
dramatically, not as a result of a technology surge but due to a fundamental paradigm shift. If
we can advance robotics through a fundamental paradigm shift like reactive robotics and
subsumption architecture, then perhaps we can do so again through Self-Reliance and the
CARC architecture.

As a result of the success of reactive robotics, current robot research tends to focus on the
bottom up approach. Bottom up robotics deals with robot interaction between the robot, other
robots and the environment. Examples of bottom up robotics include robots that recharge at a
docking station (Warwick, 1997), Multiple sensor obstacle avoidance (Hitchings, et. al.,
1997), Collective box pushing (Kube, 1997), and teams of robots that erect Solar Photovoltaic
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tent arrays (Huntsberger, et. al., 2000),(Pirjanian, et. al., 2000). As the quantity of robots
increases the topic of Self-Organization becomes of increasing importance.

Typical topics for Self-Organization research include kinematics, vision, obstacle avoidance,
navigation, communication, cooperation, intelligence, learning, and task decomposition. The
focus of Self-Organization is a detailed view of “how” the task is done at a local scale, while
the focus of Self-Management is “who” is performing the work. Self-Management is
concerned with resource allocation and performance metrics at a global scale. There is
abundant research on Self-Organization with respect to cooperative autonomous mobile
robots (Agah & Bekey, 1996),(Huntsberger, et. al., 2000),(Pirjanian, et. al., 2000),(Warwick,
1997). Self-Organization defines the detail of how an individual task is to be accomplished. It
is fairly safe to suggest that some aspects of Self-Organization are well understood by the
robotics research community. If there are no other issues that inhibit mobile robotics, then
incremental improvements to Self-Organization, will inevitably lead to a prolific population
of self-evident mobile robots within human society. Within this thesis, it is argued that SelfOrganization is important to mobile robotics, but that it only forms part of the greater issue of
Self-Reliance.

This chapter describes a number of experiments, algorithms and protocols on SelfOrganization. The mobile robots that perform these experiments are based on Reasoning
Robotics, a variant of Reactive Robotics. Reasoning Robotics utilises an Event Driven
Architecture (EDA) (Jarvis, 1998) rather that a Stimulus Driven Architecture (SDA) (Brooks,
1990) common to Reactive Robotics. Enhanced mobile robot performance is demonstrated by
making minor modifications to environment made possible through a LSRC. These
modifications include obstacle clearing, navigation beacons, robot separation, and discreet
sites, etc. This chapter commences with algorithms that define an application instance, a
large-scale off-world habitat assembly. Experiments cover MDF’s and MDF positional errors,
Intersection Navigation with contingency for Multilane Intersections, a Radio Packet
Controller (RPC) algorithm, Active and Passive Beacons.

2. Habitat Assembly
This section is a description of a typical intended application of a LSRC. This example is a
large-scale off-world habitat assembly. The location and environmental hostility would inhibit
human labour and transported materials. It is envisaged that a LSRC under the Cooperative
Autonomous Robot Colony (CARC) architecture, could offer improvements to time and cost.
Use of a LSRC is appropriate for a Large-Scale application. Use of a team of robots is
appropriate for smaller-scale applications. The off-world environment was selected due to the
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remote and hostile nature, as these conditions amplify suitability as well as the requirement
for a LSRC.

The individual robots described in this work are autonomous and capable of SelfOrganization. This capability is enhanced by the highly routine tasks and structured nature of
the LSRC environment. The application described in this research is the automated
deployment of a large scale off-world human habitat for 10 to 50 personnel from site clearing
to radiation shielding. The LSRC does not need to perform all aspects of the construction
task, just enough to justify its usage. It is not the intention of this work to advocate a specific
habitat design, but to demonstrate LSRC capability.

The Space Agencies of both Japan and the United States plan to use robots for construction
purposes on the Moon and Mars with project timetables of 20 to 30 years (Robots Rising,
1998). Robots were selected due to the remote and hostile nature of the sites. It is probable
that a LSRC would be able to significantly improve upon these time estimates and
dramatically increase the scope of construction capability. A LSRC permits other options to
be considered such as increased use of local materials. This would reduce the need for
prefabricated structures and increase the potential for structure size, complexity and
functionality.

The sample application is an off-world habitat derived from Mars Society research
(Gaviraghi, 2002). The assembly process consists of terrain analysis, obstacle clearing,
foundation excavation, foundation laying, panel deployment and radiation shielding
deployment. The behaviour of the mobile robot is determined by a number of inputs
including, role, orders, capability, location, terrain, etc. The sequence of operations for each
locality must be followed. This process is derived from observations of social insects and is
called sematectonic stigmergy, a change in the behaviour of the insect as a result of
environmental change. Social insects utilize sematectonic stigmergy to construct vast and
complex multifunctional habitation.
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Figure 5-1: Wasp Nest: Figure 5-1 shows a partial nest that was constructed by wasps using the
simple rules of sematectonic stigmergy. The nest is a complex multilayered structure, 45cm length with
25 layers, 23cm diameter with cells of 2.75mm diameter.

Figure removed, please consult
print copy of the thesis held in
Griffith University Library

Figure 5-2: Astrohab: Figure 5-2 shows a design by Gaviraghi. This design can be assembled by a
small team of humans with minimal tools in an off world environment.
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Figure 5-3: Extended Astrohab Complex: Figure 5-3 derived from Gaviraghi’s concept, was used to
provide an instance for assembly algorithms. The much larger size and complexity would increase the
necessity to incorporate higher degrees of locally gathered and produced materials. Use of LSRC’s
would reduce exposure time to hostile environmental conditions for human crews.

2.1

Algorithm Summary

A number of algorithms are presented. These algorithms are organized so as to enable work
on the habitat to commence as quickly as possible and deployment of an optimal workforce of
diverse roles.
2.2

Clear Obstacles

Obstacles must be cleared at the Work Site and along the path between the Work Site and the
Operations Site. Obstacles that are not cleared will act as an impediment to the mobile robots,
reducing performance and potentially causing a deadlock event requiring human intervention.
The inspiration for permanent obstacle clearing comes from social insects that clear the area
around their nest entrance.
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Figure 5-4: Ant Nest: Figure 5-4 shows the entrance to a real world ant nest. The entrance has been
cleared of obstacles by the ants, enabling optimal movement in the location with the highest
concentration of mobile ants. The white circle indicates the zoomed area, shown in the second
photograph.

An obstacle clearing mobile robot performs an obstacle clearing behaviour when it is adjacent
to an obstacle and capable of interaction. Clearing follows a specific order of rough, elevation
and depression. Rough and elevation behaviours are possible when the bucket is empty and
depression when it contains material. This behaviour assumes that obstacles can be cleared by
appropriate autonomous action.
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Figure 5-5: Site Clearing Path: Figure 5-5 shows the optimal path, enabling excavation to commence
at the earliest possible time while ensuring that mobile robots have a safe return path. Nodes 1 through
N, are beacon locations that mark the boundaries of the Work Site. Initial excavation would commence
at node location 2 after the site clearing robot has completed the first cycle, from operations or node 0,
to nodes 1 through 4 and back to operations node 0.
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Figure 5-6: Clear Obstacle: Figure 5-6 is the algorithm that determines behaviour when an obstacle
clearing mobile robot encounters an obstacle. If the terrain is classed as rough obstacle, then it needs
to be smoothed until it is clear. If the terrain is elevation, then it needs to be reduced until rough or
clear. If the terrain is depression, then it needs to be filled until rough or clear. Obstacle clearing may
require several attempts by a number of obstacle clearing mobile robots.

2.3

Excavation

An excavation mobile robot performs excavation behaviour when it is adjacent to an
appropriate excavation site and capable of interaction. The excavation behaviour is habitat,
corridor or airlock, determined in accordance with the building plan and corresponding
location verified by navigation beacons.
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Figure 5-7: Excavate Site: Figure 5-7 is the algorithm that determines behaviour when an excavation
mobile robot encounters an excavation site. If the location is a habitat site, the robot performs
excavation based on a habitat pattern. If the location is a corridor site, the robot performs excavation
based on a corridor pattern. If the location is an airlock site, the robot performs excavation based on
an airlock pattern. Note that site orientation and existing work are factors to that affect behaviour.
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2.4

Foundations

A foundations mobile robot performs lay-foundation behaviour when it is adjacent to an
appropriate foundation site and capable of interaction. Laying foundations requires provision
of building materials. The foundation behaviour is habitat, corridor or airlock, determined by
existing excavation and corresponding building plan, where location is verified by navigation
beacons.
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Figure 5-8: Lay Foundations: Figure 5-8 is the algorithm that determines behaviour when a
foundation laying mobile robot encounters a foundation site. If the location is an excavated habitat
site, the robot performs foundation deployment based on a habitat pattern. If the location is an
excavated corridor site, the robot performs foundation deployment based on a corridor pattern. If the
location is an excavated airlock site, the robot performs foundation deployment based on an airlock
pattern. Note that site orientation and existing work are factors to that affect behaviour.

2.5

Deploy Panel

A panel deployment mobile robot performs a deploy panel behaviour when it is adjacent to an
appropriate deployment site. Deployment requires provision of building materials in the form
of prefabricated panels. The deployment behaviour is habitat, corridor or airlock, determined
by existing foundations and corresponding building plan, where location is verified by
navigation beacons.
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Figure 5-9: Panel Deployment: Figure 5-9 is the algorithm that determines behaviour when a panel
deployment mobile robot encounters a panel deployment site. If the location is a deployed foundation
habitat site, the robot performs panel assembly based on a habitat pattern. If the location is a
deployed foundation corridor site, the robot performs panel assembly based on a corridor pattern. If
the location is a deployed foundation airlock site, the robot performs panel assembly based on an
airlock pattern. Note that site orientation and existing work are factors to that affect behaviour.

2.6

Deploy Shielding

A shielding deployment mobile robot performs a deploy radiation shielding behaviour when it
is adjacent to an appropriate deployment site. Deployment requires provision of building
materials in the form of radiation shielding. This material could be manufactured on site. The
deployment behaviour is either habitat, corridor or airlock, determined by existing panels and
corresponding building plan, where location is verified by navigation beacon.
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Figure 5-10: Shield Deployment: Figure 5-10 is the algorithm that determines behaviour when a
shield deployment mobile robot encounters a shield deployment site. If the location is an assembled
habitat site, the robot performs shielding deployment based on a habitat pattern. If the location is an
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assembled corridor site, the robot performs shielding deployment based on a corridor pattern. If the
location is an assembled airlock site, the robot performs shielding deployment based on an airlock
pattern. Note that site orientation and existing work are factors to that affect behaviour.

2.7

Movement

If a mobile robot is not actively engaged in work, is capable of movement and the provision
to move does exist then the robot will move towards its goal otherwise it will remain resident.
The mobile robots utilize a memory MDF or Tabu List length [1] to accomplish movement
(White & Pagurek, 1998), (Unsal, 1993), (Kudo et. al., 1996). The navigation beacons serve
to direct the mobile robots towards their respective targets. Neither GPS nor Compass is used
in navigation as these may not be universally available. Navigation via MDF is not without
failure and there exist strategies to overcome most of these faults. MDF is explained within
Section 3 of this chapter.
2.8

Habitat Assembly Conclusion

Physical work on a major construction site is expensive, timely, with risk of injury. If this
work is relocated to off-world environments then it is reasonable to suggest that the issues are
amplified. Major construction required for off-world science stations and colonisation would
be difficult, expensive and could produce significant casualties. LSRC’s have the capability to
perform the difficult and economical work with reduced risk to humans. This section has
demonstrated the potential of LSRC’s to perform aspects of a large scale construction task,
including site clearing, excavation, panel deployment, and radiation shielding. LSRC’s do not
need to perform every aspect of the resource gathering and construction work, just enough to
be a useful and reliable tool. Historical precedent demonstrates that colonisation is restrained
by the capability for prolonged survival in an economical manner. The next section is a
description of MDF’s, a mechanism that enables large quantities of mobile robots to navigate.
The last section of this chapter is a hardware demonstration of sematectonic stigmergy, the
process by which mobile robots are able to behave in an appropriate manner at an appropriate
time. This is accomplished with minimal communication and environmental modification.

3. Migration Decision Functions
It has not been that long since the first autonomous mobile robot moved across a bare open
floor in real time, about 15 years (Brooks, 1990). Despite this success of reactive robotics,
there has been pressure to reassert the Physical Symbol Systems Hypothesis (PSSH).
Navigation and movement is an area where the PSSH approach has gained favor. The PSSH
advocates that the world is finite, knowable, and predictable (Brooks, 1991). It is expressed in
the form of exploration, mapping, path planning and absolute positioning. This approach is
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resource intensive and is extremely difficult to manage as population size or environmental
complexity increases. A LSRC has a significant population deployed in a dynamic
environment, therefore the PSSH approach is unsuitable and an alternative is sought. The
mobile robots must be capable of navigation between the various sites of the LSRC.

Social insects have several methods of navigation in the real world. Taxis being the attraction
or repulsion to stimuli, is a mechanism that is of interest. This capability allows the insects to
navigate in the area around the colony with a degree of certainty such that most of the colony
does not become lost. There are no maps or path plans, just simple rules. This section
demonstrates how these simple rules can be applied to mobile robots of a LSRC. Some issues
with this approach are revealed and potential solutions discussed.

This section examines MDF’s that enable mobile robots to travel to specific navigation
beacons while avoiding obstacles. Robots are denied global environmental knowledge and are
limited to information acquired by sensors, communication and programming. The objective
of this work is to identify a suitable strategy for mobile robot navigation that will form the
basis of the CARC architecture. While it is possible for mobile robots to navigate using
Classical Path Planning, there exist problems with path planning and real world environments
that are amplified as mobile robot populations increase. Given that this research is aimed at
large scale populations of mobile robots, an alternate solution was sought.

Within the framework of this research, interaction is demonstrated by implementation of a
multiple robot navigation simulation. The environment is modelled as dynamic in that it
changes over time and therefore path planning is not used. Global view of terrain is not
permitted and robots are only aware of information gathered by local sensors. Obstacle
detection range is limited and robots are able to detect the general distance and direction to
the goal.

Robots attempt to travel from a point of origin towards a navigation beacon goal using a MDF
while avoiding obstacles along their path. Obstacles include other robots and terrain;
elevation, depression and rough. Obstacles can be modified, added or deleted over time. The
results of various MDF’s such as standard, memory and random, are compared.

Navigation limitations occur such as oscillation, cycles or deadlocks and robots need to deal
with these situations. Possible solutions to MDF limitations such as timeout and cascade
return are discussed in the text that follows.
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3.1.1

Colony of Cooperative Autonomous Robots Concept

The LSRC addresses Self-Reliance, through Self-Sustainability, Self-Management and SelfOrganization. A LSRC is comprised of mobile and static robots. The robots are capable of
knowing only what they can detect with their sensors, what they are told through
communication and what they can deduce through programming. This information enables
the robots to respond in an appropriate manner to local conditions and the colony to respond
to global conditions. Appropriate information is a precondition that enables the colony to
adapt to a dynamic environment. It enables the colony to modify the software and hardware
of a robot to respond to new conditions. Adaptability enables increased productivity with
reduced resources.

Self-Organizing robots can interact in an appropriate manner using information that is
gathered by local sensors (Unsal, 1993). Therefore populations of autonomous robots are
capable of demonstrating self-organizing ability because members have sufficient capability
to enable coherent interaction with other cooperative autonomous robots and the environment.

The experiments associated with this research on navigation and movement, are based upon
Large Scale Resource Collection application. The mobile robots described in these
experiments are excavators and transports. When porting this concept from simulation to the
real world it would be necessary to design and construct modular earth moving equipment of
a scale approximately equivalent to skid-steer loaders. These are typically highly robust oneperson vehicles that have been used on landscaping and construction for about 40 years such
as those produced by the company Bobcat. If the equipment is smaller then it would have
difficulty in performing genuine work in human scaled sites and if it is larger then it has
greater cost and it is difficult to consider it expendable.

A large scale mining operation is an ideal application for a LSRC. Typical locations are
remote and hostile with difficult communications. The number of robots on site and their size
would make human maintenance and repair dirty, difficult, dangerous and with potential to be
less economical than an automated solution. This type of scenario demonstrates the usefulness
of the CARC architecture.

Scout robots locate concentrations of resources and summon excavators. Excavator robots
excavate resources at sites declared by scouts and summon transports. Transport robots
transport excavated material containing resources back to collection point. Maintenance
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robots remove obstacles and repair structures. Rescue robots locate and rescue damaged or
malfunctioning robots. Remote robots are controlled by a human system administrator.

Each excavator is a mobile robot that is equipped with a unique encoded navigation beacon
that enables other mobile robots, such as transports, to locate it. When an unloaded transport
is adjacent to an excavator then the excavator removes the resource from the excavation site
and deposits it in the waiting transport. When the transport is loaded, the excavator stops the
loading activity and the transport moves toward a Static Robot, a Resource Storage Structure
(RST). The transport is able to accomplish this because the RST is also equipped with a
unique encoded navigation beacon. Upon reaching the RST, the transport unloads its cargo
and this completes one behaviour cycle.

A colony consists of a number of static robots or structures that enable the mobile robots to
achieve greater sustainability, manageability and organization. There are infinite
configurations for location of these static robots but the configuration used in the experiments
consists of an objective site and an operations site. In this experiment the Operations Site was
included for consistency, while the mobile robots are required to move between the Objective
Site and the Work Site.
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Figure 5-11: Operations Site: Figure 5-11 shows a sample static robot layout of the Operations site
for the implementation of the proposed CARC architecture. The connecting arrows show the flow of
mobile robots and/or modules between the static robots. CARC is an open system capable of expelling
dysfunctional modules and accepting replacements from an external source. The Site Administration
Static Robot (SAS), does not pass or receive any mobile robots or modules.
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Figure 5-12: Objective Site: Figure 5-12 shows a generic sample static robot layout of the Objective
site for the implementation of the proposed CARC architecture.

Objective Site Static Robots
The Objective Site is an intermediate site between the Operations Site and the Work Site. The
Objective site is used as a collection point for resources, waste material, building materials,
specialist tools, navigation beacons and other assets. The static robots that compose the
objective site are:
•

WST-Reusable solid waste storage: The function of static robot Reusable solid waste
storage (WST) is to collect and dispense reusable waste, such as soil and rocks (regolith),
from mobile robots. The collected regolith could then be used to clear depression
obstacles or as a building material.

•

RST-Resource storage: If the application of the LSRC is resource collection, then the
function of static robot Resource storage (RST) is to collect and dispense resources, such
as ore, from mobile robots. The alternative function of the RST, given a construction
application, is a holding area for building materials, specialist tools, navigation beacons
and other assets.

3.1.2

Work Site

The work site is a location where the mobile robots are sent to engage in a specific task. A
LSRC will comprise of at least one and probably more work sites. A work site will, at times,
be vacant but normally will consist of one or more mobile robots. Mobile robots locate a work
site with the aid of one or more navigation beacons which may be located on scout robots or
exist as separate assets. Examples of typical tasks for mobile robots at work sites are listed
below. The option of Excavator and Transport Mobile Robots is used in the MDF
experiments.
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•

Scout and Excavator Mobile Robots: A scout robot is resident at a work site while waiting
for an excavator robot to arrive. When the excavator robot is in position the scout robot
departs.

•

Excavator and Transport Mobile Robots: An excavator robot is resident at a work site
while waiting for a transport robot to arrive. The excavator robot digs the material and
fills the transport robot. The transport robot is filled and then departs the work site.

•

Obstacle and Maintenance Mobile Robot: A maintenance robot empties a load of solid
fill into a depression obstacle in order to reduce the hazard. When the obstacle is cleared
or the load is emptied but the obstacle remains, the robot departs the work site.

•

Wall and Construction Mobile Robot: A construction robot assigned to wall completion
searches for and locates the unfinished section of a wall and resumes assembly. When the
wall section is completed or the robot expends wall construction assets, then the robot
departs the work site.

3.2

Migration Decision Function Strategies

When an organism moves in a particular direction as a response to external stimulus this is
called taxis. Positive and negative taxis occur when the stimulus attracts or repels respectively
(Kube, 1997). MDF systems of navigation are based upon the concept of taxis.

Unlike path planning, a MDF does not tell a robot how to travel to a location. Robot
knowledge is limited to current goal direction, current distance and a set of rules for dealing
with obstacles. This information is detectable by individual robots. Approximate goal
direction and distance are calculated using a beacon that transmits a unique signal and a
corresponding beacon detector upon the mobile robot. Robots do not acknowledge signals
broadcast by navigation beacons. Obstacles are detected using onboard sensors. The rules for
dealing with obstacles and the MDF strategy are contained within the robot logic. Three
options for MDF navigation were trialled in these experiments, Standard, Memory and
Random.

Standard MDF enables movement towards the beacon via the shortest current direction
provided that no obstacle is located in the desired direction of travel. If travel is obstructed
then the next shortest direction is selected by obstacle avoidance heuristic. Standard MDF has
no memory of previous position.

Memory MDF is similar to Standard MDF except that the last position of the robot is
remembered and the robot has reduced probability of returning to that location. This is
accomplished by adding a weighting to the previous position.
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Random MDF was included in these experiments to explore a theory that random travel in the
general direction of the beacon could produce better results under certain circumstances than
standard or memory MDF’s.
3.3

Migration Decision Function Experiment

The experimental environment is comprised of 1600 squares or potential locations for robots
and obstacles. Obstacles were generated at 0,5,10,15 & 20% densities. The obstacles
consisted of three generic terrain types, rough, elevation and depression. Modification to
obstacle density and position as well as interference from other mobile robots ensured that the
environment was dynamic. Each experiment consisted of an identical population of mobile
and static robots, four excavators, four transports and eleven static robots. Excavator mobile
robots and RST static robots emitted a navigation signal using encoded beacons. Transport
mobile robots were able to detect navigation beacons and calculate relative position using
signal direction and strength. Transport mobile robots were also able to detect obstacles in the
four adjacent squares.

Robots were initially deployed in obstacle free zones such that no obstacle was adjacent to or
in the same location as a static robot and no obstacle shared the same location as a mobile
robot. There were no other restrictions on placement and it was possible for obstacle barriers
to isolate an excavator robot from a transport robot such that no strategy would have enabled
success. This was permitted because terrain was consistent across all MDF strategies,
therefore no MDF strategy was permitted a terrain advantage.

In identical environments, three different MDF’s were tested; standard, memory and random.
Each transport mobile robot was required to navigate from a specific RST static robot to a
specific excavator robot and then back to the RST static robot. The complete round trip is one
cycle and time was allowed for one transport robot to complete 25 cycles in an obstacle free
environment using standard MDF. Four transport robots in each experiment attempting 25
cycles enabled a potential 100 cycles or 100%. This was then repeated over 20 iterations in
order to obtain average performance results.

While simulation has limitations it enables low cost rapid prototyping of concept solutions
and is the most appropriate experimental environment for LSRC research. This research
attempts to build systems that are capable of performing in the real world. This can be
achieved if simulations are consistent with intended real world applications. It is envisaged
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that physical experiments will be required to test some concepts before implementation is
possible.

Figure 5-13: MDF Experiments: Figure 5-13 shows the MDF experiment in progress. Yellow squares
at top centre are the Operations Site. Yellow squares in the centre are the Objective Site. Blue circles
in the corners represent the Work Site, indicated by the presence of an excavator. White circles
indicate transports in a cyclic movement pattern between the Objective and Work Sites. Red squares
indicate obstacles, of types rough, elevation and depression. Gray squares indicate clear terrain. Each
MDF option of Standard, Memory and Random was run over identical terrain patterns.

3.3.1

Experimental Results

Observation of experiments in progress demonstrated flaws specific to strategies such as
oscillation to standard MDF and cycle to memory MDF. Even random MDF had problems
when a terrain trap was encountered such that the robot would approach and back away
repeatedly. Robot performance with low obstacle densities demonstrated little difference
between standard and memory MDF’s with random MDF trailing behind. As obstacle density
increased it was noted that performance using standard MDF declined rapidly and
performance even dropped below random MDF. Random MDF had the slowest decline but
the initial difference between it and memory MDF could not be overcome by 20% obstacle
density. Memory MDF proved to be the most capable over all obstacle densities but it is
believed that performance can be improved by using various problem solution heuristics. The
minor variations between obstacle densities and MDF options had significant effect on
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performance. It follows that dysfunctional behaviour may be improved by minor variations to
the MDF strategy. The MDF Limitations and Solutions are explained in detail below.

Figure 5-14: MDF Performance Results: Figure 5-14 demonstrates the performance results of the
MDF experiments. Memory MDF is the overall best performer, starting at 100% and finishing at 65%.
Standard MDF begins well but deteriorates as obstacle density increases, starting at 100% and
finishing at 18%. Random MDF starts poorly but outperforms Standard MDF in heavy obstacle
density, but at no time does it outperform Memory MDF, starting at 70% and finishing at 30%. All
three strategies demonstrated a decrease in performance as obstacle density increased.

Migration Decision Function Related Limitations
The limitations associated with MDF’s are Oscillation, Cycle and Deadlock. These limitations
assume that the mobile robot is mechanically sound and performing as expected. A
malfunctioning robot can become quite lost.

Oscillation: The oscillation limitation is when repetitive motion occurs between two locations
and is common to the standard MDF algorithm.
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Figure 5-15: Oscillation: In figure 5-15, “B” and “C” represents the two positions of a transport
robot that is attempting to travel from “R” which is the Resource Storage Structure (RST) to “A”
which is the excavator robot. The path of the robot is blocked by obstacles and it oscillates between the
two positions “B” and “C”.

Cycle: The cycle limitation is characterised by obligatory repetitive cyclic motion over
multiple locations. This problem is common to the memory MDF algorithm.

Figure 5-16: Cycle: In figure 5-16 “B, C, D and E” represents the four positions of a transport robot
that is attempting to travel from “R” which is the Resource Storage Structure (RST) to “A” which is
the excavator robot. The path of the robot is blocked by obstacles and it cycles between positions “B,
C, D and E”.

Deadlock: The deadlock limitation is characterised by residency in a location such that the
robot is unable to move for prolonged periods. This problem is common to all algorithms
when obstacle density and/or robot density is high.
Migration Decision Function Solutions
There exist a number of solutions that will improve the current performance of MDF’s. These
solutions are Timeout, Cascade Return, Alternate Beacon, Alternate Course, Beacon Recall,
Distress Beacon and Environmental Modification.

Timeout: Timeout enables robots that are unable to reach their outbound destination to
attempt to return to a point of origin. Timeout is capable of providing a solution to some
oscillation and cycle problems. It involves starting a timer that is triggered if a robot takes too
long to reach the destination. The timer must allow reasonable time to reach the objective and
is reset upon arrival. If the timer is triggered then the robot will abandon its current mission
and return to Operations. Timeout is therefore only effective upon outbound robots. Timeout
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with shorter duration could be used to navigate local obstacles, such that the timer was started
when the robot first encountered the obstacle. Shorter duration timeout triggered off obstacles
would increase performance awareness for the mobile robot. The timer would be cleared
when the robot resumed its passage, once clear of the obstacle.

Figure 5-17: Timeout: In figure 5-17 “B” represent a transport robot that is attempting to travel from
“R” which is the Resource Storage Structure (RST) to “A” which is the excavator robot. The path of
the robot is blocked by obstacles and it changes its destination to “R” after the timeout threshold is
achieved. This strategy prevents the robot from being idle and becoming lost, enables the robot to
return and informs the colony that a path problem exists.

Cascade Return: Cascade Return enables robots that have achieved timeout threshold and are
trapped by other robots and therefore deadlocked, to issue an obligatory command that
enables them to return. Cascade Return is identical to timeout but it has one distinct
advantage, it empowers the robot that has reached the timeout threshold to order other robots
to also timeout. Both timeout and cascade return should be used in conjunction with logs to
record the inability of robots to reach goals. If sufficient robots are unable to achieve the
objective then a new solution or a new objective should be selected.

Figure 5-18: Cascade Return: In figure 5-18 “B, C and D” represent three individual transport
robots that are attempting to travel from “R” which is the Resource Storage Structure (RST) to “A”
which is the excavator robot. The path of the robots is blocked by obstacles and robot “B” has
achieved a timeout but is unable to return because it is blocked by robots “C” and “D”. Robot “B”
informs robot “C” that it is trapped and this triggers a timeout in robot “C” which enables robot “B”
to return to the “RST”. Robot “D” receives no message to return and will remain trapped until it also
achieves a timeout. Note that robots will not cause a cascade return in other robots unless they have
achieved a timeout and are unable to move due to the obstruction of another robot.
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Alternate Beacons: Alternate beacons allow a robot to target an auxiliary beacon if it is unable
to find its way to the original beacon. This can sometimes enable a robot to return to base
using a different approach that avoids the current navigation problem.
Alternate Course: Alternate course permits a robot to achieve its goal using a non-direct
approach. This is particularly useful when a large and/or complex obstacle is positioned
directly between the robot and the desired goal. This is achievable because a robot is aware of
the direction and strength of a beacon signal and therefore relative robot position. The
temptation here is to plot a complex course but this approach is fraught with the perils of path
planning in a dynamic environment. Alternate course may provide a solution to the
limitations of oscillation and cycle.

Beacon Recall: If attempts to achieve a beacon have repeatedly failed then it may be prudent
to assume that the beacon is too difficult to reach at this time and recall the beacon. A more
achievable position may be found or the situation may improve at a later time as the
environment is modified.

Distress Beacon: If a robot cannot return to base then one solution is to power down and
conserve energy. The missing robot will be noticed in the colony logs. Its last mission and
probable location will be known. Each robot should be fitted with an emergency distress
beacon. In a worst case scenario a remote control rescue robot can locate and retrieve the lost
robot. Even if the emergency rescue beacon fails to function there is still a good chance that a
roving rescue robot will detect, identify and recover the lost robot.

Environmental Modification: As previously stated in the section on Habitat Assembly,
LSRC’s will modify the environment. Environmental Modification will decrease the quantity
and severity of obstacles in the environment within proximity to the LSRC. The MDF
experiments have demonstrated that obstacle reduction will increase the probability of mobile
robots reaching their destination and increase the performance by decreasing the path.
Environmental Modification is therefore highly desirable for long term or large scale
applications.

In the real world there is no way to guarantee that a robot will reach an objective or return to
operations. From time to time, robots will become lost and only some will be recovered. If the
navigation solutions can be of sufficient quality then losses can be reduced to an acceptable
level such that performance of the LSRC is economical. When the cost of robot recovery
exceeds the value of the robot, then it may be advisable to abandon the robot.
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3.3.2

Positional Errors

As a robot moves through terrain there will exist disparities between actual and presumed
positions. The classical solution to this problem is to have multiple robots constantly
triangulate the position of the mobile robot and correct any deviation. This solution is
resource intensive with constant sensing and communication. The exact position of a mobile
robot is only relevant when the location is a position of interest. Positions of interest are
identified with either static or mobile robots that act to correct navigation errors. As MDF
strategy is not overly concerned with map making and path planning, exact position is
relevant only when the robot is in a position of interest. The CARC Guidelines embodies the
concept that irrelevant capabilities should not be over resourced. In keeping with this
philosophy a low resource solution to navigation errors was devised.

A transmitted signal from the beacon gives an approximate distance via formulae and
direction. Two samples of beacon signal combined with short range dead reckoning provide
approximate position relative to the beacon. Three samples of beacon signal enable relative
position to be known even when the signal is unreliable. This theory was modelled to
determine if it were plausible with surprising good results. When the sample was increased
beyond three, the ability of the robot to determine position decreased. This navigation
solution did not require any form of communication and was accomplished with a single
mobile robot and a single beacon. This system is therefore capable of a determination of
significant deviation between desired and actual positions.
3.3.3

Path Planning

Each time a robot moves, the position of the robot becomes less certain. Shaft encoders
provide positional information that is progressively inaccurate and Memory MDF was
therefore restricted to the last know position. This approach is based of the notion of low
discrepancies in relative position. Lists of greater length contained progressively greater
positional errors and were unreliable. Robots using path planning systems are prone to minor
errors that cascade into major navigation problems resulting in the robot becoming lost. The
classical approach to resolving this problem is to triangulate the robot position but this
requires considerable additional hardware and increased communication.

Thornton describes path planning as similar to MDF’s with a number of correlations. Path
planning is advocated as being a more appropriate mechanism of robot navigation and will
yield superior results to MDF systems. The only extra requirement for path planning is a
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minor increase in memory to enable Tabu Search Length (>1) (Thornton, 2003). The
correlations between MDF and Path Planning are listed below.

Correlations
MDF

Path Planning

Standard MDF

Greedy

Random MDF

Walksat

Memory MDF

Tabu Search Length (1)

Timeout

Restart

Cascade Return

Cooperative Intervening

Alternate Course

Zero Cost Move

(Thornton, 2003)

Thornton is correct in the identification of similarities between path planning and MDF’s.
This is due to the fact that both approaches are moving agents between two positions. The
MDF solutions and issues presented in this research specifically address a Large Scale Robot
Colony (LSRC) environment with multiple hardware robots in dynamic environments, and
this can be viewed as an intersecting set of path planning. There exist new issues that are not
considered in the domain of Path Planning.

Thornton stated that a Pheromone trail is identical to Tabu Search Length (>1) (Thornton,
2003). However, there exists disparity between Tabu Search Length (>1) and Pheromone
trails. A pheromone trail is an example of stigmergy, a physical deposit placed in the
environment by a social insect that induces taxis behaviour within other colony members. It
can also be used by the original insect to backtrack along a course. A Tabu Search Length
(>1) is used to create a local map of the environment and may not be use by other society
members without map transmission. A Tabu Search Length (>1) is not a physical deposit
within the environment. Any correlation between a perceived and actual location is subject to
incremental errors due to robot motion and purely coincidental. Therefore each motion of the
robot or increment of time, will decrease the value of a map.

There exists sufficient disparity between MDF’s for LSRC and Path Planning. The disparity
is such that the generic optimal solution for path planning will, in all probability not be the
optimal solution for MDF’s of LSRC’s. As the quantity of mobile robots and obstacles
increases, this increases the complexity of the environment and diminishes the optimality of
the path planning solution. The complexity of MDF remains low despite vast increases in
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population. Self-Reliant LSRC’s are an emerging technology, hence the need for guidelines
such as the CARC architecture.
3.4

Migration Decision Function Conclusion

This work provides a foundation for future research on MDF’s within LSRC’s. Memory MDF
has been identified as the current best MDF strategy. Various MDF limitations have been
identified such as oscillation, cycle and deadlock. Appropriate solutions have been proposed
such as timeout, cascade return, alternate beacons, alternate course, beacon recall, distress
beacons and environmental modification. A limitation of this work is that a guaranteed
solution that always enables robots to achieve a beacon in a dynamic environment has not
been identified. This work can be extended by identification of more MDF limitations and
solutions and by identification of more and/or better MDF strategies. While it is self-evident,
it is worth stating that in all cases, increased obstacle density, decreased performance. Given
that mobile robots are obstacles to other mobile robots, increasing population size will also
decrease individual robot performance. This finding adds weight to the argument of
maintaining a near optimal population of mobile robots. One way to reduce the effect of
robots being obstacles to each other is through separation techniques, such that robots avoid
entering obstacle detection range of other robots unless necessary. Separation is demonstrated
in the next section on Intersection Navigation.

4. Intersection Navigation
This section deals with cooperative robots and their real world implementation which is
derived from a case study. This particular problem is relevant to LSRC’s because it
demonstrates interaction, cooperation, communication and perhaps most importantly,
stigmergy. Mobile robots are demonstrated following complicated instructions in the real
world and modify their behaviour based upon environmental clues, beacons and signals. The
experiment verifies the desired behaviour of two intelligent robots approaching an
unsignalised intersection. The scenario for the task decomposition of their motion uses a
cooperative protocol. Communication is achieved by the use of a Radio Packet Controller
(RPC) algorithm. The environment is semi-controlled with passive beacons, ie.(indicators)
which activate event driven behaviours by providing stimulation for the robots’ sensors.
These event driven behaviours include altering the state of active beacons which enables the
robots to communicate. This experiment demonstrates the complexity involved with the real
world. The attempt to solve the problem encouraged a minimalist solution that would function
reliably in real time. Therefore, research is aimed at integrating hardware, software and
environment into a single functioning package which guarantees the veracity of derived
conclusions.
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People have certain expectations of the world and these preconceived notions tend to be true
most of the time. The typical person wakes to the sound of an alarm clock, goes into a kitchen
to make breakfast, commutes to work in peak hour traffic, etc. When turning on a hot water
tap it is normal to expect to receive hot water. Active human lives are signposted by beacons
which assist people to successfully adjust behaviour to maintain the harmony of society.

There are so many beacons within society that people have learned to filter them out of
conscious thought processes and relegate them to the reactive part of the mind. Take any
person from a major city and place them in a foreign city where they have never been and
cannot speak the language, then they would become aware of how much information they are
no longer able to gather from their environment. A simple task like catching public transport
becomes a major issue even if the person is skilled at this task in their native city (Lightfoot,
1997).

It is reasonable to suggest that people live in a dynamic environment which is somewhere in
between order and chaos where information is gathered from passive and active beacons.
Passive beacons are signs or devices which do not change such as road markings which
indicate lane options, or stop and give way signs which request certain traffic behaviours.
Active beacons have altered states such as traffic lights which can request several different
behaviour options for given intervals of time. Within the framework of this research the radio
transmitter is considered an active beacon and the white line as a passive beacon.

To achieve the goal of having intelligent robots operate within a LSRC, these robots must be
able to interact with beacons. Current beacons which are designed for human interaction pose
a challenging problem for robots. It is therefore quite reasonable to modify current beacons or
create new ones that enable interaction by intelligent machines. What must be achieved is a
method of making minimal modifications to the real world which will enable intelligent
robots to operate as useful members of a LSRC.

This research addresses the specific problem of intelligent robots crossing an intersection.
Any solution to the intersection problem must permit the robots to pass through the
intersection without collision. Robots must be able to identify the intersection and know if the
intersection is blocked or clear. The solution should be real world and operate in real time.
This solution uses a cooperative protocol and active and passive beacons which activate event
driven behaviours by providing stimulation for the robots’ sensors. The concept of a
minimalist view to robot design and beacon selection is introduced.
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Figure removed, please consult
print copy of the thesis held in
Griffith University Library

Figure 5-19: Cooperative Robots: The robots shown in Figure 5-19 are autonomous mobile robots
which carry their own power source and on-board processor, a pic 16c74.

These robots were

constructed by the Intelligent Control Systems Laboratory. A detailed description of these robots and
their components is available in (Hitchings et. al., 1997).

4.1

Experimental Environment

Two intelligent robots which approach and cross an intersection such that they do not collide
were constructed. Real world resource issues like power, weight, size, movement, position,
communication and beacons were resolved.
4.1.1

The Intersection

An intersection is composed of a number of roads in a particular pattern which meet at a
certain location. For example, it is possible to have three roads which meet in a “Y” or a “T”
pattern. It is possible to have three to “N” roads which meet in any one of a number of
different configurations. As the number of variables is increased a combinatorial explosion of
possibilities is created.

Figure 5-20: Unsignalised Intersection: In Figure 5-20, an intelligent robot #1 is crossing the
unsignalised intersection while robot #2 waits at the stop line. Both of the robots are driving in the left
lane. The stop lines are passive beacons which activate event driven behaviours. In all cases the robots
reach the stop line prior to reaching the clear line.
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An unsignalised intersection is defined by the Queensland Department of Transport as an
intersection where traffic flow is not governed by traffic lights, stop or give way signs. A two
lane, four road, unsignalised intersection was selected for these experiments. Each road
contains two lanes where the direction of traffic flow is opposite in each lane. It does not
make any difference if robots drive on the left or right side of the road provided that it is
consistent. The road lanes will be non-white in colour and will be marked with one white strip
prior to the intersection and another some distance after the intersection. The white strips act
as passive navigation beacons because they do not change state.

The first white strip indicates the position where the robot should stop prior to the intersection
and is referred to as the stop line. This should be placed such that the robot that gives way,
will not interfere with the robot crossing the intersection. The second white strip referred to as
the clear line, indicates the position where the robot crossing the intersection, is clear of the
intersection such that it will not obstruct the next robot to cross.

The white strips are detected by means of a standard IR emitter and detector pair. The IR
sensor will detect two state changes as it passes over a strip of white tape on a non-white
surface. A counter is calculated from this state change to determine the current location of the
intelligent robot with regards to the intersection. The IR line detection unit is positioned on
the front underside of the robot.
4.1.2

Radio Communication

Communication between the robots is achieved by dual channel UHF radio signals. The
transmitter is an example of an active beacon because it is capable of multiple states. Each
robot carries a transmitter and receiver which are encoded to enable multiple signal
transmission on a single frequency. The signal consists of a sinusoidal carrier wave which is
modulated with a robot identification code and a channel identification as shown in figure 521. This enables each robot to transmit two distinct signals. The signals are transmitted in
conjunction with specific events. The signal is pulsed and several adjacent pulses enable an
interrupt to be generated.

The signal has sufficient range so that robots which are in jeopardy of collision can
communicate this situation and cross the intersection in safety. The range of the signal must
not be greater than the area adjacent to the intersection otherwise robots at some other
intersection will detect the signal with hazardous results. This situation could be avoided if
the intersection were marked with a personal identification beacon or if envelope detection
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were used to measure the strength of the signal. However a signal which is more powerful
than required is still a violation of CARC architecture guidelines.

Figure 5-21: Radio Signal Packet Options: In Figure 5-21, the two radio signal packet options
available to each robot are shown. Each packet consists of a Code and a Channel signal which is
modulated with a sinusoidal carrier wave. The signal to be transmitted is determined by internal robot
logic, in the form of an intersection crossing protocol.

4.1.3

Implementation Strategies

From a logical point of view, the robots used are equal in status and can cross the intersection
using the same priority as their arrival time. The robot that arrives at the stop line first will
determine if the intersection is clear. If it determines that the intersection is clear it will
transmit its intention to proceed. It will proceed across and when it has cleared the
intersection it will transmit this information. Should the other robot arrive at the stop line after
the stop signal and prior to the clear signal then it will stop and wait for the clear signal before
proceeding. The transmission of stop or clear signals is determined by the recent presence of
the stop or clear lines respectively. If two robots arrive at the intersection at exactly the same
time, a deadlock scenario, then this particular solution will fail. If two robots are not on a
collision course then this solution will waste time. Both of these conditions are areas of future
work.
4.1.4

Experiment Performed for Intersection Navigation

The purpose of the experiment is to verify the correctness of the protocol. The results were
derived by monitoring the motion and electronic display of two physical robots crossing an
intersection. Equipment and Logic Testing: A number of preliminary tests were performed to
validate the functioning of hardware and basic logic. The hardware testing included the line
sensors and radio communication equipment. The logic testing examined the values of
variables LINE_SEN and OTHER.
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LINE_SEN can have one of two values for a given interval, 00 or FF. These values are
hexadecimal and are used to represent False or True respectively. The boolean values answer
the question, “Is it true that the last line detected was the stop line?” Each robot will initialise
with a value of False or 00 prior to the stop line. Upon reaching the stop line the value will
change to True or FF and will remain so until the robot reaches the clear line. Upon reaching
the clear line LINE_SEN will revert to False or 00 and will remain at this value.

OTHER can have one of two values for a given interval, 00 or FF. These values also represent
False or True respectively. They answer the question, “Is it true that the other robot is
blocking the intersection?” Each robot will initialise with a value of 00 prior to the stop line
and will retain this value for the duration of the experiment. This value can be modified by a
signal from the other robot.

Experiment performed: Each robot navigates the intersection and displays the value of the
variable OTHER. Robot 2 reaches the stop line while robot 1 is blocking the intersection and
then after robot 1 has reached the clear line. The course of robot 1 is perpendicular to that of
robot 2 thus a collision is possible if the intersection is blocked in the first instance.

Method: Robots are tested together because communication and protocol are being evaluated.
Robots are positioned prior to entering the intersection and then activated. Each robot then
navigates the intersection in turn.

Expected results: If one robot reaches the stop line after the other robot has reached the stop
line and before it has reached the clear line then it will stop and wait until the intersection is
clear before proceeding.

Results: The robots demonstrated that the protocol functioned correctly and navigation of an
unsignalised intersection was possible using this concept.
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Unsignalised Intersection Results
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Figure 5-22: Unsignalised Intersection Results: Figure 5-22, shows the results of the Unsignalised
Intersection Experiments. There are 18 manoeuvres, each of which was tested 5 times for a total of 90
experimental runs. The results demonstrated that the robots were able to cross the intersection most of
the time, 95.96% without risk of collision.

4.1.5

Multilane Intersection Protocol

A Multilane Intersection is an example of a complex environment comprised of ontologically
definable features. A Multilane Intersection Protocol (MIP) that enables navigation by
autonomous mobile robots was developed and is presented within this work. Obviously this is
a more challenging problem but the predefined nature of a road makes a solution possible.
The protocol is capable of dealing with 3, 4 or 5 way intersection configurations with up to
six lanes per road. Redundant checkpoints are ignored with turns of zero degrees and/or
distances of zero meters. This additional work covers issues of lane residency, migration,
identification, appropriateness, road rules, exit locations, intersection entry and exit angles. A
LSRC is a complex environment with ontologically definable features. Many of the
behaviours of the LSRC can be predetermined by similar protocols.
4.1.6

Radio Packet Controller Protocol

A Radio Packet Controller Protocol (RPCP) provides a mechanism that enables mobile robots
to resolve interaction rules, in this specific example multiple deadlocked robots. The current
solution uses unique identification numbers but it is possible to resolve deadlocks with pure
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traffic rules. A pure traffic rule solution while more complex may yield a more optimal result.
A LSRC will sometimes require communication capability that exceeds the presence or
absence of a signal. When such communication capability is required, a PRCP can be
implemented.
4.1.7

IR Beacon Protocol

An IR Beacon Protocol (IRBP) enables ontological environmental information to be provided
to mobile robots via local sources. Using the intersection as an example, this information may
describe shape, road quantify and lane configuration. Using this information a mobile robot
can be provided with detailed local knowledge of complex environments. A LSRC will
require active beacons that are capable of changing state and transmitting environmental
information. The IRBP serves as a guide to implementing this capability. This is an example
of stigmergy, such that dealing with environmental complexity is off-loaded from the robot,
thus keeping the robot design simple.
4.2

Intersection Conclusion

If two robots can cross an intersection without collision then they can perform other tasks,
such as carry a pipe, dig a hole, etc. If the robots can perform all of the atomic tasks of a
complex task, then it follows that they can perform the complex task, such as erecting a
habitat or harvesting resources. If there are parts of the complex task where a robotic solution
is not possible or not efficient, then some level of human intervention may be required.
Crossing an intersection is an example problem of cooperation. If robot separation techniques
can be used instead of obstacle avoidance, then robot cooperation can be enhanced. Keeping
mobile robots apart when they do not need to be together can improve their individual
performance and the overall LSRC performance.

Two intelligent mobile robots performing in the real world have been developed which
approach and cross an intersection without collision. Guidelines of the CARC architecture
were tested including Reasoning Artificial Intelligence, Passive Beacons, and Hardware
Minimisation. Event driven behaviours and passive beacons proved to be a workable
combination which permitted a solution.

The solution enabled the robots to pass each other at a range which is just greater than their
maximum detection range. This ensured that one robot did not interfere with the other while
providing the most rapid solution with one exception. A situation which has not yet been
optimised is one when the robots approach each other such that a collision will not eventuate.
The example which comes to mind is the head-on situation where both robots are on a parallel
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course or turning away from each other. In these situations the second robot to arrive at the
intersection waits for the first robot to clear the intersection before it proceeds which is quite
unnecessary. If the robots could be made aware of the course of the other robot and the
intersection structure then two robots could simultaneously enter the intersection in relative
safety.

If the radio signal transmissions employed on the robots are not reliable then this solution will
fail. This could be corrected with a more robust protocol which uses a system of
acknowledgments. This would enable a full data packet transmission system which would be
more than adequate for coping with simultaneous arrival at intersections and lost signals. The
information about the type of intersection which the robot is approaching could be encoded
into a beacon prior to intersection and this would enable the robot to make correct decisions
about approach speed and direction of travel. The upgrading of equipment, enhanced protocol
and deadlock elimination is seen as the greatest potential for future work and improvement.
Another area of improvement is to include different configurations of intersections and
roundabouts.

If an optimal type of beacon became unusable due to weather or climatic conditions then an
auxiliary type of beacon should be available. Standards should be established which would
facilitate this idea so that a LSRC does not become cluttered by unnecessary options. The
final method for selecting beacon standards would probably rely upon experimentation and
climatic on-site field testing while some initial work could be accomplished with simulation.
4.3

Related Work

In the late 1980’s and early 1990’s, a fundamental paradigm shift occurred within the field of
Artificial Intelligence. This new direction was based on insect behaviour and gave rise to
reactive robotics and subsumption architecture. This new approach embraced the philosophy
of many replaceable robots (Brooks, 1990), (Brooks, 1991).

Having many robots working on tasks is useful, but it is better if these robots are capable of
cooperation. There are many interpretations as to what constitutes cooperation and definitions
include coordinated cooperation based upon explicit communication down to incidental
cooperation where robots assist one another even though they lack communication and are
performing different tasks. Much of this work is initially performed in simulation (Kube &
Zhang, 1992).
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The problem of having intelligent robots navigate an intersection without collision has been
investigated and there are a number of possible solutions based upon the intersection and the
equipment available. Even difficult issues such as deadlock resolution have been addressed
(Rausch & Levi, 1995). There are similar situations to intersections such as narrow bridges
which rely upon related strategies. Building robotic platforms which are capable of surviving
in the real world is seen as one of the key issues in robotics (Yuta & Nagatani, 1996).

5. Conclusion
Addressing the issues of Self-Reliance is perceived as fundamentally important to advancing
the state of the art in mobile robotics. This chapter has explored different aspects of SelfOrganization that are relevant to Self-Reliance. The section on Habitat Assembly examined
an overview of a LSRC application. The section on MDF’s examined the mechanics of
navigation and movement within the context of a LSRC situated within a dynamic
environment. The section on Intersection Navigation, demonstrated hardware robots
cooperating in the real world to achieve robot separation, and using an event driven protocol
and stigmergy to off-load complexity. The different views of typical LSRC operation were
examined to validate and enhance the guidelines of the CARC architecture.

It has only been 15 years since reactive robotics and considerable progress has been made
through the strategy of incremental improvement. But it is through identification of the
strengths and limitations of mobile robot technology that significant progress will be made in
the future. This approach ensures that the robots will be applied to appropriate applications.
Mobile robot technology is still in its infancy and has a long way to advance. It is comparable
to aircraft technology 15 years after the first flight by the Wright brothers. The technology is
not yet useful, productive and self-evident, such that the average person in their daily life does
not pass mobiles robots performing tasks that are dirty, dull or dangerous.

6. Self-Organization Guidelines
This section takes the existing guidelines from the literature review and submits them to a
process of verification and enhancement based upon the Self-Organization experimentation.
The resulting guidelines then form part of the CARC architecture. The CARC guidelines are
necessary to provide a coherent solution to the issues of mobile robot Self-Reliance.

Experiments cover MDF’s and MDF positional errors, Intersection Navigation with
contingency for Multilane Intersections, a Radio Packet Controller (RPC) algorithm, Active
and Passive Beacons.
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Self-Organization
•

Applications should be selected on the basis of highly routine tasks within environments
that are semi-structured and highly organised.

Robots are suited to tasks which are highly routine and repetitive. Robots operate best in
environments that are highly structured. The combination of routine tasks and structured
environment increases performance predictability, local and global utility, and reduces
potential failure.
•

Applications should be Large Scale, useful and economical such as Construction or
Resource Gathering.

A LSRC represents a considerable investment. A commensurate return should be expected
from that investment. LSRC’s may be used for small scale or uneconomical applications if
there is an increase in human quality or probability of life.
•

Applications should be organized with Algorithms that incorporate stigmergy to off-load
complexity where appropriate.

Stigmergy is a mechanism for offloading complexity from the mobile robot into the
environment. Active or passive beacons are an example of using stigmergy.
•

Mobile robots should work in proximity to each other and to the Static robots as this will
enhance cooperation and communication.

A team of robots can cooperate to achieve more significant tasks. For this cooperation to be
effective, team members must work in proximity. The synergy of static and mobile robots
enables even more significant tasks. Near field communication is enabled by robots working
in proximity.
•

Navigation should be achieved through a system of taxis and simplified waypoint maps.
This may be implemented with a Memory Migration Decision Function (MDF).

Navigation by taxis is an effective means of moving a large quantity of robots in a dynamic
real time environment. Memory MDF was demonstrated as the most effective mechanism.
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The Memory MDF system is simple, reliable, and low cost. The alternative of a path planning
solution is not desirable for LSRC due to lack of global observation, high communication
cost, high computation, and real time requirements.
•

Migration Decision Function (MDF) limitations have been identified such as oscillation,
cycle and deadlock.

Proposed solutions should be implemented such as timeout, cascade return, alternate beacons,
alternate course, beacon recall, distress beacons and environmental modification.
•

Migration Decision Function (MDF) position errors should be corrected with Consensus
Positioning, a sample taken over 3 intervals.

Experiments demonstrated that taking less than 3 samples proved to be ineffective while
taking more produced less reliable results. A solution that took and compared 3 samples was
sufficient to determine position.
•

The placement of discrete sites should be the minimum distance such that robot
separation is achieved.

Robots are mutual obstacles that reduce each others performance. Robots can come together
to cooperate out of necessity. When cooperation is not required robots should be separated.
Obstacle avoidance is the last resort in robot separation. Prior to obstacle avoidance, robot
separation can be used and that can be achieved with discrete sites.
•

The environment should be modified to improve robot performance.

Modification of the environment will make it more structured. The robots will be able to cope
better with such an environment as complexity will be reduced. Robot actions will be more
routine.
•

Navigation beacons should be deployed to assist mobile robots.

Navigation beacons will enable the mobile robots to implement a taxis driven migration
decision function. This will reduce the necessity for path planning and provide the robots with
known landmarks.
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•

Relevant obstacles in the environment should be cleared to improve mobile robot utility.

Each obstacle in the environment will reduce mobile robot performance. Given that a mobile
robot may pass the same obstacle several times and there are many mobile robots it makes
sense to reduce obstacles. The effort involved in reducing the obstacle will be repaid in
increased performance of each robot.
•

Robots should use a variant of Reactive Artificial Intelligence, such as Reasoning
Artificial Intelligence enabling Event Driven decision making.

Reactive robots are capable of real world and real time operations. Reasoning robotics which
is a slight variation of reactive robotics is more useful for cooperative robotics.
•

Mobile robots should not be equipped with hardware that exceeds their requirements.

Excess hardware adds complexity and weight to the mobile robot, increasing failure potential
and reducing the utility of work performed.
•

Mobile Robot environmental information and sensory range should be minimised such
that the robots are limited to required information.

Excess environmental information and sensory range provide the mobile robot with
information that is not of immediate relevance. By the time the information is relevant, it may
well have changed in a dynamic environment. It therefore adds complexity while serving little
purpose.
•

Communication should be minimised and consist of hybrid implicit and message passing
or near field system with an ontology of finite states.

Excess communication increases robot hardware and power requirements. The quantity of
communication should be limited to that which the robots need to know. The mechanism of
communication does not need to be an immediate system of broadcast and acknowledgement
as this increases oscillation and reduces system stability. Implicit communication and near
field message passing are sufficient to enable reliable communication that will enable relevant
information to be disseminated.
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•

Radio packet controllers or similar technology can be implemented to deal with
complicated communication requirements.

If communication is resolved with ontological terminology then the communication hardware
can be quite simple. A radio packet controller is one technology that is sufficient to relay
ontological information in the form of a number.
•

Complicated environmental situations can be managed with resolved with predefined
protocols provided that they ontologically definable.

Where possible the semi-structured environment of a LSRC can be defined with ontological
terminology. Protocols of behaviour can then be devised to simplify the control.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion

1. Introduction
The aim of the robotics community is to extend the application of robot technology so that the
robots become more useful, productive, and economical. This implies that the robots will
have increased autonomy and become more self-reliant. Self-Reliance has therefore become
recognized as an issue of greater significance (Colombano, 2004),(Gustafson & Gustafson,
2004),(Huntsberger, 2004),(Park, et. al., 2004),(Pollack, 2004).

This research takes a holistic approach to address the problem of extending the application
domain. This holistic approach is applied to the issue of Self-Reliance. Decomposition was
used as the mechanism to allow a reduction of the complexity of the issue of Self-Reliance.
The issue of Self-Reliance is decomposed into Self-Sustainability, Self-Management and
Self-Organization. The problem is compounded by issues that exist across multiple
components such as communication. There are issues where an optimal solution for one
component has a negative impact on another component resulting in a sub-optimal overall
solution. Having decomposed the problem for understanding, problem resolution requires a
strategy of simultaneous solution. The challenge is to develop a simultaneous solution that
approaches optimality. The solution developed by this research is the Cooperative
Autonomous Robot Colony (CARC) architecture. CARC architecture consists of guidelines,
functional architecture, algorithms, and mathematical projections. CARC architecture and its
justification, is presented throughout this thesis document.

Economy of scale was noted to be significant when addressing the issue of Self-Reliance.
Solutions to issues became more practical as resources were scaled up. An example is the
investment into sustainability, with numerous static robots providing a base of operations for
the mobile robots. As the quantity of mobile robots increases, the investment into a base of
operations is more justifiable. A Man in the Loop (MITL) solution to Self-Management has
greater benefit as the population of mobile robots increases. Maintaining the optimal mobile
robot deployment quantity improves robot utility by addressing idle and residency time,
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which is a Self-Organization issue. The benefits of economy of scale directed this research
towards Large Scale Robot Colonies (LSRC).

It was postulated that competition and lack of coherence between optimal solutions for subcomponent issues would result in a sub-optimal overall solution for Self-Reliance. Also,
optimal solutions for individual or small teams of robots would no longer be optimal for
LSRC’s. A review of the literature was undertaken with a view to identification of the
conditions under which mobile robots might excel. From this review, a set of design
guidelines was established and refined. The design guidelines were used to develop the
CARC architecture. The guidelines were enhanced through experimentation, to test new
concepts and examine the interaction with other concepts. From the results of the literature
review and the experiments, we are confident that the architecture, based on the guidelines,
has enhanced the potential to provide a near optimal solution to the problem of Self-Reliance
for cooperative mobile robots.

An equation to predict the overall performance of the colony in real world environments is
highly desirable. Such an equation is difficult to create and of limited value, given the vast
number of variables and their lack of independence. The equation variables include the
application, algorithms, assets, environment, quantity and deployment of robots. The
application will consist of a number of objectives which are accomplished according to a
temporal sequence. The algorithms include the individual solutions to sub-problems and the
interaction of these solutions. Assets are the resources supplied to the colony to achieve its
mission. Environmental variables include terrain and weather. These variables have cascading
effects and correlation between prediction of overall performance and actual performance is
purely coincidental. The complexity of accurate prediction of the future state of the colony is
difficult to deliver in a timely manner. It is therefore better to define an empirical equation
based upon current and past results and to incrementally converge upon a solution. CARC
architecture uses convergence rather than prediction to achieve results and objectives.

The objective of Self-Sustainability is to increase the operational life of robots and to enable
them to continue to operate despite disabling events. Operational life is extended through
maintenance. Disabling events are managed through robot recovery, fault identification and
rectification. The objective of Self-Management is to organize the robots into Task Forces.
Task Forces organization includes creation, membership, reallocation, retirement and
monitoring. Therefore Self-Management does not define the detail of task achievement but
the allocation of LSRC resources. The objective of Self-Organization is to define the detailed
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operations of the Task Forces and their individual member robots. Self-Organization details
the interaction between robots, environment and task objectives.

We can formulate an Empirical Equation for Self-Reliance based upon the components
addressed earlier.
SR = (SS(ss1,ss2,ss3,…,ssn) + SM(sm1,sm2,sm3,…,smn) + SO(so1,so2,so3,…,son))

Where
SR = Self-Reliance
SS = Self-Sustainability
SM = Self-Management
SO = Self-Organization
ss1..ssn = an instance of a Self-Sustainability sub-component.
sm1..smn = an instance of a Self-Management sub-component.
so1..son = an instance of a Self-Organization sub-component.

The goal is to make Self-Reliance (SR) optimal even though none of the individual subcomponent values may be optimal. Coherence of the overall Self-Reliance solution is more
important than optimality of the sub-components. The inspiration for this approach came from
nature where ants transport a meal back to the nest. Only one of the many ants may be in the
optimal position and some may be unhelpful even antagonistic, but the entourage moves with
the optimal vector towards the nest, therefore displaying coherent behaviour.

When a sub-problem of robotics is analysed and solved in isolation then it is highly optimistic
to expect that solution to be optimal in a fully integrated robot colony solution. A method to
analyse a solution for a sub-problem and prove that it is optimal in a fully integrated solution
has not been found. A recurring theme of this research is the cascading effects within robot
colonies of every single modification to a variable. Competition exists between individual
solutions for resources and this reduces global performance. It was for this reason that the
guidelines were established as a mechanism to deliver a coherent solution. An integrated
system can be deployed into the real world and to adapt to the specific environment based
upon experience of current and past performance. Each instance of deployment will be
slightly different with numerous variables, thus enabling a database to be collated. It is only
once the mobile robots are deployed that performance can be measured and near optimal
performance achieved, through a skilled Systems Administrator and/or Artificial Intelligence.
In order to generate a baseline of acceptable performance a list of design guidelines was
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extrapolated. These design guidelines were then incorporated into the fully integrated
simultaneous solution.

Self-Sustainability

1.1

The chapter on Self-Sustainability was an exploration and refinement of strategies derived
from the design guidelines that have potential to provide an effective simultaneous solution.
Sustainability being the maintenance of system health over time, is achieved by problem
avoidance, early identification and intervention of potential problems, requesting resources as
required and low maintenance storage when not needed. Sustainability is demonstrated with a
system of static support robots and modular mobile robots. In the sustainability experiments,
this approach demonstrates graceful degradation until the minimal viable population is
reached, at which time critical failure occurs. Colonies demonstrate greater potential than
populations to achieve sustainability by fault avoidance, identification and rectification.

This research also examined modular robots with diagnosis and recovery capability. It
presented a system that reduced loss through low maintenance protected storage, while
managing optimal resources. Mathematical projection was used to compare populations of
non-sustainable and sustainable robots. Computer modelling experiments were used to
demonstrate the feasibility of Sustainability, including extended operational life, the
maintenance of optimal work flow and Graceful Physical Degradation (GPD). The key factors
of sustainability are summarised in the list below:

Sustainability
•

Identification of Core Sustainability Issues

•

Strategy to address Core Sustainability Issues

•

Modular Mobile Robots and Static Support Robots

•

Algorithms for Sustainability Protocol

•

Experimental Simulation and Analysis

•

Mathematical projections of optimal module numbers

•

Super Colonies

•

Graceful Degradation

A strategy to address the core sustainability issues was developed. This strategy consisted of a
hybrid population of modular mobile robots and static support robots. The modular mobile
robots carry out the mission while the static support robots address the Self-Reliance needs of
the mobile population.
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The Self-Sustainability strategy was developed into a Self-Sustainability protocol consisting
of a number of algorithms. The algorithms were then used as the basis for a simulation. The
results of the simulation were then analysed to determine the feasibility of the concept and the
consequences of changing variables. Both the algorithms and the simulation enabled the SelfSustainability strategy to be explored in detail. The simulation demonstrated that the SelfSustainability strategy presented in this research should enable a mobile robot colony to
effectively identify and correct numerous faults. The Self-Sustainability strategy based upon
modular robots, finite state communication and classical Artificial Intelligence, should be
achievable with current technology.

Mathematical projections were made in order to determine if there existed an optimal quantity
of modules per mobile robot. It became apparent that there existed two major considerations
with mobile robot designs consisting of variable numbers of modules, redundancy and
complexity. The redundancy increased with each module that was added but the unit return
was diminished, therefore redundancy had a positive effect. The complexity increased with
each added module, therefore complexity had a negative effect. The overall result can be
calculated by combination of these two results, indicating that there may exist a maximum
quantity of modules, such that exceeding the maximum will reduce mobile robot
performance. The function for the optimal quantity of modules per mobile robot has not been
identified and remains an area of future research.

It is possible that LSRC’s can sustain critical failure that has the potential to result in wasted
resources. If LSRC’s were situated in proximity to others of their kind then resources could be
transferred from the failed colony to a functional colony. Alternatively, the functional colony
could be used to repair the failed colony. This strategy of multiple LSRC’s or a Super Colony
with resource transfer capability, would be extremely robust and display increased SelfReliance capability and economic potential.

The mobile population of the robot colony demonstrated Graceful Physical Degradation on a
sub-robotic scale. The robot colony was able to maintain near optimal performance even
while continually sustaining losses. This process was observed to continue until such time as
the LSRC exhausted a critical resource reserve, and only then did performance degrade.
When the critical resource was completely exhausted then and only then did the colony fail.

This research has outlined the core issues relevant to the sustainability of a LSRC. It is always
possible to extend a list of core issues to include additional functionality, thus creating a more
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exhaustive list. When extending the list, it is important to consider the relevance and cost of
the extension. The current list consists of issues that occur with frequency, can be addressed
with current technology, and therefore are worth addressing. The sustenance functions
addressed by the CARC architecture are summarised below and are described in detail in the
chapter on sustainability.

Sustenance Functions
•

Assembly

•

Retirement

•

Replace or Repair Modules

•

Recharge or Refuel Robots

•

Clean Robots

•

Calibration of Sensors

•

Programming Robots

•

Mission Briefing and Debriefing

•

Polymorphism

Self-Management

1.2

The chapter on Self-Management was an exploration and refinement of strategies derived
from the design guidelines that have potential to provide an effective simultaneous solution.
Large Scale Systems (LSS) research was explored as a mechanism to exert influence over a
society of robots. An experimental reactive management strategy was also demonstrated. The
reactive strategy while not optimal does indicate promising potential directions for future
research including the Man in the Loop (MITL) strategy highly desired by NASA, JPL for
off-world command and control of a significant robot colony (Huntsberger, et. al., 2000).
These key factors of Self-Management are summarised in the list below and discussed in the
following text.

Management
•

Reactive Management

•

MITL

•

Message Passing

•

Population Minimum, Maximum, Optimal

•

Metrics for Management PBFM and TAM
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The temptation with a LSRC when reducing human involvement, was to eliminate human
involvement altogether. This approach resulted in experiments on a Reactive Management
strategy. It was demonstrated that the strategy could deploy an initial task force, measure
performance and adjust performance accordingly. But over time it became increasingly
obvious that this approach was a subtle trap that would not result in optimal performance. For
example, it could get locked into oscillatory behaviour where resources would transfer back
and forth in an endless cycle of futility or a minor flaw could cascade into total system failure.
While it was possible to address such issues with varied success, it became apparent that at
least one human should monitor the robot colony in much the same way that a system
administrator watches over a computer network. NASA JPL refers to this approach as MITL
(Huntsberger, et. al., 2000). MITL is a complex issue and an area of future work.

A common strategy used to solve problems is to increase resources. Following this strategy,
deficiencies in mobile robots are overcome with extensive communication, constant contact,
relaying information about position, sensors, orders, etc. Sometimes this strategy is
inappropriate, not just because it would result in omniscient and omnipotent machines but
because it may not be necessary, and may even degrade performance. The problems arising
from the Reactive Management experiments and the literature both suggest that performance
may be increased by decreasing resources, indicating that there may exist an optimal quantity
of resources. Pirjanian suggested a strategy of guidance or influence rather than control
(Pirjanian, et. al., 2000). Performance can actually be improved by reducing communication
capability. This means that communication resources can also be reduced. This possibility
was explored with Message Passing experiments to determine an appropriate mechanism for
communication within a Robot Colony. It was found that extremely short range
communication or Message Passing could reliably distribute information to most of the
colony members in a short amount of time, and all of the members would eventually receive
the message. This capability is achievable because the bulk of the deployed colony population
are engaged in routine tasks and work in proximity.

In the early days of reactive robotics and subsumption architecture, Brooks suggested that
mobile robots could utilise a redundancy deployment model. The Brooks solution states that
mobile robots are cheap and disposable, thus placing a very low value upon Self-Reliance.
Deployment was envisioned as initially abundant but diminishing resources over time
(Brooks, 1990). The deployment solution proposed by Brooks begins with too many robots,
finishes with too few, and acquires an optimal population for the very briefest interval of
population lifespan. If the population consists of heterogenous robots then there exists the
possibility that the optimal population may never be acquired. If optimal population is not
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acquired and maintained, this will guarantee results of sub-optimal performance per robot and
globally. CARC architecture uses the concept of a Near Optimal Deployment (NOD) strategy.
Analysis of CARC metrics indicates that a Performance Based Feedback Method (PBFM) and
a Task Achievement Method (TAM) are both necessary and sufficient to monitor a LSRC
enabling acquisition and maintenance of NOD. The CARC strategy of deploying a near
optimal population of highly adaptable and robust mobile robots yields improved unit
performance per robot and improved global performance of the entire population.

One of the difficult challenges of this research was in the area of predicting actual
performance so that a NOD of resources could achieve desired performance. It was found that
formal methods could be so inaccurate as to be nearly unusable. What did work was PBFM, a
system of measuring current performance based upon resources and convergence upon
desired performance. When performance did not have a measurable value the alternative
TAM still had a Boolean value and could be evaluated. Even if convergence were performed
in a very gentle manner it was still possible that desired performance might not be achieved
and a multi-tactical strategy was suggested as the way to bypass this problem. This is part of
the MITL solution and an area of future research.

Calculations were made to determine the Minimum, Maximum and Optimal number of robots
in the colony. The key issues were found to be time, unit performance, resource expenditure
and risk. It was found that the Minimum population before critical failure could be quite
small, even down to a single robot if cooperation were not required. The Minimum population
is characterised by extended mission time, high unit performance, low resource expenditure
and higher risk. The Maximum population was determined by the Sustainability Rate of the
Operations Site and environmental saturation. The Maximum population is characterised by
lower mission time, low unit performance, high resource expenditure and lower risk. The
Optimal population was found to be a quantity such that mobile robots were not idle or
resident and the objectives were being achieved. At mission conclusion there should always
exist a surplus of resources with a minimum value of 0% and a maximum value such that all
tasks are being accomplished in an optimal manner. Therefore the Optimal population is a
value that is determined by constraints of time, performance, resource and risk requirements.

It was found that a smaller population of Heterogenous mobile robots were superior to a
larger population of homogenous robots. Polymorphic mobile robots proved superior to
multipurpose mobile robots as it was better to adapt to change when necessary rather than the
uneconomical approach of transporting and exposing unused resources. CARC uses adaptive
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polymorphic modular robots with rigid chassis enabling optimal performance by combining
flexibility with robustness.

Self-Organization

1.3

The chapter on Self-Organization was an exploration and refinement of strategies derived
from the CARC design guidelines that have potential to provide an effective simultaneous
solution. Self-Organization described a number of experiments, algorithms and protocols on
Reasoning Robotics, which is a variant of Reactive Robotics. Reasoning Robotics utilises an
Event Driven Architecture (EDA) rather that a Stimulus Driven Architecture (SDA) common
to Reactive Robotics. Enhanced robot performance was demonstrated by a combination of
EDA and environmental modification or stigmergy. Stigmergy is a mechanism that allows the
complexity to be transferred from the robot to the environment, thus enabling the robot to be
of a more simple and robust design. These experiments covered Intersection Navigation with
contingency for Multilane Intersections, a Radio Packet Controller (RPC) algorithm, Active
and Passive Beacons including a communication protocol, mobile robot navigation using
Migration Decision Functions (MDF’s) including Consensus Positioning to address MDF
positional errors. The key factors of Self-Organization are summarised in the list given below
and explained in the following text.

Self Organization
•

Event driven behaviour to increase mobile robot capability

•

Stigmergy to enable complexity to be transferred from the robot to the environment

•

MDF for navigation and movement in unknown environments

•

Consensus positioning to enable navigation status reasoning

•

Assembly Algorithms for Large Scale Construction

Event driven behaviours enabled the mobile robots in this research to reason about the
environment based upon events rather than pure stimulus. This slight improvement to
intelligence enabled the mobile robots to count which proved to be a highly effective
attribute. Counting enabled the mobile robots to behave in a different manner given identical
stimulus. Thus the mobile robots were able to distinguish passive beacons in the environment
and attach different meaning to them based upon the order of contact. This useful capability
was achieved with minimal processing and no humanly discernable delay or reduction in
performance.
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Stigmergy is a mechanism of transferring complexity to the environment. Stigmergy is
utilised by social insects to build complex structures. It is possible to dramatically reduce
intelligence and hardware requirements of mobile robots by using Stigmergy. In the example
of the mobile robots crossing the intersection, stigmergy was enabled with passive beacons
and infrared sensors. If stigmergy had not been used and the passive beacons had not been
deployed into the environment then the potential solution would have been more complex
with increased intelligence and hardware requirements. Algorithms for extremely complex
intersections with multiple lanes and configurations were developed, and again stigmergy was
incorporated into the solution to offload complexity. An approach of event driven behaviours
and stigmergy was also used in a mechanical self-replication and self-repair system by Park
(Park, et. al., 2004).

Experiments were performed with real world/real time reactive mobile robots. Their task was
to cross an intersection without collision. The experiments demonstrated that real world/real
time mobile robots were able to cross an intersection without collision most of the time. The
experiments explored event driven behaviours to improve functionality and stigmergy to
reduce complexity. As a result of the success of the experiments, algorithms for a Large
Scale Construction Task were based upon these concepts. The Large Scale Construction Task
did not rely upon new techniques but those already proven, event driven behaviour and
stigmergy.

The mapping and path planning approach requires intensive observation and communication
with population members. This represents a significant resource investment that is amplified
in larger populations while having diminished value due to an increasingly dynamic
environment. Experiments were performed with simulated robots in obstacle rich
environments to explore the concept of navigation by taxis as an alternative to traditional
mapping and path planning. Taxis is the attraction or repulsion to stimuli, and is used by
social insects as a navigation mechanism. The Memory MDF or Tabu List(1), proved to be an
effective mechanism for navigation. While it was not possible to guarantee 100% navigation
success using Memory MDF in the real world, it did show considerable promise as a potential
navigation solution for members of a LSRC. Problems with this strategy were identified and
potential solutions to improve performance were outlined as future research. An interesting
observation of this research was the degrading performance of mobile robots as the quantity
of obstacles increased. Given that mobile robots are themselves obstacles to other mobile
robots, large populations will be subject to degraded performance (Gustafson & Gustafson,
2004). This effect can be reduced through separation techniques.
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When mobile robots are travelling between locations, it is sometimes advantageous to have a
general concept of locality. This capability can be used in reasoning to determine if a
navigation problem exists. If classical path planning is not used then you may not rely upon
intensive observation and communication or a highly detailed terrain map. A general location
may be determined by taking a reading of direction and distance to a beacon and comparison
with known landmarks. The beacon is also used in MDF so existing hardware is being
utilised. Experiments were performed to determine if a mobile robot could know its location
with reasonable accuracy. It was found that the mobile robot could sample the readings and
determine its approximate position with a high degree of accuracy even when mobile in
environments where signals were missing or in error. What was surprising was that fewer
samples resulted in better overall performance. Consensus positioning proved to be a reliable
tool for use with Large Scale Robot Colonies.

Algorithms for a large scale off-world construction task were developed that used stigmergy
to reduce complexity. Mobile robots cleared obstacles from the Operations Site to the Work
Site, inclusive. The robots laid foundations, installed panels to build appropriate structures,
and deposited shielding material. Neither maps nor precise instructions for locations were
used. The process was started with taxis driven MDF and built incrementally. This same
process is used by social insects to construct complicated nests.

2. Applications and Future Work
It was found that LSRC’s are suitable for Large Scale Applications. While it is possible to
harness the Colony to a Small Scale Application, it would probably be more appropriate to
look to a Smaller Scale Colony or Robot Team. As such, LSRC’s are not a universal panacea
to the problems of robotics. Also this technology is not going to put a humanoid robot in your
kitchen. But for Large Scale Applications such as Resource Gathering or Construction,
especially in remote and hostile environments, this approach seems practical.

Given the suggested applications, there exists numerous similarities in scale, architecture,
colony layout, hardware, software, etc. The extent of similarity is such that LSRC’s have
great potential to be a portable technology. It should be possible to change Colony application
with minimal effort. Obviously in a different type of application, there are some resources that
become redundant while new resources will be required. This also means that unused
resources may be salvaged for future use. There exist many areas for future work in this area
which are summarised below.

Self-Sustainability
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Development of mobile robot and static robot hardware

Self-Management
Development of MITL
Development of mobile robot and static robot hardware

Self-Organization
Improvement to the MDF strategy
Improvement to consensus positioning
Increase application algorithms and adapt to implementation

General
Simulation demonstrating full functionality, currently precluded by lack of MITL
Hardware demonstration of full functionality
Additional extension to application domain

3. Summary
This research has demonstrated that the application domain for Cooperative Autonomous
Mobile Robots (CAMR) can be extended by addressing the issue of Self-Reliance. SelfReliance can be expressed as Self-Organization, Self-Management and Self-Sustainability but
a simultaneous strategy is required for overall performance. The simultaneous solution should
follow design guidelines based upon literature, experimentation and mathematical projection.
Presented in this research is the CARC architecture for LSRC’s.

The design philosophy was tested with a number of experiments both physical and simulated.
The results of experiments have been presented. Mathematical projections were used to
explore hypothesis of LSRC behaviour. Algorithms were presented to illustrate solutions to
sequence of operations problems. This work was undertaken to determine if LSRC could be
used to extend the domain of mobile robot applications and the relative complexity of
assembling vast numbers of mobile robots.

It was found that the commonly held belief that vast numbers of mobile robots could be
harnessed for a particular task was limited by a significant quantity of issues. These issues
included but were not limited to, investment, performance, management, sustainability,
communication and task completion. In summary, if a large number of robots were deployed
into the field with the expectation of achieving a task through redundancy then probability of
failure is high and efficient effort doubtful.
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It was found that optimal solutions to some problems within mobile robotics were no longer
optimal when the quantity of robots changed and these solutions may have a cascading
negative effect. The prime example of this is path planning as a mechanism of navigation.
When large numbers of mobile robots are placed in the real and dynamic world the
advantages of classical path planning and mapping evaporate as a result of increased
complexity.

LSRC’s can not be derived by taking individual or team robot architectures and scaling up. A
LSRC is not simply a team of robots with more members. New issues emerge and become
increasingly more significant. Self-Sustainability, Self-Management and Self-Organization
have greater significance within LSRC.

CARC theory is an application of simplicity, minimal resources and economical decisions.
Examples include MDF’s as a system of navigation, and message passing as a system of
communication. The polymorphic modular mobile robot, such that it has only the physical,
programming and data capability required at any given time.

This research presents the CARC architecture. This architecture is described with a new and
coherent set of guidelines enabling implementation of LSRC. The guidelines are derived from
literature review and publication, experiments and mathematical projection. CARC enables
extension of Application Domain for mobile robots by addressing the issue of Self-Reliance.
Self-Reliance has been addressed by decomposition into Self-Organization, Self-Management
and Self-Sustainability. There exists future work to resolve some aspects and room for
improvement with this architecture, but CARC provides a novel baseline.

This research is novel in that it attempts to identify appropriated strategies for achieving SelfReliance through implementation of LSRC’s. Appropriate strategies are those that achieve
desired capability with minimal effort. The strategies were selected based upon existing
literature, experimentation and mathematical analysis. The following design guidelines were
identified. The source of the guidelines is reference with the format of Chapter, Heading 1,
Heading 2, and Heading 3. e.g. (2.1.3.4)
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3.1

CARC Architecture Guidelines

Self-Sustainability
[1] Colony resources should be deployed to the field as required, the Near Optimal
Deployment (NOD) strategy. (2.4.2.4).

A Near Optimal Deployment (NOD) has two main advantages, failure and cooperation.
Resources exposed to failure as a result of environmental hostility are reduced which
increases the overall life expectancy of the LSRC. Cooperation is enhanced because deployed
resources are less likely to impede each other which results in increased utility performance.

[2] The mobile robot population should be adaptive. (2.4.2.4).

If the population is adaptive as is the case with CARC then resources can be reused and the
population can deal with greater environmental and mission diversity. The reuse of resources
improves the probability of extended operational life and reduces costs. Mission and/or
environmental diversity enables the same robotic infrastructure to be portable across multiple
applications.

[3] A modular mobile robot architecture coupled with a replacement strategy will enable
increased mobile robot life expectancy. Static robots should be used to sustain the mobile
robots.

Mathematical projections demonstrated significant life expectancy increase for mobile robots
when the modular architecture was coupled with a replacement strategy.

[4] Increasing module quantity per mobile robot increases life expectancy with a diminishing
improvement. The increase to complexity resulting from physical and electrical
connection would also degrade the return. This would indicate that an optimal quantity of
modules per robot should exist.

A formula to calculate the optimal quantity of modules per mobile robot has not been
discovered and this remains an area of future research. However the current projections
indicate that under diminishing returns, adding modules will degrade mobile robot
sustainability.
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[5] The sustainability process of a Large Scale Robot Colony (LSRC) should approach full
automation.

Human involvement in Sustainability should be reduced but not eliminated. A human systems
administrator should be able to monitor and intervene.

[6] Greater population quantities of mobile robots can be achieved through increase
operations site throughput rate.

The Self-Sustainability experiments demonstrated that throughput rate of the Operations Site
was one of the key factors determining the quantity of deployable population.

[7] The Large Scale Robot Colony (LSRC) should be an open system where resources can be
routinely added or removed. (2.2.1.4), (2.3.1.1).

CARC is an open system where resources can be routinely added or removed. Additional
module resources can be supplied to the MOD static robot or a new MOD can be deployed
and chained to the existing Operations Site. Both functional and dysfunctional modules can be
removed from the LSRC. Dysfunctional modules can also be stored at a Discard Site such that
they do not interfere with LSRC operations. New static robots can be added or removed, and
the layout of the Operations Site is flexible.

[8] The Large Scale Robot Colony (LSRC) should exhibit graceful degradation such that the
life expectancy of the colony is a factor of supplied resources rather that critical failure.
Critical failure should not occur until such time as the minimal viable population
threshold is reached. (2.3), (2.3.1.2), (2.3.1.3).

Graceful degradation is achieved by maintenance of a Near Optimal Deployment (NOD) of
resources. It is only when the resource supply is depleted such that the deployed population
falls below the minimal viable population that critical failure occurs. Even the loss of a static
robot can be insured by contingencies including repair, replacement, redundancy or the
deployment of a super colony.

[9] Super Colonies may be used to increase Sustainability, beyond the capability of LSRC
but the application would also be more significant.
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A super colony is a grouping of two or more LSRC’s. The grouping is within interaction
range such that resources from one LSRC can be transferred to another. The applications and
costs for a super colony are far more significant than for a LSRC. The super colony is highly
resistant to critical failure as all LSRC’s must fail for the super colony to fail.

[10]

Self-Sustainability should address a comprehensive list of functions and attempt to

reuse infrastructure where appropriate. (2.3), (2.3.1), (2.3.2.2), (2.3.2.3), (2.3.2.4).

The sustenance functions pertinent to routine servicing, fault avoidance, identification and
rectification are repair, recharge, cleaning and calibration. Reuse of infrastructure will reduce
costs and simplify the control algorithms. The infrastructure is reused for Self-Management
and Self-Organization issues such as mission briefing and debriefing, polymorphism,
assembly and disassembly.

[11]

Cooperative sustainability should be implemented with dedicated static robots,

enabling routine servicing, fault avoidance, identification and rectification. (2.3), (2.3.1),
(2.3.2.1), (2.3.2.2), (2.3.2.3), (2.3.2.4), (2.3.4).

Static Robots are more economical and capable of achieving cooperative autonomous
sustainability. The internal environment provided by the static robots is highly structured,
enabling the use of Classical Artificial Intelligence. Spare parts in the form of modules can be
offered protective storage from environmental conditions by static robots. This option enables
implementation of a module replacement strategy. This will reduce human involvement and
provide timely intervention.

[12]

The Buffer static robot cleans the robots upon recovery to reduce water, dust and

accumulated matter, so as not to impede the mobile robot performance and extend
operational life. (2.2.1.2).

Residue from the environment in the form of dust and dirt can interfere with mobile robot
functionality. Sensors can be obscured or the robot can become encumbered even
immobilized. By cleaning the robot on a routine basis, these issues can be avoided.

[13]

The Assembly static robot (ASS) implements a module replacement based system to

repair faulty robots, and replace expended energy modules.
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The Assembly static robot is reused to address multiple functions but it is primarily
assembling and disassembling mobile robots in whole or in part.

[14]

The Hotstage static robot calibrates the sensors prior to deployment in the field.

Functionality of the sensor is a fault issue and is addressed with module diagnostics.

Hotstage is the last static robot prior to deployment in the field and can be used as final
protective shelter for robots on standby orders.

[15]

Trophallaxis should be implemented as a mechanism to achieve enhanced energy

transfer, extending mobile robot mission time and duration. (2.2.1.1), (2.3.2.2).

Trophallaxis can be implemented such that mobile robots can remain deployed for extended
periods. This would reduce routine traffic through the Operations Site and permit mobile
robots to remain engaged in their current mission.

[16]

Exposure of mobile robots to the adverse environment and to work should be

minimised through protective storage static robot, to prolong lifespan and minimise
individual mobile robot protection requirements. (2.2.1.3).

A mobile robot exposed to the environment is subject to increased probability of failure. If
this is amplified by a large quantity of mobile robots such as the case with a LSRC then the
loss of resources can be significant. The ideal situation is for a mobile robot to be actively
engaged in work and therefore productive or to be held in protective storage. For example, it
is better to hold a pre-assembled rescue robot in the protected HOT static robot awaiting
orders for immediate recovery rather than deploy the robot in the hostile environment on the
chance that its services may be required. Spare modules are held in protective storage within
the MOD static robot.

[17]

Idle Time should be minimised such that mobile robots are not unproductive and

exposed to the environment. (2.5.1.4).

An Idle robot is resident such that it is not moving and not currently engaged in work.
Typically this occurs because it is waiting for an event to enable work or movement to
resume. If the robot is deployed in the environment and idle or resident then it is subject to
increased probability of failure.
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Self-Management
[18]

A Hybrid Intelligence model should be implemented for Self-Management enabling

the mobile population to be autonomous while providing a mechanism for a human
Systems Administrator to periodically monitor and exert influence over a Large Scale
Robot Colony (LSRC). A Man in the Loop (MITL) solution. (2.4.2.2), (2.4.2.3), (2.1.1).

A purely reactive system is subject to severe shortcoming such as oscillation and lack of
system stability. Reactive systems are prone to fail to acquire the target goal and are wasteful
of resources. There is no immediate mechanism to correct malfunctioning behaviour. A MITL
system would enable a human to supervise an automated reactive management system. The
information provided to the human systems administrator should be minimised to that needed
unless a special request is made.

[19]

Performance of the colony should be measured. (2.4.1.5), (2.4.2.6).

Before we can manage the LSRC and deploy the correct resources, we must have some idea
of performance otherwise our deployment is nothing more than a guess. If we continually
measure performance and make gradual modifications to converge on desired performance
then we can satisfy more goals.

[20]

Formal Methods should not be used as the control mechanism for LSRC due to issues

with computation time, global observability and prediction accuracy. (2.4.2.6).

The quantity and cascading effects of variables associated with a LSRC make accurate
prediction with Formal Methods complex and problematic. The computational time and
resources are high. Complete global observability in real time is difficult and resource
intensive. Prediction accuracy in a timely manner is not optimal. This does not mean that
formal methods are not useful, but not as the primary control mechanism.

[21]

Determination of Colony resources to be deployed to the field as required, using a

combination of Performance Based Feedback Method (PBFM) and Task Achievement
Method (TAM). (2.4.1.5), (2.4.2.6).

Before we can manage the LSRC and deploy the correct resources, we must have some idea
of performance otherwise our deployment is nothing more than a guess. If we continually
measure performance and make gradual modifications to converge on desired performance
then we can satisfy more goals.
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[22]

An economical approach should be adopted where appropriate resources are used to

achieve objectives and no more. Colony resources should be deployed to the field as
required by the Systems Administrator, based upon time, resource and performance
requirements; the Near Optimal Deployment (NOD) strategy. This will improve utility,
reduce attrition and reduce management and communication complexity. (2.4.2.4).

Deployment of resources as required reduces the effects of oscillation and enables greater
system stability. This deployment should be a gradual convergence rather than a sudden
change. This will result in economical effort applied to each task therefore enabling greater
goal satisfaction.

[23]

Polymorphism will allow role adaptability, enabling the robots to be highly adaptable

and optimal to desired roles. This capability can be achieved with the heterogenous
modular robot architecture. (2.2.2.5), (2.4.1.5).

By having a degree of polymorphism, we can reuse resources while maintaining near optimal
utility of individual robots. Polymorphism enables mobile robot to satisfy multiple goals. A
multi-purpose robot could also satisfy multiple goals but it is less optimal in performance
because it carries extra hardware and this hardware is exposed to unnecessary risk of failure.
The heterogenous modular robot architecture means that robots carry only what they need for
their current mission and are optimal in that mission.

[24]

The mobile robots of the colony should be organised into task forces to achieve sub-

goals. (2.2.2.2).

The use of task forces enables the achievement of multiple simultaneous sub-goals. Each task
force may have a different optimal deployment. The different optimal deployments are
created by minor changes such as obstacle density or placement, distance to goal, interference
from other LSRC members. The use of task forces enables discrete measurement and
management.

[25]

A degree of learning at the Management Layer would enable enhanced performance,

but the colony would need to determine strategy, gather data, analyse results and store
information. (2.2.2.1), (2.4.1.4).
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Insect colonies have demonstrated that learning enables them to respond faster and in a more
appropriate manner to changes in the environment. This is a useful capability and should be
replicated. The LSRC should be able to recognise a pattern of change in the environment and
respond in a appropriate manner. This capability will shortcut some of the convergence time.
The information about the environmental change would be gathered by the mobile and static
robots and relayed to the SAS static robot for analysis and decision making.

[26]

Broadcast communication should not be used as it reduces LSRC performance.

(2.4.2.13)

Broadcast communication is resource expensive and reduces local and global performance.
Oscillation and lack of system stability can result from Broadcast communication.

[27]

Communication should consist of hybrid implicit and message passing or near field

system with an ontology of finite states. Communication should be minimised while
sufficient to enable the colony to operate in an optimal manner. Radio packet controllers
or similar technology can be implemented to deal with complicated communication
requirements. (2.1.4.1), (2.1.4.2), (2.2.2.4), (2.4.2.4).

A LSRC can utilize a near field communication system because the robots work in proximity
and pass given locations on a periodic basis. This ensures that most of the mobile robot
population will receive a message in a timely manner and all robots will eventually receive
the message. Minimization of communication reduces probability of communication errors,
enables faster convergence and reduces risk of oscillation and poor stability. Both the content
and frequency of messages can be reduced to that which is required.

[28]

Information should be limited to enable faster convergence. (2.4.2.11), (2.4.2.13).

Limitation of information reduces complexity, and probability of oscillation and poor
stability. There is no necessity for robots to have access to information that is not immediately
useful or impedes performance.

[29]

Applications algorithms should permit phase overlap to allow for parallel activity.

A LSRC has the capability to address multiple simultaneous tasks. This capability is enabled
by multiple task forces, each of which may have different objectives. Resources may be
transferred across different task forces based upon current needs. An example is that one task
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force may be clearing obstacles in one part of a work site, while another task force in a
different part of the work site is gathering a resource.

Self-Organization
[30]

Mobile robots should not be equipped with hardware that exceeds their requirements.

This adds complexity and weight to the mobile robot, increasing failure potential and
reducing the utility of work performed. (2.4.1.6), (2.4.1.7), (2.4.2.5).

If a mobile robot of a particular role carries an unnecessary piece of hardware, then it is
carried by every robot of that role within a LSRC. Each piece of equipment is subject to
increased failure potential because it is exposed to the environment and to work. Each robot
has a slightly decreased utility performance as a result of the extra encumbrance. Minor
uneconomical decisions mount up as quantities of robots and mission duration are increased.

[31]

Mobile Robot environmental information and sensory range should be minimised

such that the robots are limited to required information.

Limitation of information and sensory range to that which the robots need to know simplifies
the control algorithms and improves response time. There is no necessity for a robot to have
access to information that it can not use to make a better decision. If for example a robot has
specific knowledge about an obstacle and the obstacle condition changes before the robot is in
proximity then the knowledge serves little purpose. It is better for the robot to know about the
immediate environment and near future events.

[32]

Mobile robots should be implemented with Reasoning Artificial Intelligence enabling

Event driven decision making. The robots should have sufficient intelligence to
accomplish their tasks, but excessive intelligence is not required. (2.1.4.1), (2.1.4.2).

Reactive Artificial Intelligence enables mobile robots to operate in the real world in real time.
It is a Stimulus Driven Architecture with a tight coupling between stimulus and response. A
minor variation is an Event Driven Architecture with stimulus processed to an event and a
tight coupling between event and response. The EDA is more useful for the required levels of
cooperation and coordination.

[33]

Mobile Robot communication should consist of both message passing and implicit

communication with an ontology of finite states. (2.1.4.1), (2.1.4.2), (2.2.2.4), (2.4.2.4).
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Mobile robots can utilize a near field communication system because the robots work in
proximity and pass given locations on a periodic basis. This ensures that most of the mobile
robot population will receive a message in a timely manner and all robots will eventually
receive the message. Minimization of communication reduces probability of communication
errors, enables faster convergence and reduces risk of oscillation and poor stability. Both the
content and frequency of messages can be reduced to that which is required.

[34]

Navigation by detailed maps is undesirable and should be enabled through Taxis

based Migration Decision Functions (Memory) where possible. Partial maps may be used
when required. Navigation beacons should be deployed to assist mobile robots. (2.2.3.4),
(2.4.2.6).

The large quantity of mobile robots moving in a dynamic environment, reduce the
effectiveness of path planning solutions for LSRC’s. Requirements include complete state
observation, constant reliable communication and computational resources. A taxis based
system of navigation offers similar results with reduced resource requirements. Navigation by
taxis would reduce mobile robot complexity and enable reliable navigation of significant
quantities of robots in real time. A system of waypoint maps offloads complexity from the
mobile robots to the environment and enables greater flexibility in path selection.

[35]

Migration Decision Function (MDF) limitations have been identified such as

oscillation, cycle and deadlock.

Proposed solutions should be implemented such as timeout, cascade return, alternate beacons,
alternate course, beacon recall, distress beacons and environmental modification.

[36]

Migration Decision Function (MDF) position errors should be corrected with

Consensus Positioning, a sample taken over 3 intervals.

Experiments demonstrated that taking less than 3 samples proved to be ineffective while
taking more produced less reliable results. A solution that took and compared 3 samples was
sufficient to determine position.

[37]

Stigmergy should be used as a mechanism to offload complexity into the

environment, transferring mobile robot complexity to the environment. (2.2.2.4).
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A LSRC environment is semi-structured with an increase in routine tasks and reliable
outcomes. Even so the environment is complex partly because of its dynamic nature. Given
that we have a large number of mobile robots it seems reasonable to offload some of the
complexity into the environment. This will reduce the resource requirements of the mobile
robots and enable more reliable decision making.

[38]

Mobile robots should have a chassis to increase physical strength and enable

improved module replacement, and be of a polymorphic design with heterogenous
modules.

A purely modular robot does not have the structural strength of a robot with a chassis. The
chassis enables module replacement to be more rapid and reliable. The chassis can be
considered as one of the modules of the robot and can have built in functionality, such as
electrical connections and sensors. Complexity, redundancy and weight should be reduced as
this degrades performance and increases the probability of failure.

[39]

Obstacles impede performance on a local and global scale. Relevant obstacles in the

environment should be cleared to improve mobile robot utility. Mobile robots should be
separated when cooperation is not required so that they are not mutual obstacles.
(2.2.1.4), (2.2.3.2).

Clearing obstacles will assist mobile robots by reducing risk of collision and damage and
improve their individual performance. The sum of the improvement to individual performance
and the saving in resources from damage avoidance will assist the global performance of the
LSRC.

General
[40]

Self-Reliance must be approached with a Simultaneous Solution.

There is no guarantee that an optimal solution for a sub-issue of Self-Reliance will still be
optimal when integrated within a LSRC. It is for this reason that the Guidelines were
developed, so as to provide a coherent solution to the general problem.

[41]

Mobile robot applications must always be matched with mobile robot attributes to

determine appropriate use of technology. Large Scale Robot Colony (LSRC) applications
should be selected on the basis of highly routine tasks within environments that are semistructured and highly organised as this will increase performance predictability, increase
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local and global utility, and reduce potential failure. Applications should be Large Scale,
useful and economical such as Construction or Resource Gathering. (2.2.2.3).

Robots have the ability to perform a routine task with repetitive precision. It is therefore of
benefit to ensuring that tasks are routine, environments are semi-structured and highly
organized, as this will increase performance predictability, increase local and global utility,
and reduce potential failure. A LSRC is a considerable investment and applications should
return a commensurate reward. Small scale applications should only be considered if a LSRC
is the only feasible solution and the return is improvement of quality or probability of human
life.

[42]

Mobile robots should work in proximity to each other and to the Static robots as this

will enhance cooperation and communication. (2.2.3.3).

There are many advantages to deployment of robots in an environment where they work in
proximity. All aspects of Self-Reliance are improved, including Self-Sustainability, SelfManagement and Self-Organization. It also enables the consideration of Large Scale tasks
such as resource gathering and construction.

[43]

The CARC architecture is comprised of a number of dynamic sites, operations,

objective, work, rally, and discard.

The function of the sites is to separate the mobile robots. If the mobile robots are too close
when not cooperating then they act as mutual obstacles. If the sites are too far apart then the
LSRC is inefficient. The placement of discrete sites should be the minimum distance such that
separation is achieved. The discrete sites enable different functionality that covers all aspects
of LSRC’s.

[44]

The LSRC should consist of mobile and static robots where the mobile robots address

the application and the static robots provide support to the mobile population.
(2.3),(2.3.1), (2.3.1.1), (2.3.2.1), (2.3.2.2), (2.3.2.3), (2.3.2.4), (2.3.4).

Static robots can provide the necessary support to automate Self-Reliance thus reducing
human involvement. The mobile robots can address the application. This synergy of mobile
and static robots enables new applications to be considered. Static Robots are more
economical and capable of achieving cooperative autonomous sustainability. The internal
environment provided by the static robots is highly structured, enabling the use of Classical
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Artificial Intelligence. Spare parts in the form of modules can be offered protective storage
from environmental conditions by static robots. This option enables implementation of a
module replacement strategy. This will reduce human involvement and provide timely
intervention.

[45]

Large scale populations of robots and increased mission duration will increase

performance and failure predictability due to an increase in plateaux behaviour.

Sustainability experiments demonstrated that predictability was increased with population
quantity and time. Larger quantities of random numbers deliver more predictable results.
Time reduces the incidence of oscillation and permits system stability.

[46]

Humans should not work within the area defined by an active LSRC as there is an

unnecessary risk of injury and increased complexity. (2.1.1), (2.4.2.8).

Human behaviour is not as predictable as robot behaviour. Robots have a finite range of legal
actions while humans are capable of very unpredictable behaviour. The presence of humans in
proximity to robots increases the complexity of control algorithms. Given that mobile robots
may be quite large and heavy, they represent a risk of injury or death to human workers.

[47]

Colony Life Span should be finite such that robots are not able to reproduce. (2.1.1),

(2.6.2).

A LSRC should be deployed for a specific mission with a limited duration. Once the mission
is complete, continued presence of the LSRC serves no beneficial purpose. A mission of
extended duration is enabled by the supply of additional resources. Robots with unlimited
ability to reproduce are an area of concern to human society and this should also be a
consideration.
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